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Letter 

I 

Guns and Old Japan. 
Dear Comrades, 

10 October 1990 
Tokyo, Japan 

I am writing in regard to the article "The Second Amend
ment to the U.S. Constitution" which appeared in the last 
issue of Spartacist .eNo. 43-44, Summer 1989). Whi.le I 
thought it extremely important to place the question of the 
right to bear arms in an international context, the paragraph 
concerning Japan has two factual errors and, I think, a 
misleading assertion. 

1. The "Great Sword Hunt," which disarmed the Japanese 
peasantry, was carried out in 1587 under Toyotomi Hideyo-

. shi, not the Tokugawa shogunate. Tokugawa Ieyasu became 
shogun (military dictator of feudal Japan) in 1603 and the 
Tokugawa Bakufu (government of the shogun) officially 
dates from 1615 . 
. Guns were first introduced to Japan in 1543 by three lost 

Portuguese, and within a decade gunsmiths throughout Japan 
were producillg the weapon in massive quantities. By the 
end of the century~m6re guns were used in Japanese battles 
than were owned by any single European country at the time 
(Noel Perrin, Giving Up the Gun, 1979). But by 1575 the 
first opposition to guns began to emerge as it came as quite 
a shock that a "co'mmon farmer" could kill an "elite samu
rai" so readily. 

As part of Ieyasu's consolidation of power, in 1607 he 
ordered all gun-makers to move to either Nagahama or Sakai 
(the major 'gun manufacturing areas) and appointed a "Gun 
COlT!missioner" through whom all orders had to be cleared, 
thus further ensuring his control over weapon production. 
Eventually, and. not surprisingly, orders ceased to be cleared 
and gunsmiths were soon out of work, with many actually 
returning to sword-making to eke out a living. The last time 
guns were used in battle was in 1637 and it wasn't until 
Commodore Perry sailed into Tokyo harbor (1853) that 
firearms were a~ain manufactured. 
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Kyoto 
Painting of samurai firing pistol made for use on 
horseback, I.e., for use only by upper samurai families. 

The Tokugawa shogunate's policy of monopolizing the 
means of violence in the hands of the state was no differ
ent from the European feudal lords who also ensured ihat 
their peasantry were unarmed. The methods and social 

continued on page 47 

ABOUT nus ISSUE 
The material in this issue is overwhelmingly on the 

urgent events in the Soviet Union-and Eastern Europe. 
We have had to put off the following articles, origi-

- nally projected Jor this issue of Spartacist: Discussion 
material on -the Proletarian Military Policy by Bert 
Matthes and John Holmes, and the ICL's reply to Pierre 
Broue's polemic against us on this subject (the latter 
was published in Cahiers Leon Trotsky No. 29, Septem
ber 1989); a letter by Robin Blick and reply by Sparta
cist on the Bolsheviks and "one-party di~tatorship." 

CORRECTION 
A caption on page 30 in the last issue of. Sparta

cist (No. 43-44, Summer 1989) incorrectly dated the 
Trotskyist-led uprising against the return of the Allied 
imperialists to Vietnam at the end of WW II. The upris
ing occurred in Saigon in 1945, not 1949. 
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A Frien~ and Trotsky Scholar Dies, 
Adopted from Workers Hammer, No. 117, October 1990, 

newspaper of the Spartacist League of Britain. 

A memorial meeting was held in Glasgow on 28 Septem
ber 1990 to honour the life and work of Louis Sinclair. 
Louis Sinclair devoted the bulk of his adult life to collecting 
and cataloguing the writings of Leon Trotsky. His bibliog
raphy of Trotsky's writings-published by the Hoover 
Institute, and repu.blished in an updated version by Gower 
Publishing Company in Vermont-remains a standard 
reference. At the time of his death' he was working on an 
index of pre-1940 internal bulletins of the Trotskyist 
movement. ,In single-mindedly struggling to preserve Trot
sky's written legacy, Louis Sinclair's pioneering archival 
work has greatly facilitated our !Iccess to and knowledge of 
vital questions of revolutionary strategy and tactics. 

The tributes from members of the International Commu
nist League, printed below, were read out at the memorial 
meeting. They were among several dozen testimonials re
ceived from around the world from socialists, archivists, 
friends-many of them longtime participants in the workers 
movement whose. appreciation of Louis Sinclair extended 
over several decades. The main address was given by 
Charles van Gelderen, a supporter ofthe United Secretariat, 
who first met Louis when he was a member of the Rev
olutionary Socialist League in 1937. 

Glasgow 

Dear Comrades, 

Prometheus Research Library 
New York, 22 September 1990 ' 

I want to share with you my thoughts and feelings on the 
occasion of this memorial meeting to Louis Sinclair.' 

I first met comrade Sinclair in 1958 while he was visiting 
San Francisco, principally to work in the archives of the 
Hoover Institute at Stanford. At that time, he also went 
through my modest library, and I had the pleasure of his 
finding two Trotsky source items for inclusion in his defini
tive bibliography of Trotsky material in English. 

He was a warm and genial man then and remained so in 
all our subsequent contacts. 9ver the years, our correspon
dence became.more regular and frequent. I went to Glasgow 

, to meet with him, and he proudly showed me some of the 
treasures from his Trotsky holdings. 

When we set up the Prometheus Researth Library, com
mitted in part to the same work in which he had spent his 
life, we regularly routed to him anything we thought might 
be' of interest to him. In his last years comrade Sinclair, 
militantly not involved in current affairs of the mo.vement, 
corresponded with both myself and George Breitman who 
was the architect of the English-language Writings of,Trot
sky and the.writings and speeches of James P. Cannon, This 
helped Ibring comrade Breitman and me together on certain 
archival projects. 

Fortunately for our Glasgow comrades, they were able to 
meet som'etimes with Louis Sinclair arid come to appreciate 
the immense reserve of erudite Marxism that he was. . .. 

Louis Sinclair 
1909-1990 

Louis Sinclair's life work was overwhelmingly financed 
by his own meager wages and then pension as a retired 
Scottish school tea~her. Through much of his adult life, he 
literally singlehandedly fought to preserve the truth and' 
therefore the integrity of Leon ,Trotsky and his work. 

I deeply regret knowing very little of Louis Sinclair's 
earlier involvement in the Scottish Trotskyist movement. I 
believe it would illuminate and add a 'dimension to our 
understanding of the history of our movement on this island. 
But he left this a closed chapter. . , 

, Truly the passing of Louis Sinclair is a' ~ad occasion. One 
does not easily imagine that'" another )i~e 'him' will soon 

, arise. I regret that circumstance and geography kept us from 
closer collaboration. ' .. ' ' 

In deepest solidarity with your 
meeting 'and regrets at my absence, 
Jim Robertson' ': ' 

I wish to pay tribute to.Comrade Louis Sinclair on behalf 
of the International Communist League. Shortly after we set 
up a branch of the Spartacist League in Glasgow, I had the 

\ privilege of meeting him. We were able to assist him in his 
very valuable workon a.couple of occasions. I last saw hill) 
in the Southern General the week'before he died, 

Louis was the world's foremost bibliographer of Trotsky, 
continued on page 48 
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On theCoUapse of 
S~alinist Rule in East Europe 

This articie was submitted as a contribution to the current 
International Communist League (Fourth IllIernationalist) 
internal discussion on' the collapse of Stalinism in Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union. The International Executive Com· 
miitee has authorized the publication here of the most politi· 
cally" comprehensive of the submitted documellls. This is the 
first of two such articles. The second appears'on page sixteen. 

by Joseph Seymour 

Can capitalism be restored in a bureaucratically ruled 
workers 'state' thro.ugh an essentially political process, i.e., 
without a civil war which destroys the military apparatus of 
the state? Manifestly yes. Does this run counter to Trotsky's 
specific prognosis for the Soviet Union. in the mid-late 
1930s?·Yes. Does it negate the Marxist theory of the state 
or Trotsky's understanding of Stalinism in a more general 
sense? No. 

Marx did not maintain that the destruction of the military 
apparatus of the state through civil war is a necessary 
condition for social revolution (or counterrevolution) at 
all times and in all places. In a public speech in 1872, 
immediately following the liquidationist congress of the First 
International inThe Hague, Netherlands. Marx stated: 

"The workers will have: to selLe polilical power one day in 
order to construct the new organization of labour; they will 

have to overthrow the old politics which boister up the old 
institutions, unless they want to share the fate of the early 
Christians, who lost their chance of heaven on earth because 
they rejected and neglected such action. 
"We do not claim, however, that the road leading to this 
goal is the same everywhere. 
"We know that heed must be paid to the institutions, 
customs and traditions of the various countries, and we do' 
not deny that there are countries, such as America and 
England, and if I was familiar with its institutions, I might 
include Holland, where the workers may attain their goal by 
peaceful means. That being the case, we must recognize that 
in most continental countries the lever of revolution will 
have to be force; a resort to force will be necessary one day 
in order to set up the rule of labour." 

- Karl Marx, "Speech on the Hague Congress," 
The First International and After, edited by 
David Fembach 

Empirically, I believe Marx was wrong. The working class 
.could not have taken political power peacefully in Britain 
or the United States in the l870s. Since the proletariat was 
never remotely close to power in these countries during this 
period, it is not a fruitful question for historical speculation. 
The important point is that Marx did not consider the' 
transfer of class political power without a civil war to 
contradict theoretically the idea that the rriilitary apparatus 
of the state defends the economically dominant class in 
society. 

Marx never spelled out a scenario whereby the working 
class could seize political power by peaceful means. Had he 

Red Army marches 
into Austria, 1945. 
Soviet people fought 
heroically to defeat 
Nazism. Stalin 
appealed to 
nationalism, not 
internationalism, in 
fighting "The Great 
Patriotic War)l!' 

d, 
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J ;. Stalin's 
brutal forced 

collectivization at 
Its height, 1929: 
banner calls for 
"Liquidation of 

.kulaks as a class." 
Trotsky thought a 

military coup at the 
time would have. 

been a vehicle 
for a bourgeois . 

counterrevolution . 

. done so. it might have run something like this. A workers 
party wins an election. It has ~onsiderable support in the 
ranks of the armed forces. and a significant section of the 
officer corps is unwilling to resort to a coup to overthrow 
the workers government.' The die-hard reactionaries are 
thus isolated and removed from command. The workers 
governnient then proceeds ·to purge and dismantle the old 
state apparatus. 

Lenin did not consider that Marx waS either empirically 
or theoretically wrong in projecting the possibility of'a 
proletarian revolution by peaceful means in Britain and 
the United States in the 1870s. Rather he maintained that 
with the development of imperialism. characterized by an 
enormously strengthened state bureaucracy and militarism. 
such a-prospect was no longer possible in any advanced 
capitalist country. However. one cannot mechanically 
transpose the conditions for a proletarian revolution against 
a capitalist state in the imperialist epoch to that' of a 
capitalist counterrevolution in a' bureaucratically ruled 
workers state s\lrrounded by imperialist powers. 

Trotsky on the Fate of Stalinist Russia 

polnt of support the kulak. That is Bonapartism. Thermidor 
is only a stage on the road to Bonapartism..... . ' 
"In a Thermidorian overturn, and still more'in a completely 
Bonapartist one, the army would playa major role-in the 
second case, the decisive role .. For this reason. we must 
follow with the greatest attention the processes that are 
taking place in the army. We must not forget that in the 
June [1928] report to the Moscow conference of party 
workers, the right 'leader,' referring to his friend Klim. said: 
'If you again resort to extraordinary measures. the army will 
answer with an insurrection· ... [emphasis in original] 

- "The Danger of Bona part ism and the 
Opposition's Role," The Challenge of the 
Left Opposition [1928·29J 

Again, the important question is not whether a rightist 
military coup was actually possible in Russia in 1928. The 
important point is that Trotsky considered it theoretically 
possible that the decisive agency of bourgeois counter
revolution could be a section of the military cadre of the 
workers state. Furthermore, he projected that· such an 
overturn need not provoke a full-scale civil war. With 
Stalin's defeat of the Right Opposition and establishment 
of a totalitarian police state in the early '30s, the possibility 
of a military coup receded. In any event, Trotsky never 
returned to this particular scenario. 

During his long struggle against the Stalinist bureaucracy Much of the internal discussion on the collapse of 
Trotsky considered a number of different paths whereby Stalinist rule in East Europe has centered on Trotsky's 
capitalism might be restored in the Soviet Union. For' polemical metaphor about "running backwards,the film of 
example, during the collectivization crisis of 1928 Trotsky reformism." A number of comrades assume the term 
foresaw the danger of a right-wing military coup over- reformism as used here is synonymous with the id~a that the 
throwing the Stalin regiine: proletariat can take power in the capitalist'co~ntry through 

"In general the post-Lenin leadership is unwinding the peaceful means. But this was not how "reformism" was 
October fihil in reverse. And Stalinism is Kerenskyism centrally defined among leftists of Trotsky's generation. 
moving from left to right. In' a country which has been· Eduard Bernstein, the ideological founder of social-
shaken by the greatest of all revolutions, a bourgeois order democratic reformism. maintained that the goals of social-
~ould not possibly assume a democratic form: For victory, 
and for the maintenance of this victory, the bourgeoisie ism could be achieved through incremental measures carried 
would need a supreme.and purely military concentration of out by the bourgeois state under the pressure of the work-
power, rising 'above all classes,' but having as its immediate. . e~s movement. Hence the title of his major work was 

I~" ;"'i.c~i,~i1;':.~.; 

'I 
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Evolutionary Socialism. The anti-revIsIOnist Marxists like 
Luxemburg and Kautsky countered that socialism could be 
established only through and after the conquest of political 
power by the proletariat. In her classic polemic against 
Bernstein, "Reform or Revolution," Luxemburg does not 
state that the "seizure of political power bY'the proletariat" 
requires under all circumstances an armed insurrection and 
civil war. By implication this was left ,m open question. She 
does insist that the proletarian revolution could succeed only 
at the moment of "the decomposition of bourgeois society" 
and the "collapse of capitalism," 

Trotsky used the phrase "running backwards the film of 
reformism" to polemicize against those professed leftists 
who maintained that the Stalin regime had already trans
formed the USSR into a bourgeois state through a gradual 
and organic process-Bemsteinism in reverse:, 

"The Marxisl thesis relating to the catastrophic character of 
the transfer of power from the hands of one class into the 
hands of another applies not only to revoluiionary periods, 
when history sweeps madly ahead, but also to the periods 
of counterrevolution, when society rolls backwards, He:who 
asserts that the Soviet government has been gradually 
changed from proletarian to bourgeois is only, so to speak, 
running backwards the film of ref<;>rrnism." [emphasis in 
original] 
. -"The Class Nature of the Soviet Staie," in 

Writings [1933-341 

Who' today would argue that the governments of East. 
Germany,. Poland, Czechoslovakia and Himgary' have been 
gr,aduaily changed from (deformed) proletarian to bourgeois? 
East Europe is manifestly in the thro~s of a capitalist 
counterrevolution of a catastrophic character with massive 
social convulsions and radical changes in the political 
sphere. 

Trotsky'S view that a capitalist counterrevolution, as well 
as a proletarian political revolution, in Stalin's Russia would 
entail civ"iI war was a prognosis, not a dogma. It was pred
icated on resistance by the working class, not resistance by 
conservative elements of. the bureaucratic apparatus, That 
is how the question is posed in The Revolution Betrayed: 

" ... a further development of the accumulating contradictions 
can as well lead to socialism as back to capitalism; (h) 
on the road to capitalism the counterrevolution would have 
to break the resistance of the workers; (i) on the road 
to socialism the workers would have to overthrow the 
bureaucracy. In the last analysis, the question will be 
decided by a struggle of living social forces, both on the 
national and the world arena, ", 

The decisive element is the consciousness of the Soviet 
working class, which is not static but is affected by. innu
merable sliifting factors domestically and internationally. 

Trotsky projected that the contradictions of Stalinism 
would be resolved in the historic short run. Indeed, he 
repeatedly emphasized the fragility and instability of Soviet 
bonapartism. In the iast period of his life, he believed that 
World War II ,would determine the fate not only of Stalinism 
in Russia but of ~apitalism on a world scale: 

"The second world war has begun. It attests iricontrovertibly 
to the fact that society can no longer live on the basis.of 
capitalism. Thereby it subjects the proletariat to a new and 
perhaps decisive test." 

-"The USSR in War," September 1939, 
In Defense of Mar;rism 

Trotsky projected two polar outcomes to the war: 
"If this war provokes, as we firmly believe, a proletarian 
revolution, it must inevitably lead to the overthrow of 
the bureaucracy in the USSR and regeneration of Soviet 

democracy on a far higher economic and cultural basis than 
. in 1918." 

Trotsky did not believe that failure <;>f proletarian revolution 
would restore t?e prewar status quo: -10 :. 

"If, however, it is conceded that the_ present '{var will 
provoke not revolution but a decline of the proletariat, then 
there remains another alternative: the ·further decay of 
monopoly capitalism, its further fusion with the state and 
the replacement of democracy wherever it still remained by 
a totalitarian regime. The inability of the proletariat to take 
into its hands the leadership of society could actually lead 
under these conditions to the growth of a new. exploiting 
class' from the Bonapartist fascist bureaucracy ..... 
"Then it would be necessary in retrospect to establish that 
in its fundamental traits the present USSR was the precursor 
of a new exploiting regime on an international scale." 

The actual outcome of the war did not conform to either 
of these polar alternatives. Both Stalinism and capitalism 
survived with, however, a nidically altered geographical 
balance of power. Stalinism was maintained and strength
ened in the USSR while deformed workers states were 
established in East Europe and then China. Capitalism was 
restabilized in West Europe and Japan, with Stalin's 
complicity, under the hegemony of American imperialism. 

We have previously noted that the failure of Trotsky'S 
predictions concerning World War II contributed to the 
Trotskyist movement's confused response to the postwar 
expansion of Stalinism. Conceptually, the idea of a deformed 
workers state was a logical extension of Trersky's analysis 
of the Soviet Union in the 1930s. futlpiru:ail y, it was evident 
that East Europe was being transformed politically and 
economically along the lines of Stalin's Russia. 

Yet "orthodox" Trotskyists such as Mandel and Cannon 
resisted this conclusion because they believed it conferred 
upon the Stalinist bureaucracy a more historically pro
gressive role land a more prolonged life than Trotsky had 
projected. The question facing the Trotskyist movement was 
hot.simply recognizing and defining the class nature of the 
East European People's Democracies in a static sense. 
Trotsky's analysis of the political dynamics of Stalin's 
Russ'ia in the late '30s~the "struggle of living social 

AndreI Sakhar.ov pushed Imperialist lies about 
Afghanistan at Soviet Congress, 1989. Sakharov was 
prophet of hoped-for "bourgeoIs-democratIc" counter-
~evolut1on In USSR. . 
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forces," in his words-could not be mechanically transposed 
" to 'postwar East Europe or, for that matter, to the postwar 

USSR, ' 

The Evolution of Postwar Soviet Stalinism' , 
During the 1930s the Soviet bureaucracy claimed its 

historical legitimacy from the October Revolution, Lenin 
was made into an icon, the Stalinized version of "Marxism
Leninism" became a quasi-state religion, The imiin body of 
Russian anti-Communists were the White Guardist emigres, 
who were Russian nationalists of the'deepest dye and 
identified themselves with European fascism, In the late '30s 
anti-Communist Ukrainian nationalists', looked to Nazi 
Germany as their great-power protector. 

The prevailing outlook on the European left, and certainly 
within the Soviet bureaucracy and intelligentsia, was that 
the historic alternative to Communism in Russia was 
fascism,a view strengthened by the Spanish Civil War. The 
main Russian advocates of parliamentary democracy, the 

, emigre Mensheviks, were reduced to insignificance as little
regarded advisers to their West European big brothers in the 
Second International. / 

The 'defeat of Hitler's Operation Barbarossa broadened 
the domestic political base of the Kremlin bureaucracy and 
shifted its ideological axis, The Stalin regime now above all 
appealed to defensive Soviet patriotism, Roy Medvedev later 
recalled that in 1945-46 there was near-universal support in 
the Soviet Union for extending its strategic frontiers far 
to the west Increasingly, the later Stalin regime linked 
its political legitimacy to the "Great Patriotic War" and 
preserving the fruits of victory, This was even more so for 
the Khrushchev and Brezhnev regimes, whose principal 
figures gloried in their personal contri\lution to the victory 
over Nazi Germany, In popular Soviet political culture
films, novels, museums, monuments-the Great Patriotic 
War superseded Red October. I cannot recall a major Soviet 
film about the revolution and Civil War produced in the 
Khrushchev and Brezhnev periods, 

By the 1950s the White Guardist reactionaries were no .. 
longer regarded as a serious opposition by anyone, even 
their imperialist sponsors, It is not simply that their cadres 
were old and dying, The Kremlin bureaucracy had appro
priated Russian nationalism by identifying it with Soviet 
patriotism and pride that the USSR had become a global 
power second only to the United States, 

At 'the same time, a new counterrevolutionary force was 
germinating within the establishment Soviet intelligentsia, 
Here the key and representative figure was Andrei Sakhatov, 
"father of the Soviet H-bomb" and a leading adviser to 
Khrushchev on nuclear policy, Sakharov came to believe 
that the Cold War was an insuperable obstacle to the 
economic modernization and political liberalization of the 
Soviet Union, In the late '60s he came out for a, "con
vergence" of socialism and capitalism on the basis of a 
"scientific democratic approach to politics, economics, and 
culture" (SakharovSpeaks"edited by Harrison E: Salisbury), 
Intellectually, Sakharov had taken the docirine of "peac'eful 
coexistence" to its logical conclusion, Sociologically, he 
represented the appetite of the Soviet intelligentsia to free 
itself from the restraints of the proletarian dictatorship and 
achieve conditions of life-material, political and cultural 
-similar to its counterparts in the capitalist West ' 

By the early 1970s Sakharov had become overtly anti
Communist, declaring, "I am skeptical about socialism, in 

NLF tank crashes through gate of presidential palace, 
Saigon 1975. Vietnam was a victory for International 
working class, blow to U.S. Imperlllllsm. 

general" and "on the whole our state has displayed more 
destructive features than positive ones." These views were 
still unusual for an establishment intellectual of Sakharov's 
generation, But he was clearly a harbinger of things to come 
and today is rightly honored as the prophet of the hoped-for 
"bourgeois-democratic" counterrevolution in the Soviet 
Union. 

The Brezhnev regime came to power in 1964 determined 
to restore bureaucratic order after the tumultuous Khru-, 
shchev period. To achieve this end, it adopted a two-pronged 
strategy. It pursued a "soft" policy toward the working 
class and collective farmers., For example, food prices were 
frozen at the 1963 level, the year when Khrushchev's price 
increases provoked widespread popular protests, at least one 
of which was .. let with bloody repression. Through the 
mid- '70s consumption levels increased significantly while 
labor discipline was relaxed. 

The Brezhnev regime's message to the Soviet people :-vas 
just to enjoy the marked improvement in living standards 
after the terrible hardships of the early Five Year Plans, the 
war and postwar reconstruction. This sclerotiC version of 
Stalinism tended to -depo/iticize Soviet society. The film 
Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears conveys the change from 
the -socialist idealism which still animated working-class 
youth in the early Khrushchev period to the self-absorbed 
consumerism and social malaise of the later Brezhnev years. 

The Brezhnev regime systemically:suppressed the pro
Western intelligentsia of the Sakharov 'type. A number of 
prominent intellectuals and cultunll figures e'migrated to the 
United States and West Europe. Suppressing the "dissident" 
intellectuals did not entail a return to an especially harsh, 
much less totalitarian, police state since they were not very 
numerous and were regarded by the 'population at large as 
traitors to the fatherland. 

While suppressing the advocates of Western-style 
"democracy," the Brezhnevite bureaucracy showed a toler
ance toward the renascent Russian nationalist intelligentsia 
(the main point of contact being the' literary journal Nash 
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Sovremennik). In the late :70s two emigre Soviet journalists 
9bserved: "The Russian party is the only unofficial and even 
oppositionist ideological group which enjoys increasing 
freedom for chauvinist propaganda and active recruitment 
of adherents" (quoted in Alexander Yanov, The Russian New 
Right [1978]). Thus one can discern in the B"rezhnev period 
a tendency by the Kremlin bureaucracy to extend its political 
support by making common cause with Russian nationalism. 

While, of course, paying lip service to the Stalinized 
version of "Marxism-Leninism," the actual ideology of ttie 
Brezhnevite bureaucracy might be termed "superpowerism." 
Its ultimate goal was to achieve friendly collaboration wjth 
Washington in determining the course of global politics. 

. Contributing to the unusual stability of the 18-year 
Brezhnev regime were two histori'cally contingent develop
ments external to the USSR: the Vietnam War and the oil
price boom. The Vietnam War,.!Jy weakening and internally 
demoralizing U.S. imperialism, 1I1~1~~. Soviet Union 
to achieve strategic nuclear parity by We"'~arlY '70s. The 
effects of the war, including Washington's hope of using 
Moscow to broker a sellouf BY,Jhe Noi'th Vietnamese, led 
to the momentary triumph of Bn;zhn~)I's "detente" politics 
in the early '70s. After the fall of ~!iigon in,'1975, Wash
ington scrapped detente and returned to a more aggressive 
line toward the USSR leading to Cold War II. The oil-price 
boom of the '70s, by bringing the Soviet Union a significant 
economic windfall, allowed the regime to sustain a relatively 
high level of military spending, consumer goods production, 

. agricultunil imports and industrial investment. 
But by the late '·70s even the petrodollar windfall could 

not stave off the hard choice between guns, butter and 
machinery. The Brezhnev regime increased military spend- . 
ing and sought to maintain consumption levels while pro
gressively cuttirig industrial investment. These cutbacks, 
combined with the lax labor discipline, led, to a stagnation 
in labor productivity. . 

The Soviet Union faced the harsh choice between guns 
and butter at a time when a new generation of bureaucrats 
(represented by Gorbachev and Yelisin) and intellectuals 
was entering the political stage, a generation which saw little 
need for guns. The Gorbachev/Yeltsin/Gavril Popov genera
tion first came. to political consciousness during the era of 
Khrushchev's "peaceful coexistence." For them, Hitler's. 

I'. 

Defeatist wing of 
Soviet bureaucracy 
opposed war In 
Afghanistan. 
Gorbachev' . 
betrayed Afghan 
peoples and' 
defense of USSR 
when he withdrew 
troops, February 
.1989. 

Operation Barbarossa and the U.S. threats to A-bomb the 
Soviet Union in the early Cold War period were past history. 
Rather they saw the United States and West Germany as 
models of economic modernity to be emul;lted. 

Increasing sections' of the bureaucracy and intelligentsia 
. came to believe that labor' productivity could be restored 
only through the whip of market competition (e.g., widening 
wage differentials, piece rates, unemployment and plant 
closures). The professed concern for labor productivity was 
a form of false consciousness by which the intelligentsia 
disguised (including from itself) its appetite to improve its 
material well-being at the expense of the proletariat. Under 
the relatively egalitarian' Brezhnev regime, the lower 
echelons of the Soviet intelligentsia (teachers, doctors, 
research assistants) often had lower standards of living than 
industrial workers. . 

In retrospect, it seems that the Afghan war was quite 
important in the formation of a powerful defeatist current 
within the Soviet bureaucracy and intelligentsia. These 
elements came to believe that only unilateral Soviet with
drawal could re-establish the conditions for arms control 
agreements and favorable economic rela!ions with the West. 
More generally, they blamedBrezhnev's aggressive posture 
and military "adventurism" for provoking Cold War II. 
Hence the rise to power of Gorbachev, the fracturing of the 
Kremlin bureaucracy and ,the collapse of Stalinist rule in 
East Europe. 

The Evolution of Stalinist East Europe 
In'seeking to generalize abciut the evolution of postwar 

East Europe, I. am excluding both Yugoslavia and East 
Germany as exceptional cases in opposite ways. Because 
Yugoslavia experienced an indigenous social revolution 
(albeit within the broader context of the Soviet victory over 
Nazi Germany), the Belgrade Stalinists had a qualitatively 
greater degree of autonomy than their counterparts in the 
rest of East Europe. For some decades the Tito regime 
straddled the Cold War divide by playing off WaslJington 
and Moscow. After the initial break with Stalin in the late 
'40s, anti-Soviet nationalism played little role in Yugo
slavia's internal political life. Rather nationalist passions and 
conflicts were directed inward among the various peoples 
of the multinational state. Thus the political and economic . -"' 

\ 
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evolution of Serbia, Croatia: Slovenia, Kosovo, etc., has 
been quite different, indeed divergent. The restoration of 
capitalism in Yugoslavia would almost certainly lead to the 
breakup of the country, perhaps lImid bloody strife among 
the various South Slav and Albanian peoples. 

If Yugoslavia was marked by the autonomy of its 
bureaucracy and the multinational-character of the state,' 
East Germany was marked by the bureaucracy's lack of 
autonomy and the non-national character of the state. 
Because East Germany w.!ls the military front line with 
Western imperialism, the Kremlin exercised a greater degree 
of control over the political life of the German Democratic 
Republic (DDR) than in other East European countries. 
From the other side, the' pressure of the increasingly 
powerful West German capitalist state further limited the 
options available to the East Berlin Stalinists. Thus East 
Germany never experienced the phase of "national-liberal 
Communism," the attempts to playoff Moscow and 
Washingtol) characteristic of other East European countries. 
The East Berlin bureaucracy under Ulbricht and Honecker 
was even more committed to freezing the postwar status quo 
than was the Kremlin oligarchy. 

The principal postwar Stalinist regimes in Ea~t Europe, 
established upon the ruins of the Third Reich, had degrees 
of popular, centrally proletarian, support ranging from 
significant in Poland and Hungary to massive in Czecho
slovakia. However, these regimes lacked the nationallegiti
macy of the Soviet bu'reaucracy, whose popular authority 
had been powerfully reinforced by the victory over Nazi 
Germany. Thus social order in the new People's Democra
cies was highly volatile, as growing popular opposition to 
Stalinist rule was reinforced by nationalism directed against 
Moscow and its perceived local agents. 

The importance of the direction of nationalism was 
underscored in its own way by the most stable of the East 
European Stalinist regimes, namely, Bulgaria.· The main 
historic enemy. of Bulgarian nationalism was Turkey, while 
Russia was traditionally regarded as Bulgaria's great-power 
protector. The Bulgarian Stalinists nel'(;r removed the statue 
honoring Tsar Alexander II in central S6fia. Even today 

17 June 1953: Soviet 
tanks blocked East 

German workers 
uprising. East Berlin 
workers appealed to 

workers In West: 
"We're cleaning 

house In Pankow, 
you sweep out the 

.crap In BQnn." 
.!j , 

the former Bulgarian Stalinists turned professed social 
democrats benefit from the pro-Russian/anti-Turkish tilt of 
Bulgarian nationalism. 

The consolidation of totalitarian police ~tates eroded; to 
say ihe least, the initial popular support and even enthusiasm 
for the new People's Democracies. The Polish film Man of 
Marble depicts an idealistic young model worker-a true 
hero of socialist·labor~who is victimized by the paranoid 
police apparatus. Economically, the one-sided concentration 
on heavy industry, combined with autarky, drove down 
living standards, further fueling proletarian hostility to the . 
Stalinist regimes. '. 

Facing an increasingly hostile society, the East European 
bureaucracies began to split into Moscow loyalists and what 
can be termed national-liberal Communists more attuned to 
the popular moods. Fearing Yugoslavia-type splits, Stalin 
moved to exterminate any' potential East European Titos . 

. The Polish party leader Wladyslaw Gomulka was imprisoned 
and placed under ho'use arrest; Rajk in Hungary and Slan
sky in Czechoslovakia were subjected to show trials and 
then executed. These purges further polarized the East Euro
pean bureaucracies while enormously enhancing the popular 
authority of the "national Communist" victims. When Laszl6 
Rajk was rehabilitated in 1956, one million people-a third 
of Budapest's population-attended the ceremony. 

Dllring the crisis of"de-Stalinization"( 1953-56), bureau
cratic rule was preserved in East Europe only through the 
actual or potential military intervention of the Soviet armed 
forces. In Poland in 1956 an.incipient proletarian political 
revolution, signaled by the Poznan uprising, was headed off 
at the last minute by the restoration to power of Gomulka. 
In Hungary the bureaucracy was swept away by prole'tarian 
political.revolution as workers councils assumed de facto 
power in Budapest and other big cities. The liberal-national 
Communist Imre Nagy soughi to form a coalition govern
ment with forces to his right. Stalinist rule was restored only 
with the military occupation of the Soviet army. 

Shane Mage's writings immediately after the Hungarian 
Revolution (of which key sections were reprinted in 
Spartacist No. 30, Autumn 1980) ,are extremely ,germane to 
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the current developments'in East Europe. Mage insisted that 
whether the collapse of Stalinist rule led to a workers 
government or to capitalist restoration would be determined 
by the political consciousness and leadership of the working 
class, specifically the ability 'of the workers movement to 
overcome and combat illusions in parlianientarism and 
nationalist prejudices. This would be true even where there 
existed proletarian organs of dual power as was the ~case 
in Hungary in 1956. 

Mage further pointed out that following the ·collapse 
of Stalinist rule, Western economic penetration would be 
a most powerful weapon for the forces of capitalist 
restoration: 

" 

"Another decisive aspect of the return,t6 capitalism under 
petty-bourgeois democratic leadership would be the ties of 
Poland a'1d Hungary with the capitalist world market, most 
important, of course, with the gigantic economic strength 
of U.S. imperialism. It is no secret that the main positive 
political program of U.S. imperialism toward East Europe 
is based on massive economic aid, in the form of , loans' and 
outright gifts. This 'aid' would have a dual effect: it would 
be a political ace of trumps in the hands of the bourgeois 
politicians who alone would have access to the American 
largess, and it would very rapidly serve to reorient the 
economies of Poland and Hungary back to their traditional 
dependence on Western capitalism." 

-from "The YSL Right Wing and the 'Crisis of 
World Stalinism' ," 1957 

Today; it should' be added that the illusion of 'Western 
economic largesseh.as been a powerful weapon in the hands 
of peuy-bourgeoi.s "democrats". in East Europe, especially 
since the Stalini~ts 'had mortgaged these countries to Wall 
Street, 'the City o( London and Frankfurt. 

The restoration of bureaucratic order in Poland and in 
Hungary after 1956 had a quite different character. Gomulka 
immediately made ,sweeping concessions to all forces in 
Polish society-the,workers councils, leftish intelligenisia, 
small-holding peasants and the Catholic hierarchy. Once the 
crisis was defus~d, he disbanded the workers councils and 
cracked down on the radical intelligentsia. The suppression 
of the intelligentsia was especially severe during and after 

Left: Poland 1956.500,000 workers listen to Wladyslaw 
Gomulka, whose restoration to power headed off an 
Incipient political revolution. Above: Hungary 1956. 
Workers uprising against hated Stalinist regime was 
crushed by Soviet troops. 

the 1968 "Prague Spring" when awing of the bureaucracy 
openly appealed to Polish nationalism and anti-Semitism. 

Uniquely in Stalinist East Europe, the Catholic church, 
which had great popular authority even in the Stalin era, was 
granted a wide latitude of political freedom after 1956. Thus 
the church hierarchy was well placed to achieve hegemony 

'over all oppositional forces in Polish society when the 
Warsaw Stalinists were' forced into another period of 
liberalization after the violent worker protests against foOd
price increases in 1970. 

In one regard, post-1956 developments in Hungary were 
the inverse of those in Poland. In the latter liberalization was 
followed by increasing repression; in the form'er repression 
was followed by increasing liberalization. After the revoC 

lution was suppressed by the Soviet army, 2,000 participants 
were executed, 20,000 were arrested aIid thousands more 
deported to the USSR. By the early '60s the Kadar regime 
decided that normal social life could be restored only by 
conciliating Hungarian society. The economy was redirected 
to rapidly increase consumption levels ("goulash Commu
nism").Controls over intellectual and cultural life were 
relaxed under the slogan, "He who is not against us is with 
us." The introduction .of "market socialism" in 1968 in
creased the social power and personal wealth of technocrats 
and managers while spawning a new class of petty capitalist 
entrepreneurs. 

Popular support for Communism in Czechoslovakia was 
far greater than in Poland or Hungary. The pre-World War I 
Czech Social Democracy was one of few parties of the 
old Second International which in its majority went over 
to the Communist International. In the early postwar 
years, Gottwald, Novotny &·Co. benefited from the wide
spread feeling that Czechoslovakia had been betrayed by 
the Western capitalist "democracies" to Nazi .. Germany at 
Munich in 1938. The Prague Stalinists alsoapp'ealed'to and 
exploited Czech nationalism and centralism against Slovak 
separatism, which in World War II had taken the form of 
a clerical-fascist regime under Msgr. Tiso. 

Because of the regime's deeper political roots, the crisis 
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o.f"de-Stali'nizatio.n" in Czecho.slo.vakia o.ccurred mo.~e than 
a decade later than in the o.ther principal East European 
co.untries. When it came, the result was a combinatio.n o.f 

·the Po.lisQ"and Hungarian experiences. As in Po.land, a 
liberal7~atio.nal Co.mmunist, Alexander Dubcek, replaced the 
hardline' Stalinist No.vo.tny. Dubcek's "so.cialism with a 
human face" regime so.o.n acquired near-universal suppo.ri 
and even enthusiasm, altho.ugh many Czech wo.rkers were 
initially wary abo.ut the pro.po.sals fo.r market-o.riented 
eco.no.mic "refo.rms." The situatio.n became increasingly o.pen 
as Czec~!lslo.vakia was sliding to.ward a prolefarian po.litical 
revolutio.n. To. fo.restall a Hungarian~type develo.pment, 
Brezhnev had the Warsaw Pact fo.rces invade Czecho.slo.
vakia and o.verthrow the Dubcek regime. Czecho.slo.vakia· 
thus entered the 1970s with the mo.st repressive and despised 
StaIlnist regime o.f any majo.r East European co.untry. 

As was true o.f the Brezhnev regime in the USSR, the 
principal East Euro.pean Stalinist regimes in the 1970s
Gierek in Po.land, Kadar in Hungary, Husak in Czecho.slo.
vakia':"-so.ught to. pacify the wo.rking class by impro.ving o.r 
at least maintaining living standards. But whereas the o.il
price bo.o.m .was an eco.no.mic windfall fo.r the So.viet Unio.n, 
it caused a sharp deterio.ratio.n in the terms o.f trade o.f the 
East Euro.pean co.untries. To. avo.id cutting co.nsumptio.n 
levels, the Stalinist regimes bo.rro.wed heavily fro.m Western 
banks. Thus the stage was set fo.r the IMF-dictated austerity 
pro.grams which fo.rm the crucial background fo.r ascendancy 
o.f capitalist-resto.ratio.nist fo.rces. 

As previo.usly no.ted, the Brezhnev regime was able to. 
suppress the relatively small current o.f pro.-Western 
intellectuals witho.ut disrupting no.rmal so.ciallife. This was 
no.t po.ssible in East Europe where the o.ppo.sitio.nal fo.rces, 
bo.lstered by natio.nalism, were' far greater. Furthermo.re, 
because o.f Po.land and Hungary's heavy indebtedness to. 
Weste~ banks, these Stalinist regimes were subject to. 
imperialist eco.no.mic blackmail if they vio.lated the "human 
rights" o.f the "dissident" intellectuals. 

After the wo.rk·er protests against fo.o.d-price increases in 
1976, the Gierek regime abando.ned any effective attempt 
to. suppress o.ppo.sitio.n. Thus the way was o.pen fo.r the 
Catho.lic hierarchy, in league with so.me so.cial-demo.cratic 
intellec'tuals (Kino.n, Michnik & Co..), to. o.rganize Po.lish 

Czechoslovakia 
1968:-Warsaw Pact 

tanks roll over' 
"Prague Spring" of 

liberal Stalinist 
Alexa~der Dub~ek. 

i J)'_, 

wo.rkers at the po.int o.f pro.ductio.n. Whence the o.rigins o.f 
So.lidarno.sc: We have written ex\ensively abo.ut So.lidarno.sc 
from its inceptio.n in the -summer o.f 1980 through the 
impo.sitio.n o.f martial law in December 1981. There is no. 
reason ,to.,replicate this material here. 

Fo.rpresent purpo.ses, I want to. emphasi~ecei1ain aspects 
o.f the tempo.rary '~.uppressi<in o.f So.lidamo.scand its after
math. The decisio.n, o.f the Po.lish military_ to. mo.ve against 

I 

Solidarno.sc and their success in do.ing so. was conditio.ned 
by the general expectatio.n o.f Sbviet military interventio.n. 

,Iaruzelski ~cbu'ld' 'plausibly present :himselfto. the. Po.lish 
peo.ple as the,o.nly-realistic alt'ernative'to. a pro.lo.nged So.viet 
interventio.n. Go.rQachev's fo.reign po.licy by'its very nature 
fatally undermined the laruzelski regime's so.le claim to. 
po.lit~cal legitimacy_ '... . 

As we no.ted· at the time, laruielski's co.unterco.up intro.-
'duced a large element cif military bo.napartism into. the 
Po.lish Stalinist bureaucracy: This wo..uld have an impo.rtant 
bearing o.n ho.w go.vernmental po.wer was transferred to. 
So.lidarno.sc eight years later. 

The suppressio.n o.f So.lidaIJ1o.sc in ·no. way changed the 
desperate eco.no.mic straits facing the 'debt-ridden Po.lish 
eco.no.my. To. repudiate the Western debt wo.uld have been 
feasible o.nly with the redirectio.n o.f reso.ur6"es througho.ut 
the So.viet blo.c. This in turn required a pro.letarian po.litical 
revo.lutio.n against the Kremlin bureaucracy. By the late 
1980s the Warsaw Stalinist regime was centrally faced with 
the .task o.f suppressing wo.rking-class resistance to. a new 
round o.f austerity measures demanded by Western bankers. 

Because the Catho.lic church in Hungary was no.where 
near as stro.ng as in Po.land, the growth o.f anti-Co.mmunist 
o.ppo.sitio.nal fo.rces was mo.re, diffuse, interpenetrating 
the Stalinist bureaucracy and establishment intelligent
sia. In the late '60s-early '70s, a quasi-so.cial-demo.cratic 
grouping emerged .amo.ng the establishment intelligentsia, ' 
the so-called "Budapest Scho.o.l" made up o.f the fo.lIo.w
ers o.f Geo.rge Lukacs. Under the aegis o.f the 1976 Hel
sinki Acco.rds, there emerged groups o.penly advo.cating a 
"bo.urgeo.is-demo.cratic" co.unterrevo.lutio.n. . 

The o.fficial trade-unio.n bureaucracy made so.me effo.rt 
to. defend the wo.rkers' interests against the mo.re dam-

'aging effects o.f Hungary's versio.n o.f "market so.cialism." 
. , 
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However, this took the fonn of pressure politics within the 
upper echelons of the Kadar regime. The working class was 
kept passive and passively adapted to the prevailing political 
currents among the petty bourgeoisie. An opinion poll taken 
iii 1976 indicated that if open, multiparty elections were held 
in Hungary;:a "democratic socialist" party would get more 
·than 40 percent of the vote, a Christian Democratic party 
would get close to 30 percent and the Communist party only 
5 percent. The Hungarian populace merely tolerated the 
Kadar regime as long as economic conditions remained 
satisfactory and Hungary's inclusion in the Soviet bloc 
appeared unchallengeable: Both these conditions disappeared 
in the late 1980s. 

In Czechoslovakia, the purge and suppression of the 
DubCekite wing of the bureaucracy and practically the. entire 
intelligentsia entailed the re-establishment of a harsh police
state regime. Under these conditions, the traditionally leftist 
Czechoslovak intelligentsia. moved to the right, toward social 
democracy and bourgeois liberalism. Whence the origins of 
the Civic Forum via Charter 77. Since all working-class 

. activity was suppressed, it is difficult to gauge the political 
consciousness of the Czechoslovak working class in a pos
itive sense. However, whatever their goals and values the 
majority of wbrkers certainly felt they had been politically 
raped in 1968. The Husak regime, viewed purely as an agent 
of the Kremlin, lacked even the limited political legitimacy 

. of the "liberal" Stalinists Gierek in Poland and Kadar in 
Hungary .. 

The Current Situation In East Europe 

Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia now have capitalist
restorationist governments. It is not clear, at least to me, 
whether the present governments of Romania and Bulgaria 
are actually committed to establishing a capitalist economy, 
as"they so profess, or are "liberal" Stalinist regimes faking 
it under unfavorable international conditions. My current 
judgment is the latter. Throughout East Europe, the old 
Stalinist military and police cadre have passively acquiesced 
to the new right-wing governments. It does not however 
follow that trye anny and police will defend these govern
ments and their programs in the face of mass opposition. 
The counterrevolution now taking place in East Europe can 
still be defeated ·and reversed. . 

The wholesale privatization of state enterprises and the 
drive to create a capitalist market economy will generate 
massive unemployment and the general immiserization of 
the working people. This is bound to provoke some level 
of working-class resistance. The CIA, in a document sub
mitted to the U.S. Congress last spring, worries that: "As 
long as aggressive implementation of austerity measures 
coincides with prolonged decline in living standards, there 
will be a;risk of public protest that could set back reforms 
and economic recovery" ("Eastern Europe: Long Road 
Ahead to Econpmic Well-Being" [May 1990]). Business 
Week (6 August ·1990), a perceptive American bourgeois 
journal, noted: "Worker unrest is the wild card in Eastern 
Europe's privatization drive and could slow or even derail 
government plans." . 

Our perspective should be to broaden and intensify such 
worker unrest with the aim of creating organs of proletarian 
dual power to overthrow the counterrevolutionary govern
ments in Warsaw, Budapest and Prague. In the face of a 
workers uprising, it is likely that the anny and pplice will, 

be passive or will split/splinter. 
There are significant differences in the present situation 

and· balance of political forces among· ·the various East 
European countries. In those countries which ,have ex
·perienced decades of "liberal" Stalinist rule~p(jHmd and 
Hungary-the Stalinists are totally discredited"and the 
reactionary forces strongest. In those countries which had 
hard-line Stalinist regimes-Romania and Bulgaria-the 
"refonn-minded" Stalinists, who now claim to be converts 

. to social democracy, have substantial popular support and 
the reactionary forces are relatively weaker. Czechoslovakia 
is an intermediate case. 

Poland-In 1988 the Warsaw Stalinist regime was faced 
. with a wave of workers' strikes against the latest IMF

dictated austerity program. In August the interior minister, 
General Kiszczak, made a deal with Walesa. The latter 
would· use his influence to quell the strike wave ·in return 
for the legalization of Solidarnose. In early 1989, generals 
1aruzelski and Kiszczak, with Gorbachev's approval, pushed 
through the deal with Solidarnose (the Round Table nego
tiations) against opposition from the civilian wing of the 
Warsaw Stalinist bureaucracy. 

The Round Table negotiations led to the 1une 1989 elec
tions in which ~olidarnose won a predictable landslide 
victory. The Stalinists then abdicated governmental power 
to Solidarnose although 1aruzelski retained the presidency 
as a semi-figurehead. The fonner ruling. Stalinist party 
simply disintegrated. 

One can only speculate as to why the military wing of the 
Polish Stalinist bureaucracy spearheaded the capitulation to 
capitalist-restorationist forces. Probably the military cadre 
placed the highest priority on preserving social order, and 
were less concerned with the economic and pplitical content 
of that order. Perhaps they believed that, unlike the civilian 
bureaucracy, they would retain their positions in the ruling 
elite. Perhaps also many Polish officers sympathized with 
the nationalist attitudes of Walesa & Co. . 

In early 1989 the official trade-union organization, the 
OPZZ, broke its ties to the regime, and its leader, Alfred 
Miodowicz-an old-line Stalinist-denounced both Solidar
nose and 1 aruzelski from the left, claiming to represent the 
workers' interests. Especially since the revived Solidarnosc 

Laski/Sips 
Polish students brandish crucifixes during 1979 visit 
of Pope Paul. Polish Stalinists abdicated to clerical
na,tlonallst, pro-capitalist Solldarnosc. 
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dropped'its "trade union" fa~ade, the OPZZ is by far the 
largest organization of the Polish working class, However, 
Miodowicz's OPZZ is not a contender for political power; 
it is simply ta.defensive trade-union-type organization, 

At the,beginning of this year, the Solidaniosc government 
imposed"an economic "shock treatment" which has slashed 
real wages by 40 percent and produced over half a million 
unemployed, This has encountered working-cfass resistance, 
notably a rail strike last May, as well as protest actions by 
small-holding farmers, . 

How best to push through the economic "shO(;k treatment" 
has led to a bitter split in Solidarnosc between Walesa and 
the "moderate" government of Prime Minister Tadeusz 
Mazowiecki, a Catholic intellectual an'd long-time Willesa 
adviser, Walesa is seeking to channcl mass discontent into 
an anti-red purge and anti-Semitism. His propagandists 
contend that under the present regime the main beneficiaries 
of privatization are the old Communist managers and 
functionaries. At the same time, Walesa's forces have ' 
singled out for attack promine.o.t Solidarnosc intellectu~ls of 
Jewish descent (e.g., Michnik and Geremek). Walesa's 
Solidamosc opponents have defended themselves by 
accusing him of being a would-be dictator of the Pilsudski 
type. The main importance of the split for us is that it tends 
to discredit all elements of Solidarnosc. 

There is today in Poland a near-complete political vacuum 
on the left, and the working class is, except for the OPZZ, 
economically atomized. Thus even a small Trotskyist 
propaganda group could be catapulted into the leadership 
of working-class actions. 

Hungary-Under the pressures of economic austerity, 
imposed by foreign Western bankers, the Hungarian Stalinist 
bureaucracy began to disintegrate internally in the late 
1980s. The collapse was signaled by the forced retirement 
in 1988 of Janos Kadar, the longest-ruling leader in Ea~t 
Europe. There followed an all-sided factional struggle Within. 
the ruling Stalinist party in which the extreme right wing 
represented by Rezso Nyers-the original architect of 
Hungary's "market socialism"-emerged dominant. 

'In the spring of 1989 the Committee for Historical Justice, 
whose stated aim was to rehabilitate Imre Nagy, served a 
function similar to that of the Round Table in Poland. It was 
the organizational medium by which the leadership of the 
Stalinist bureaucracy came to terms with the forces of the 
"bourge'ois-democratic" counterrevolution. 

In the summer of 1989 the still-ruling Stalinist party 
attempted to transform itself into a social-democratic party, 
a transformation later effectively carried out by the Ea~t 
German Stalinists. In the Hungarian case, the attempt was 
abortive and the Stalinist party completely dissolved, 
creating a vacuum of political power in the period leading 
up to the elections last April. These elections were won by 
the clerical-nationalist Democratic Union, the most right
wing of the major contending parties. 

Even more so than in Poland, there is a complete vacuum 
on the political left, while the working class is organiza
tionallyatomizeCt. Thus it is difficult to foresee the specific 
political character and organizational form of working-class 
resistance tOlhe capitalist-restorationist regime in Budapest. 

Czechoslovakia-Just as the hard-line Stal,inist regime in 
Prague was directly installed by the Kremlin, so it was 
directly deposed by the Kremlin. While the fall of Honecker 
in East Germany seriously weakened the Husak/Jakes 
regime, the decisive impetus for the November I 989,"velvet ' 

Hungary today: Homeless 
station, Budapest, where 
created ,20,000 homeless. 

have 

revolution" came from Moscow. The Soviet government and 
media publicly renounced the 1968 intervention, effectively 
repudiating the Prague regime. Gorbachev &Co. doubtless 
intended this aS,a pressure tactic to support the "reformed
minded" wing'of the Czechoslovak bureaucracy, 

The effect, however, was to legitimize and encourage 
escalating mass protests and a.planned general strike. The 
mass mobilization was locked up by' a rapidly formed 
umbrella organization, the Civic Forum, which ranged 
politically from Dubcekites-turned-social-democrats to cler
ical reactionaries with the petty-bourgeois liberal Vaclav 
Havel occupying the center. Within days the entire. right 
wing of the' Stalinist bureaucracy defected to the .Civic 
Forum and the hard-line rump abdicated governmental 
power. 

Unlike Poland and Hungary, the coming to power of a 
capitalist-restorationist government in Czechoslovakia was 
not'prepared by the decades-long growth of anti-Communist 
nationalism among the masses. Dubcek is still a highly 
regarded figure, and former "reform-minded" Communists 
are prominent in the new government. There is little indi
cation that Czech and Slovak workers accept the restoration 
of a capitalist market economy as an inevitable outcome of 
'the "velvet revolution," Also unlike Poland and Hungary, 
there is not overwhelming external pressure for an economic 
"shock treatment" in Czechoslovakia. The Havel regime has 
moved extremely cautiously on the economic front for fear 
of provoking workil)g-class opposition' and splitting the 
Civic Forum, . ,," 

_ The mqst surprising and for us significaril"aspect of the 
current situation is the relative strength' of the rump 
Communist Party, which won 13 percent of the vote in last' 
June's elections, second to the Civic Forum and more than 
the Christian Democrats, Since practically the entire ,petty 
bourgeoisie voted'for the Civic Forum or parties to its right, 
13 percent of the electorate translates into about 20 percent 
of the proletarian vote. The CP did just about as well in 
Slovakia as in Bohemia/Moravia, thus indicating its sup
port is not distorted by Czech nationalism. And since the 
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right wfn'g 'of tlie former ruling bureaucracy "efected to .the 
Civic Forum, the vote for the Communist Party was',more 
conscioiJsly)eftisf as well as more proletarian than the vote 
for the ,East Gerinan SED-PDS. , 

Working-class resistance to the effects of capitalist 
restoration is Jikeiy in the first place to be channeled into 
the Communist Party perhaps in bloc with 'social-democratic 
elements now in the Civic Forum. And young leftists hostile 
to Havel & Co. could well be attracted to the CP; which 
now postures as the socialist opposition. Uniquely in East 

. Europe, the construction of a Trotskyist party in Czecho
slovakia requires political combat against an old-line 
Stalinist organization which retains substantial working-class 
support. 

Romania ,and Bulgaria-,-The present governments of 
these countries consist' of elements of the old Stalinist 
bureaucracies, who 'profess, conversion to Western-style 
social democnlcy. These regimes~which ~ori open, multi
party elections-are under heavy attack from reactionary 
forces 'supported to some degree by Western imperialism. 
Thus the situation in Romania and Bulgaria is dominated and 
polarized by a continuing struggle for governmental power. 
This'struggle will lead either to civil war (prefigured by the 
intervention of ROI:nanian miners against the right-wing stu
dents in Bucharest last June) or to the capitulation of the 
existing regimes to the right. 

Whereas in Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia ,the 
workers are likely to be drawn into struggle against the 
economic actions of the current governments; in Romania 
and Bulgaria socialist-minded,workers are likely to be drawn' 
into struggle to de.fend the present "leftist" governments 
against the right'Such mobilizations might produce incip
ient organs of dual power. Our perspective should be to 
combine"-u-riited~front military defense against the right 
with a politic'al struggle to discredit and destroy the work
ers' illusions in'the present erstwhile-Stalinist-cum-social
democratic regimes. 

The Terminal Crisis of· Soviet Stalinism 

" 
.. rn:-' 

" ,,:;r!'i 

June 1990: 
Romanian miners 
patrol Bucharest 
after suppressing 
rightist attempt 
to topple 
post-Ceauljescu 
regime. 

the new regime. Instead the dismantling of centralized 
planning has produced bureaucratized anarchy 'while the 
diversion of consumer goods into private markets has fueled 
the suppressed hyperinflation. At the same time, all manner 
of reactionary political forces have come to the surface. 
Most directly threatening to the central Soviet' government 
was the rise of nationalist forces, leading to massive 
communalist bloodletting in the Caucasus and secessionist 
movements in the Baltic republics. 

Faced with' the disintegration of Soviet society, the 
Kremlin bureaucracy splintered, signaled by the splitting up 
of the original Gorbachev team into mutually hostile figures. 
Yegor Ligachev became the spokesman for the conservative 
Stalinist apparatchiks, who desired to maintain the status quo 
with minimal changes. Boris Yeltsin-Moscow party boss' 
in the early Gorbachev regime-became a pseudo-populist 
demagogue allied with the pro-Western "democratic" 
opposition. Yeltsin masked his support for "free ,market" 
economics by attacking the privileges of the buteaucratic 
elite and calling for increased consumer goods by cutting 
military spending and industrial investment. But now he has 
tacked his slippery demagogy onto a program of open 
capitalist restoration, the SO~-day Shatalin plan. 

The Democratic Platform, an openly capitalist
restorationist factiori with a thin social-democratic veneer, 
emerged in the CPSU and has recently split, out 'as an 
independent party. The conservative Stalinists established 
an organizational base in the Russian Communist Party, 
formed last summer, whose very name indicates an appeal 

,to Russian nationalism. More generally, the old-line Sta-
linists have blocked with a wing of Slavophile nationalists 
hostile to Western "decadence" and "cosmopolitanism." 
Thus the leading Russian nationalist ideologue Valentin 
Rasputin links Western capitalist investment to such other 
Western-imported "evils" as .rock 'n' roll, homosexuality, 
pornography and Jews. 

In, the Soviet Union, it is difficult' to envision the 
capitalist-restorationist forces achieving governmental 
power short of civil ,war, as has occurre;d in ~a~t Europe. 
The force of Soviet patriotism and bureaucratn;" conser-

The Gorbachev regime came to power in 1985 'believing vatism, especially among the military cadre, is too strong 
that the' introduction of market mechanisms (perestroika) and the obstacles to mobilizing the masses behind the 
woulq revitalize the economy while political liberalization "bourgeois-democratic" counterrevolution too great. Anti-
(glasi{ost) would gain the support of the intellig'entsia ~f6r" ,0' Soviet nationalism provided the glue holding together the 
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disparate social and political elements' making up Soli
darnosc and'the Civic Forum. 

The Soviet military cadre are naturally hostile to the 
dismemberment'of the USSR and the weakening of its state 
power. The military command's conservative attitude toward 
the Soviet state was especially apparent during the Lithuania 
secession crisis early this year. For the past few years, talk 
of a military coup to restore social order has become 
increasingly commonplace. 

Russian society today is polarized (prefiguring a possible 
civil war) ~tweenthe forces of the "bourgeois-democratic" 
counterrevolution, exemplified by the Democratic Platform, 
and an amalgam of conservative Stalinist and Slavophile 
elements, with the working class divided between the two 
camps, Thus the Kuzbass miners staged a one-day political 
strike in support of Yeltsin while the official trade unions, 
led by old-line Stalinist apparatchiks, have engaged in 
economic strikes against the Democratic Platform-dominated 
local government in Moscow. 

The currently prevailing attitudes among Russian and 
Russified workers appear to consist of highly contradictory 
elements-hatred of the bureaucracy, illusions in "pure" 
democracy, Soviet patriotism, a desire for economic security 
and social egafitarianism, identification of centralized 
planning with bureaucratic commandism. All evidence 
indicates that the mass of Soviet workers do not support the 
establishment of a capitalist market economy as such. Gavril 
Popov-prominent "free market" economist, leader of the 
Democratic'Platform and mayor of Moscow-now fears that 
the rise of "Ieft-wing populism" will derail the transition to 
capitalism: . 

" ... now we must create a society with a variety of different 
fOrI)1s of,ownership, including private property; and this will 
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be a society of economic inequality. There will be contradic-' 
tions between the policies leading to denationalization, . 
privatization, and inequality on the one hand and, on the 
other, the populist character of the forces that were set in 
motion in order to achieve those aims. The masses long for 
fairness and economic equality. And the further the process 
of transformation goes, the more acute and .more glaring 
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Our immediate goal should be to forge a Trotskyist propa~ 
ganda group which can cut through the present polarization 
between the forces·of the "bourgeois-democratic" counter
revolution. and their conservative Stalinist/Slavophile nation" 
alist opponents. In the first place; we should orient toward 
those worker activists and intellectuals who want to defend 
socialism as they understand i,t, such as the milita~ts of ihe 
United Front of Toilers. It is necessary to emphasize in 
this po,lirical milieu those aspects of our program which cut 
sharply against the Stalinist/Russian-nationalist, outlook. 

Precisely because we oppose the current reactionary 
secessionist movements (e.g., in the Baltics), it'is all the 
more necessary to emphasize our principled position for the 
right of nations to self-determination. Combatting anti
Semitism is strategically vital' to building a genuinely 
communist party in Russia today, where anti-Semitism truly 
conforms to Bebel's old definition as "the socialism of 
fools." We should' publicize our libertarian position on social 
questions such as abortion, homosexuality and pornography. 
For centralized economic planning under soviet democracy 
and social freedom should be a very attractive program in 
Russia today. ' , 
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For Marxist Clarity and a 
Forward Perspective 

This article was submitted as a contribution to the current 
International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) 
internal discussion on the collapse of Stalinism in Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union. The International Executive 
Committee has authorized the' publication here of the most 
politically comprehensive of the submitted documents, This is 
the second of two such articles, The first appears on page four, 

by Albert St. John 

It is obvious from the many written contributions to the 
international discussion on the Russian question writ large 
that many comrades are going back to their Marxist librar
ies. and particularly the writings 'of Leon Trotsky. who 
devoted the last 17 years of his life primarily to an analYSIS 
of the new phenomenon of Stalinism as a parasitic bureau-

, cratic casie restingon the economic foundations established 
by. the first (and only) proletarian social revolution, I agree 
with comrade Andrews th~t the events of East Germany. 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are not breaking new 
ground theoretically. but.rather involve the application' of 
Trotsky's penetrating analysis to a new period, Are-reading 
of this rich body-of writings reveals many works that have 
suddenly acquired new sharpness and deeper insight as we 
now witness the final collapse of Stalinism. This has been 
my own experience. 

In the absence of scientific study and analysis to under
stand a changing world. a communist is left on the very thin 
and dangerous ice of impressionism and subjective reactions. 
which ultimately will reflect the pressure of alien class 
forces. In that spirit. here is ,my nomination for a cover 
quote for this International Discussion Bulletin: 

"A superficial idealistic mode of thinking that operates with 
ready-made norms.,mechanically fitting living processes of 
development to them. easily leads one from enthusiasm to 
prostration. Only dialectical materialism. which teaches us 
to view all existence in its process of development and in 
the conflict of internal forces, can impart the necessary 
stability to thought and action." . 

- Leon Trotsky, "The Workers' State. Thernlidor 
. and Bonapartism." Writings {1934·35J 

I thought that the single most chlrifying contribution to 
the recent discussions in the Bay Area was made by com
rade Andrews regarding the often-used quote by Trotsky 
found in "The Class Nature of the Soviet State',': "He who 
asserts that the Soviet government has been gradually 
changed from proletarian to bourgeois is only. so to speak. 
running backward the film of reformism." Written in Octo
ber 1933. after the call for a new. Fourth International. the 
statement was most specifically directed at those who were· 
saying that the collapse of the Communist International 
meant at the same time the collapse of the Soviet Union as 

a workers state. Nonetheless. Trotsky did frame the state
ment as a general thesis. imd it has come to be understood 
as such. that a bourgeois ·counterrevolution could not take 
place in a 'workers state without military battles. 

Using the analogy of the French Revolution. the rise to 
power of the Stalin faction was early on compared to the' 
"Ninth Therrnidor" of 1794. when the dictatorship of Robes
,pierre was overthrown and power shifted to more moderate 
forces. But as originally. used in the mid-twenties Therrnidor 
had been conceived of as the threat of capitalist restoration 
by social forces unleashed by. but to the right of. the Stalin 
faction. By 1935 it was clear that the shift to·the right had 
in fact taken place long ago and Trotsky corrected the 
analogy and revised both the, conceptions of Theimidor and 
Bonapartism. 

In 1794 Therrnidor had occurred on the basis of the new 
bourgeois society and state. It ·had to be recognized that 
Soviet Thermidor had already occurred. and had been a 
political rather than 'a. social counterrevolution. signaling the 
shift of power from the revolutionary vanguard into the 
hands of a conservative bureaucracy. The political shift had 
taken place on the social basis of the planned economy. 
which still existed. "The year I 924-that was the beginning 
of the Soviet Thermidor .... wrote Trotsky. 

Andrews argued that by assuming a.workers state would 

Mary Evans Agency 
France: Thermldor 1794. The revolutionary Jacobln 
Robespierre after arrest by Committee of Public 
Safety. 
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be as resistant to counterrevolution as a ,capitalist state, 
Trotsky had overdrawn the analogy with bourgeois society, 
and that in this regard an identity between the two different 

• class societies could not be made. The proletariat is a differ
ent kind of ruling class than the bourgeoisie, he said. At the 
·upper levels capitalist society consists of a relatively small 
group of large property owners, a net of conscious individu

, als each protecting their own property through a system of 
property. Behind ihe special bodies of armed men, each big 
capitalist therefore is a particular point or node of re'sistance 
to the overthrow of the system as a whole. In contrast the 
proletariat as a ruling class is numerically larger but more 
atomized. The preservation of proletarian power therefore 
depends principally on consciousness and organization, and 
the link of the vanguard with the most conscious layers of 
the mass. Thus, the abiliiy of a workers state to defend itself 
depends heavily on the political character of its central 
cadre. ' 

This immediately brought to mind how vulnerable the 
early Soviet state was in March 1921, when the Menshevik
inspired Kronstadt mutineers called for "Soviets without 
Bolsheviks," and the delegates of the 10th Party Congress, 
with considerable loss of life, went across,the ice to storm 
the fort and put down the rebellion, The Civil War had 
wrecked the economy and the Bolsheviks were a minority 
government. In 1921, the SUrVival of the first workers state, 
depended on a relatively small number of party and Red 
Army cadre under the political leader.ship of Lenin and 
Trotsky, who because of thei'r internationalist program were 
determined to hold on to the Russian Revolution while 
striving through the Com intern to extend the revolution into 
Western Europe. 

How much more tenuous is the survival of the proletarian 
property forms when their defense depends instea,d on a 
conservative nationalist bureaucracy that has politically 
expropriated the proletariat in order to guard the conquests 
of the social revolution for its own benefit and by its own 
methods. Trotsky wrote that it is because of this dual role 
of the Stalinist bureaucracy and not only due to repression 
\hat the workers~if they do not see another possibility
will "with clenched 'teeth" tolerate the bureaucracy, fearing 
that if ,it were overthrown, the field would only be. cleared 
for the class enemy. Over five decades after Trotsky made 
this analysis, this was exactly the position persistently 
voiced by many of the DDR workers we met regarding the 
Modrow government in the period before Treptow, even as 
they were coming to seek out the Trotskyists for help in 
stopping the sale of their factories. 

But what happens when the regime of the Stalinist "gate
keepers" of the planned economy collapses, or they are 
persuaded that their seJf-interest·lies elsewhere? Then, if the 

, workers are not able to take state power, what force stands 
in the way of a total collapse of the planned economy? By 
1936 the Stalinist bureaucracy had become conscious of 
itself as a social layer whose needs were counterposed to 
workers revolution. Therefore, said Trotsky, "it has ceased 
to offer any subjective guarantee whatever of the socialist 
direction of its policy. It continues to preserve state property 

'only to the extent that irfears the proletariat." In the DDR, 
the Stalinist, regime collapsed, caught between G'orbachev 
and public outrage, and its remnants, rather than see the 
proletariat in power, delivered up the East German deformed, 
workers state to German imperialism. They not only opened 
the gates, but above, all sought to avoid "chaos" (read:, 

L. y, Leonidov 

Lenin and Trotsky among delegates to the 10th 
Congress of Russian CP, March 1921. Delegates 
helped crush counterrevolutionary Kronstadt mutiny. 

resistante from the workers) as they co-administered 'the 
liquidation of the planned economy and the restoration of 
capitalism. , 

In fact, Trotsky himself acknowledged that there were 
"limits beyond which the analogy with the Great French 
Revoluti,on cannot pass." In I 935 Trotsky wrote "The Work- ' 
ers' State, Thermidor and Bonapartism" to revise the earlier 
incorrect conceptions mentioned above, In this important 
work he also discusses the different roles of a bourgeois and 
a workers state. Here he stresses the'dis~imilar traits of capi
talist and socialist relations. Once freed from the restraints 
of feudalism, bourgeois relations develop automatically. The 
bourgeois state confines itself to a police role, leaving the 
market to its own laws, Therefore under capitalism the 
replacement of political regimes has only indirect and super
ficial influence on the market economy. In contrast the 
proletarian revolution, having expropriated private property, 
transfers the productive forc'es directly to the state it has 
itself created. Unlike the anarchistic bourgeois economy the 
planned socialist economy is not built automatically but 
conscious'ly. Therefore, he writes':'Progress towards social
ism is inseparable from that state power which is desirous 
of socialism or which is cons\rained to desire it." Thus, he 
concluded, without the intervention of a conscious proletar
ian vanguard, the collapse of the Stalinist political regime 
would ,lead inevitably to the liquidation of the planned 
economy and to restoration of private property. A SImilar 
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point is developed in The Revolution Betrayed in the section, 
"Is the Bureaucracy a Ruling Class?" Consequently, I think 
Trotsky's earlier generalization about "r~nning backward the 
film of reformism" does overextend the analogy and in fact 
is inconsistent with his later analysis on the dissimilarities 
in the role of the state and the crucial role of consciousness 
in the defense of proletarian property relations. 

As Stalinism finally collapses under the weigh\ of its 
inner contradictions, the crisis of the leaders~ip of the prole
tariat.is posed with a new urgency. The decisive battles will 
be fought on the political terrain of the Soviet Union, where 
it all started in 1917. And here I believe is where the differ
ent origins'of the Soviet Union on the one hand, and all the 
deformed workers states on the other~ have become decisive. 
In 1917 a self-conscious proletariat carried out a social 
revolution. and then defended that revolution and extended 
the dictatorship of the proletariat nationally in three years 
of civil war. ~nd it was this class consciousness, mor~ than 
Stalin's crude anti-German nationalism, that motivated 28 
million Soviet citizens (the current Soviet estimate) to fight 
to the death to defend their state against the Nazis in World 
War II. There is living memory of those historic acts within 
the Soviet workers, who are descended from that working 
class led by the party of Lenin and Trotsky that fought its 
way to state power. Therefore it is npt at all accidental that 
it is only in the Soviet Union that a strategically important 
sector of the workers carried out widespread and effectively 
organized strike action that almost immediately had a politi
cal character that harked back to the early soviets. In an 

immediate sense they took these actions to force improve~ 
ments of their outrageously miserable living and working 
conditions. But there were also indications coming through 
the filtered news reports; that the workers also knew that 
something much more had been taken away fro.m them, 
namely the political control of their state and economy. In 
the USSR, it is likely that the attempt to restore capitalism 
will be accompanied by civil war. As recent polls demon
strated, there are significant numbers of people in the Soviet 
Union that want to be Trotskyists. And since there is no 
shortage these days of anti-communist "anti-Stalinists" 
among the intelligentsia, there must necessarily be reflected 
in these polls and other manifestations a perception that 
Trotskyism means defense of the planned economy and 
building socialism on the basis of workers democracy. 

In "The Class, the Party and the Leadership" [20 August 
1940, published in The Spanish Revolution (1931-39), Path
finder Press, 1973], which I strongly urge comratles to read, 
Trotsky states that despite being a small party with insignifi
cant support among the working class in early 1917, the 
Bolshevik Party was able to acquire a mass base because 
first Lenin, and then the rest of the party, had a very clear' 
revolutionary conception that corresponded with the actual 
course of the revolution. Its program and slogans gave 
organized expression to the rapidly changing consciousness 
of the working class. With our Trotskyist analysis of Stalin
ism and our program for politicai revolution, we too possess 
a revolutionary conception of what must be done to defend 
and extend the gaiAs of October. We all realize that the 
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After breach of Berlin Wall, November 1989. In 
absence of revolutionary leadership, nascent polit
Ical .revolutlon_ln DDR was overtaken by capitalist, 
counterrevolution. 

terminal collapse of Stalinism poses great dangers for the 
Soviet Union. But the' ensuing loss of political and moral 
authority'of the Stalinists, combined with the breakdown of 
the repressive police regime, also affords us remarkable 
opportunities to reach the Soviet workers and soldiers with 
the revolutionary program of the ICL that have not existed 
since the beginning of the Soviet Thermidor in 1924. These 
possibilities are posed so sharply because of the revolution-
ary origins of the Soviet Union. . 

In contrast. the liquidation of the planned economy of the 
former DDR following ihe collapse of the Stalinist regime 
underscores the qualitatively different origins of all the 
defo'rmed workers states arid the effect of this on the con
sciousness of the proletariat. In the German Democratic 
Republic (DDR) and Eastern Europe the expropriation of 
capitalism was carried out by the Stalinists for their own 
reasons and. by their own methods. As Trotsky pointed out 
in 1939 after the Red Army occupied Eastern Poland, Stalin' 
ism bases itself on state property, so private capitalist prop-' 
erty was abolished in order to bring the new regimes into 
accord with the regime in the USSR. Thus; the series of 
postwar transformations were not accomplished as conscious 
acts by the proletariat as an organized class as in Russia, but. 
from the, top down by military-bureaucratic means, the 
former capitalist states having been smashed iIi the course 
of the war. There is an interesting section in "The USS~ in 
War" (In Defense afMarxism) where Trotsky's analysis of 
these earlier expropriations applies equally well to the 
methods used to establish the post-World War H deformed 
workers-states. To carry 'out these expropriations, he said, 
the bureaucracy would of necessity have to issue an appeal 
for independent activity on the part of the masses in order 
to constitute a new regime. But having awakened the revolu
tionary'masses, the bureaucracy would then resort to ruthless 

police measures to suppress the workers and assure the 
preponderance of the -bureaucratic regime. 

Thus the political regimes of all the postwar deformed 
workers states were qualitatively the same as in the USSR 
after decades of Stalinist degeneration. This- includes Yugo
slavia" China, North Korea and North Vietnani; and later 
Cuba, where the differences if any ·were only quantitative. 
While the statification of the means of ·production is a 
progressive measure, Trotsky argues that the transformation 
of property relations is not the primary political criterion for 
us, but rather whether these transformiltions resulted in the 
raising of the consciousness and organization of the proletar
iat. From this decisive standpoint, he wrote, "the politics of 
Moscow ... completely retains its reactionary character and 
remains the chief obstacle on the road to world revolution.'" 

Therefore, even though the social transformations in East 
Germany and Eastern Europe had initial popular support, 
because of the deformed -and incomplete character of the 
revolutions the proletariat was rendered no more conscious 
of its historical tasks. In the absence of such revolutionary . 
traditions, the resulting consciousness was more one-sided, 
a contradictory form of false consciousness derived from the 
lies and deceptions of Stalinism and a popular-frontist 
worldview that substituted false categories like "peace
loving countries" and "progressive peoples" or "wings" of 
imperialism for a revolutionary worldview based on a class
struggle perspective. In the DDR .one really got a sense of. 
this, that we live in this protected "socialism in half a coun
try" and out there is an essentially unchangeable hostile 
world without class contradictions. With independent politi
cal expression precluded and the trade unions being merely 
instruments of Stalinist economic policy, 'the working class 
in the DDR was atomized and politically disarmed. Unlike 
the earlier generation in 1953, who saw revolutionary oppor
tunities in the_ wake of Stalin's death, there was both a 
defense of old Stalinist dogma ("export of revolution," etc.) 
as well as a broader cynicism that equated socialism with 
Stalinism. This latter view predominated more in the heavily 
populated southern regions of HalieILeipzig, which voted 
heavily for the Christian Democrats (CDU) and Social 
Democrats (SPD). We generally saw a more leftist expres
sion in the Stalinist SED/PDS strongholds of Berlin and the 

4 December 1989: Demonstrators In front of SED/PDS 
Congress call "For a Renewed Partyl" illusions In 
SEO/PDS gave way to demoralization when Stalinists 

- -gave go-ahead to reunification. I 
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more lightly populated north, where we did most of our 
political work until shortly· before the March 18 elections. 

This false consciousness and clinging to the SED resulted 
in demoralization and anger in the wake of the somewhat 
orchestrated "revelations" of the corruption of the Honecker 
rcygime in October 1989, then a kind of heady exuberance 
and optimism that the SED could be reformed following the 
mass resignations of the Government and Central Committee 
in November and early December, followed by paralysis and 
desperation after Gorbachev and Modrow gave the green 
light to capitalist reunification in February. (Modrow, it 
should be remembered, had been the "popular" SED mayor 
of Leipzig during the period of the increasingly right-wing 
Monday night demonstrations, before being summoned to 
Berlin to administer the liquidation of the DDR.) 

But that is only a description of the very wide swings in 
the mood and consciousness of the mass of the East German 
proletariat (which also had a disorienting effect on our 
partial forces). A more precise analysis of why,t!W Prplet,ar,i-

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands 
organized Spartakist Groups in DDR 
around key demands "Down with 
Stalinism!", "No to Capitalist 
Restoration!" and "For a Red 
Germany of Workers Councils in a 
Socialist United States of Europe." 
Spartakist banner: "For a Leninist
Egalitarian Party!" (left). Greetings 
in Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese and 
Polish distributed to Soviet soldiers 
and immigrant workers; Trotskyist 
literature was eagerly received, . 
including outside December 1989 
SED conference (above). TLD'and 
Spartakist Group members founded 
the Spartakist Workers Party of 
Germany on 21 January 1990. 

at in the DDR did not mobilize is captured in a quote from, 
again, "The. Class, the Party, and the Leadership': where, 
speaking in the context of the Spanish Revolutiofl, Trotsky 
writes, "Workers in general do not· easily break ,with the 
party'that awakens them to conscious life. Moreover the 
existence of mutual protection within the Popular Front 
lulled them: since everybody agreed, everything must be all 
right." In the potentially revolutionary situation that existed 
in the DDR from, broadly speaking, October 1989 through 
the elections in March 1990, the false consciousness and 
confusion of the workers was' reinforced by the petty-' 
bourgeois layer that constituted the active poliiif:al spectrum 
from the SED/PDSto the Communist Platform"Die Nelken, 
the Communist Party of Germany (KPD) and 'ih'~lfynited 
Left. The intellectualleaderships of these organizations were 
drawn overwhelmingly from the same layer of the "new 
intelligentsia" that is Gorbachev's base in the USSR. And 
indeed they were predominantly Gorbachevite. With a class 
outloqk hostil.e, t.o, tile workers, all agreed th!"re !TIl!stbe, sqme 
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fonn of "market socialism," ineaning the discipline of the 
market will force our lazy workers to produce more for us, 
or else topgh luck,no job for them. Therefore all understood 
that the one thing that was to be avoided was agitating the 
workers to resist the necessary and' inevita91e "res~ructur
ing." The code word for this was "avoiding chaos." All they 
had to offer the workers were soothing reassurances that 
everything would be all right. In general the factories were 
avoided. Here and there "soviets" were organized by United 
Left members that were in fact a mini-SPD-type ploy of 
organizing the workers to deal with the "inevitable" capital
ist takeover. Being predominantly Gorbachevite, these 
organizations also obscured or avoided any programmatic 
or social analysis of Stalinism, instead perpetuating the 
liberal notion that it was simply a repressive and corrupt 
system. Socialism equaled Stalinism and market socialism 
equaled "democracy." So it wasn't the case that the workers 
of the DDR had no leadership. Ratherthe program of their 
traditional party, in the new colors of the "refonned" PDS, 
as well as the parallel programs of the other "leftist" DDR 

. groupings, ran at an angle of 180 degrees to the objective 
interests and periodic impulses of the working class. 

In Spain the. Stalinists "wanted to eliminate the need for 
fascism by proving to the Spanish and world bourgeoisie 
that they were themselves capable of strangling the proletar
iah revolution under the banner of 'dem'ocracy'," as Trotsky 
succinctly put it. In Germany, where the Western Strike 
Force of the Red Anny has faced NATO forces for nearly 
40 years, Gorbachev wanted to persuade the Gennan and 
world bourgeoisie that the Cold War and NATO were no 
longer necessary by demonstrating that the Soviet bureauc
racy was capable itself of reversing the military, political 
and social outcome of World War II, the "Great Patriotic 
War Against Fascism." As evidence of good faith, East 
Gennany was handed' back to Gennan imperialism. This was 
not the first time this deal was offered. In 1952 Stalin 
offered to pull out of East\Germany, if only the united 
capitalist Gennany would remain "neutral" and stay out of 
the newly fonned NATO. The Christian Democrat Adenauer 
refused. This is what the sleazy Soviet foreign minister 
Shevardnadze was referring to earlier this year when he said 
that a neutral Germany "was a very old and very good idea." 

So there is no mystery why civil war was averted in the 
DDR. Standing orders say that all Warsaw Pact annies, 
especially the NVA, are under direct Soviet command in , 
wartime. Further, it was reportedly on orders from the top 
Soviet command in the DDR that no armed force was used 
against the mass demonstration in Leipzig on October 9. So 
on the one hand, it was Moscow policy that neither Red 
Anny nor East Gennan forces took any action in defense 
of the fallen Honecker regime. The absence of bloodshed 
allowed our forces very wide latitude. Then starting in late 
December the Betriebskampfgruppen were quietly demobil
ized and disarmed by the "transitional" government led by 
Modrow and Gysi. This was a 'party militia organized at the 
factory level after the J 953 uprising to put down any future 
revolt before it could coalesce. It was never used for this 
purpose, and instead its members came· to see themselves 
as guardians of the workers state at the factory level. With 
components in every factory in the country I believe it was 
numerically larger than the regular army. It not only had 
access to small anns, but also artillery and annor, including 
tanks. Particularly since the 'in-plant party and trade-union' 
organizations disappeared after November, this national 

Members of Betrlebskampfgruppe (factory mllltla) In 
DDR. National network of militias was demoblllzed 
by Stalinists to, block organized worker opposition 
to capitalist reunification. 

internal structure of a factory-based militia had the very real 
potential to become ihe organize'd politicalimilitary locus of 
the political revolution, Therefore its early demobilization 
by the Stalinists had to bea conscious act intended to pre
vent the militia from playing that role. 

The disarming of the proletariat was it decisive blow from 
the standpoint of organizing the force necessary to seize 

· control of the state in order to defend the planned economy 
and state property from liquidation. After its dissolution 
there was also a noticeable loss of coherence and organiza-

· tion in the factories, further atomizing t\:le proletariat. What 
Bonn had thought would only be acquired someday through' 
military action by NATO was thus handed over as a political 
decisfon by the Stalinist bureaucracy, In the several weeks 
immediately prior to the March elections, Kohl's Christian
Democrats launched their really massive electoral blitzkrieg 

· th~II, as Andrews so aptly put it, grabbed the East Gennan 
workers by the throat. The factories were hit heavily, espe

. cially in the south, A number of workers in the Halle/Leip
zig area said they would either vote CDU or SpAD, i.e" for 
capitalism or revolution, This extremism indicated a growing 
desperation, When 85 percent of the workers voted for the 
CDU or SPD-bas,.d coalitions, politically it was all over for 
the DDR. The subsequent disposal of the planned economy 
by the treaty that went into effect on July 1 was just a legal 
fonnality, . ' 

In 'conclusion, I do not see a basis for the worries ex
pressed by some that comrades are politically disarmed or 
that· the events in Gennany and East Europe are theoretically 
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problematic. Some 65 years after Stalinism first made its 
.appearance as the result of the isolation of the first workers 
revolution, Trotsky's analysis now shines through with an 
even greater clarity. We are Trotskvists and do not mourn 
the passing of this parasitic phenci~enon. lis life span was 
prolonged only because workers revolution l)ad· not been 
extended to the industrial West, it~elf in large measure a 
product of the crimes of Stalinism again~t the workers 
movement, both' 5y- omission as welt" as coinmission. The 
danger lies in the 'fact that Stalinism's demise has not been 
brought about by the struggles of the proletariat. At the 
same time the present situation' opens up unp'recedented 
opport'unities for our programmatic tendency. With the 
possible exception of South Africa (and that is only conjunc
tural) there is not a Stalinist party in the world that has not 
been fractured by crisis .. Our traditional fake-Trotskyist 
opponents are deeply confused. and compromised by their 
tailing of the anti-Communism of Cold WadI. 

, There are opportunities for our German section as well. 
Because .the SPD is tryin'g to,prQtect the wage levels and 
social benefits of its historic base in West Germany, SPD 

, unions have become involved in a series of strikes in the 
former DDR for substantial wage. increases, The "miracle" 
of a strong German 'economy and currency has been based 
on a muting of class conflict purchased with a very high 
standard of living for the West German. workers, itself an 
acknowledgment of their potential social power. Now that 
stability is threatened as the German ruling class pours 
billions of deutschmarks into the former DDR to fulfill its 
"historic mission." And the German economy doesn't exist 
in a vacuum either, as interirnperialist rivalries are exposed 
by the U.S. power grab in the Middle·East. This period is 
not equivalent to, say, 1928 in China, where. Trotsky could 
find no satisfaction in the fact that his analysis was proven 
correct. Temporary confusion and·demoralization of sections 
of th~ proletari'at is not the same thing as being smashed and 
atomized by bloody defeats. I 

We never prejudged the outcome of our efforts to forge 
,the party and leadership necessary for a successful political 

3 January 1990: 
Spartaklst 
spokesman 
Renate Dahlhaus 
(lower rIght) 
addresses 250,000-
strong unIted-front 
protest against 
fascist desecration 
of Soviet war 
memorial, Treptow 
Park, East Berlin. 

revolution in the DDR. In practice we were opposed by 
qualitatively larger objective forces, ranging from Mo,scow 
to Bonn and Pankow, as well as the effects on the proletariat 
of the deformed character of the origins of the DDR. I 

, would say that our own biggest failure was in not aggres
sively organizing Spartakist Gruppen in the early period 
before Treptow. As it was, the first and for a long time the 
0I1ly group, was not organized in Berlin uniil around mid
December; our first newTLD members were not taken in 
until January 7 (Gunther and Dieter!). While in hindsight 
(following the split of March 4) Gunther and Dieter were 
larger active obstacles to recruitment than had been real:zed, 
the failures of the earlier period were due-as was Lenin's 
problem in 1905:-primarily to political resistance to turning 
our face to the 'masses and historic weaknesses within the 
TLD itself, which more or less oscillated between sectarian
ism and passivity and a tendency toward liquidating into a 
strategic united front. Having failed' to recruit in this early 
period when it was easier, we stayed "poor" in' the later 
period when it was more difficult. Instead of a possible two 
or three' hundred new members we had ten or fifteen. But 
recruitment of valuable cadres did start finally during the 
belated election campaign and has continued steadily ever 
since then, And "Spartakist" did become a widely recog-

. nized political entity in the DDR, which was a first for any 
section of our internation~1 tendency. This is a testament to 
the power of our Trotskyist program, ' 

We have lived through an extended slow and increasingly 
reactionary period that 'may have affected some comrades 

. with its seeming permanence, although this view is condi
, tioned mb~e by'living in the United States. In a broader 

international sense the· postwar period that started with the 
Cold War in 1947 is dramatically coming apart, and big 
changes 'are taking place in the world, 'We sIiouldtpought
fully and systematically pursue the new opportunities that 
have opened for us, particularly in the Soviet Union. Only 
by study and struggle can we go from one period to another 
-without falling off the train ,!S history makes a turn. 

6 September 1990 
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Spartacist Group 
of Poland Founded 

We are proud to publish the working agreement between 
the .International Communist League and our comrades of 
the newly founded Spartakusowska Grupa Polski, first 
printed in Workers Vanguard No. 513, 2 November 1990. 
The militants of the SGP come to the ICL, having arrived 
at revolutionary Trotskyism after several years of efforts to 
rediscover the program of authentic communism. The cadre 
include some who were politicized by the events of 1980-81 

, in Poland but were repulsed by the reactionary clericalism 
of Solidamo§c. They were among the founders of the Ruch 
Mlodej Lewicy (RML-Young Left Movement), initially 
a somewhat heterogeneous grouping which sought to func
tion a's a left wing within the youth organization of the 
Polish United Workers Party (PZPR-the ruling Stalinist 
party). Seeking the road to proletarian internationalism, our 
new Polish comrades came into conflict with the Stalinist 
nationalist perversion of Marxism and with the deeply 
nationalist pro-Solidarno§c left. They were excluded from 
a May Day demonstration in 1988 for carrying banners hail
ing Lenin, Luxemburg and Liebknecht, revolutionary leaders 
of the Russian, Polish and German workers. Increasingly 
attracted to Trotskyism, they were instrumental in seeing 
that key works by Trotsky like The Revolution Betrayed were 
translated into the Polish language. 

Thus, by the time they first came into contact with ICL 
literature this summer, the comrades who now constitute the 
SGP had through their own experiences and struggles ar
rived at a similar political thrust on several key questions. 
But it was necessary to draw a sharp political line against' 
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the pro-Solidarnosc outfits like the Mandelites and Moreno
ites who masquerade as Trotskyists. As the Polish coinrades 
noted in a letter to our German section: "In the Trotskyist 

, movement in Poland, we often meet witli activists who have 
a 'Solidarno§c' pedigree, or in any case put all their hopes 
in 'Solidarnosc.' Until now it is difficult for them to shed 
these illusions. Either they don't know or they deliberately 
suppress the reality of our true tradition (for 'tactical' rea
sons). It is increasingly more difficult for us' to have a 
common langu,age with them." 

For the ICL, this agreement represents a welcome result 
of our ongoing propagandistic intervention into the events 
in Poland from. without. It is also a modest vindication of 
our insistence on reviving the historic revolutionary unity 
of the German, Polish and Soviet proletariat. The beginnings 
of political revolution in East Germany (DDR) a year ago 
allowed us for the first time to reach out to Polish workers 
with Trotskyist propaganda in their native' language. A 
statement of "Internationalist Greetings to Our Polish Com
rades" (December 1989) by our comrades in Germany, 
produced through the assistance of a Polish-speaking sym
pathizer in London, was widely distributed among the thou
sands of Polish workers in the DDR. Subsequently, a "Letter 
to Polish Workers" (May 1990) by the Spartakist Workers" 
Party of Germany was distributed in Poland itself, to the 
combative rail workers in Szczecin as well as the Warsaw 
congress of the OPZZ trade-union' federation. This letter, 
counterposing .r" Trotskyist perspective of proletarian 
internationalism to escalating Greater German chauvinism 
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Young Left Movement In Poland and Spartaklst Workers Party In Germany have fought to revive Internationalist 
tradition of the "Three L's": Lenin, L/ebknecht and Luxemburg. For revolutionary unity of German, Polish and 
Sov,let workersl . , ':: 
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I 
New York, September 1981: Spartacists opposed power grab by reactionary Solidarnosc, company for 
the CIA and capitalist bankers. Solidarnosc leader Lech Walesa (right) flaunts money from Western backers. 

and the nationalism of S6lidarnosc, came into the hands of 
the RML. 

Nine years ago our cali to "Stop Solidarnosc Counterrevo
lution" stood out sharply as a concretization of the Trotsky
ist insistence that the USSR and the deformed workers states 
be defended against capitalist restoration. Sundry' oppor-' 
tunists. sneered ·that such a" principled stance would find 

, " 

no support within the Polish workers movement. The rev
olutionary regroupment.in Poland is therefore particularly 
satisfying. The adherence of Polish conirades to the ICL, 
along with fusions of new forces in Canada and Mexico, 
bears witness to the power of the Leninist program to 
regroup subjective communists internationally. Forward to 
the reforging of the Fourth International! 

Agreement for Common Work Between 
Young Left Movement of Poland and leL 

1. From October ·1917 on, capitalism has sought to crush 
the world historic achievements of the Russian Revolution. 
The restoration of capitalism would mean massive immiseri
zation and unemployment of the working people, bringing 
back all the backwardness and chauvinism of the pasi, and 
preparatio'ns for a new interimperialist war. We Trotskyists 
stand for unconditional military defense of the Soviet Union 
and the. deformed workers states against imperialism and 
internal counterrevolution. . 

2. In Poland th~ primary agency for' counterrevolution has 
been Solidarnosc, aided and abetted by imperialism, the 
Vatican and social dem"ocracy. By the time of its first con
gress in 1981, Solidarnosc had consolidated behind a pro
gram of social counterrevolution: support to anti-communist 
"free trade unions," restoration of capitalism through bour
geois parliamentarism, and liquidation of the planned econo
my. Had Solidarnosc been victorious, it would as well have 
threatened the existence of the other deformed workers 
states, placing in the hands of the imperialists the main 
supply and communication routes between the Soviet Union, 
'and the DDR, then the front line state confrontingi'1ATO. 
At that time the international Spartacist tendency (iSt, now 
the ICL) demanded "Stop Solidarnosc Counterrevolution" 
and supported laruzelski's preventive military coup, while 
fighting for a proletarian political revolution to oust the 

parasitic bureaucracy. The RML [Young Left Movement) 
agrees with this position. These events were an acid test for 
all would-be revolutionaries; it is necessary to swim against 
the stream when the Marxist program stands counterposed 
to the existing consciousness of the ()verwhelming bulk of 
the working class. " 

3. We reject the claims of fake-leftists that.counterrevolu
tionary Solidarnosc-was leading a "proletarian political revo
lution" in 1981. A genuine proletarian political 'revolution 
is premised on the deferise of the collectivized property 
relations. As opposed to workers "self-management," which 
in reality means the i.ntroduction of capitalist property rela
tions through the pitting of workers in different enterprises 
against each other, we "stand for a planned, socialized econ
omy (including the collectivization of agriculture) free of 
Stalinist bureaucratic parasitism, arbitrarism and national 
autarky. The basic direction of the economy and society 
must be decided through workers democracy, that is, rule 
by workers councils, 

4. True to the program of the early Communi~t Internation
al, Trotskyism stands for world socialist revolution. In 
contrast, Stalin's dogma of "socialism in one country" is a 
nationalist, anti-socialist lie aimed at conciliating imperial
ism. The Gorbachev bureaucracy's appeasement of imperial
ism and its undermining of the collectivized economy, 
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unleashing bl009Y national and ethnic conflicts, threatens 
the very existence of the homeland of October. The Polish 
Stalinists, wh-o mortgaged the economy to the Western bank
ers and drove the working class into the arms of the CIA 
and Vatican, are self-evidently politicaliy bankrupt. Those 
who have paved the way for capitalist restoration cannot 
lead the struggles to beat it back. 

5. Posed pointblank is the need to build an authentiC Trot
skyist vanguard party in Poland, part of a reforged Fourth 
International. But we reject the idea of a "family of Trotsky
ism"; genuine Trotskyism has nothing in common with such 
pro-Solidarnosc purveyors of anti-Sovietism as the followers 

.of Nahuel MOI:eno and th~ United Secretariat [USec] of 
'Ernest Mandel, who in 1983 hailed the Solidarnosc leader
ship as the "best socialists in the world." The RML, a group 
known for honoring the communist leaders Lenin, Luxem
burg and Liebknecht, came to recognize that Trotskyism 
represented the continuation of the revolutionary traditions 
of the "3 L's." The RML first came into contact with. the 
program of the ICL while it was engaged in discussions with 
the Morenoites. Particularly decisive in winning it to the 
program of the ICL were (a) agreement over the character 
of Solidarnosc and (b) the RML's support to the "Trotskyist 
Platform" published by the Trotskyist Faction of the Mexi

. can pas, which subsequently fused with the Grupo Esparta
quista de Mexico. 

6: A Trotsky.ist party must be a tribun'e of the people, cham
pioning all victims of oppression. The drive to restore 
capitalism revives and intensifies all the "old crap" of the 
prewar social order, from reactionary clericalism to Pil
sudskiite nationalism and anti-Semitism. As Rosa Luxem
burg wro'te in 1905: "The clergy, no less than the capitalist 
class, lives on the backs of the people, profits from the 
degradation, the ignorance and the oppression of the peo
ple." The .Catholic hierarchy, conciliated by the Stalinists, 
has long exercised decisive influence over Solidarnosc. "CIer-
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Polish railway workers 'In' Szczecln strike In May 
against capitalist "shock treatment" of Solldarnosc 
regime. 

ical reaction particularly targets women. Smash the attacks 
on abortion rights! For free abortion on demand! For free 
24-hour childcare facilities! For the ,strict separation of 
church and state! Down with the conservative Stalinist, 
dogma that glorifies the institution of the family, the main 
social institution oppressing' WOmen. Only the achievement 
of a genuine socialist society, based on material abundance' 
and egalitarianism, can truly liberate women. 

7. We honor the 600,000 soldiers of the Red Army who 
died liberating Poland from the Nazis. But today the forces 
of capitalist restoration have fueled the growth of virulent 
anti-Semitism, from skinhead Nazis in Germany to the KPN 
[Confederation for an Independent Poland] vermin here to 
the Great Russian chauvinists of Pamyat. For workers united 
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Polan,,'s revolutionary Comm'unlst tnidltlon: Rosa Luxemburg and the' "Three 
W's"-Adolf Warskl, Henryk Waleckl and Wera Kostrzewa of the early Polish 
Communist Party. , 

fronts to smash the fascists! Workers in Poland: smash chau
vinist attacks on Jewish people, Ukr~!nians, Gypsies, 
homosexuals! Honor the heroic fighters of the Warsaw 
Ghetto upri$ing of 1943! Defend leftists and fornier mem
bers of t~e PZPR [Polish United Workers Party] against 
anti-communisI' witchhunts! For class struggle against 
attempts to dismantle social gains of the collectivized 
economy: for factory occupations and strikes against pri-
vatizations and plant shutdowns! " 

8. In East Germany what began as a political revolution, 
turned into a capitalist counterrevolution. This defeat for the 
workers movement has whetted the appetites of the Fourth 
Reich of German imperialism for a renewed "Drang nach 
Osten" [drive to the East], Our comrades of the Spartakist 
Workers Party of Germany [SpAD] uniquely fought against 
capitalist reunification and fight today against anti-Polish 
and anti-immigrant chauvinism, as an essential part of the 

'struggle for socialist revolution, Polish communists must 
fight relentlessly against Pilsudskiite nationalism, which 
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subjects the workers to the dictates of the IMF while spew
ing out anti-Russian and anti-German chauvinism. Only 
proletarian internationalism offers a way forward-For the 
revolutionary unity of Russian, Polish and German workers! 
For a socialist united states of Europe! , 

9. Reformists and centrists, forsaking the principle of de~ 
fense of the deformed workers states against counterrevolu
tion, assist in infecting the working masses with the poison 
of national chauvinism. Thus, such organizations as, USec, 
the Morenoites and Workers Power backed both the Polish 
nationalists of Solidarnosc, while in Germany tailing after 
such groups as the PDS, SPD and/or the United Left, which 
supported revanchist capitalist reunification. Adapting to 
conflicting appetites of different national bourgeoisies, the 
fake-Trotskyists are an obstacle to 'the construction of an 
internaiional vanguard party. 

10. Polish Trotskyists must seek to reclaim the best tradi
tions of the Polis~ workers movement, 'forged in the struggle 
against national chauvinism. This is exemplified by Rosa 
Luxemburg, a Polish Jewish communist and leader of the 
revolutionary German proletariat. Reviling Luxemburg for 
her internationalism, Stalin never trusted and finally liqui
dated the Polish CP, which was the first to come to the 
defense of comrade Trotsky by asserting in 1923 that "the 
name of Comrade Trotsky is insolubly connected with the 
victory of the Soviet Revolution, with the Red Army, with 
communism." . ' 

11. While today Walesa and Jaruzelski obscenely whip up 
Polish nationalism by celebrating 'the defeat of the Red 
Army outside Warsaw in 1920, we reaffirm ,the policy of 
tfie early Polish CP, which not only rose to the defense of 
the Russian Revolution but recogpized that the Polish prole
tariat was a bridge to extend westward the revolution to the 
borders of Germany, with its powerful proletariat. The 
subsequent defeat of the German revolution of 1923 was a 
major impetus for the consolidation of th'e Stalinist bureauc
racy with its false ideology of "socialism in one country." 

12. The RML agrees with the iSt position on Afghanistan, 
hailing the Red Army intervention, which, posed tlie 
extension of the gains of the October Revolution to the 
Afghan peoples and particularly to the oppressed women of 
Afghanistan, Gorbachev's withdrawal was a sellout, greatly 
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encouraging the imperialists in their drive to overthrow the 
Soviet workers state. We reject the anti-Soviet demand 
raised by fake'ieftists to withdraw the Warsaw Pact troops 
from East Europe-:-Soviet troops have constituted the ,first 
line of defense of the workers states·against NATO imperial
ism. Out of the ranks of Soviet soldiers and officers will 
come many fighters for Trotskyism. 

13. The comradeso'fthe RML constitute themselves as the 
Spartakusowska Grupa Polski (SGP). The SGP and the ICL 
look forward to an early 'fusion, where the SGP will become 
part of a democratic-centralistlnte·rnational. In the'interim, 
in matters of mutual concern regarding Poland, both parties 
to this agreement will consult. 

14; The SGP needs to develop a systematic public face, re
cruiting cadre and. intervening in various struggles and 

.movements with ICL propaganda. A Leninist-Trotskyist 
party in Poland will be built from above through splits and 
fu'sions of ostensibly revolutionary organizations: Cadre can 
be won from among left Stalinists, as well as ostensible 
Trotskyists. 

15. The'ICL will assist the comrades in Poland in devel~ 
oping a systematic educational program to better acquaint 
them with the specific positions of ICL sections on various 
proplems and events in the world. Fuller political il)tegration 
will be enhanced by travel and mutual exchanges of visits 
with other ICL sections. In particular, it is envisaged that 
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Warsaw monument to 1943 Ghetto uprising. erected 
by -Jewish survivors. In 1946. 

comrades from Poland participate in the SpAO's elec.tion 
campaign, as well as helping to translate .election materials 
and fundamental ICL documents into the. Polish language. 
The establishment of an ICL group in Poland represents a 

. real step in our.capacity to bring the program of Trotskyism 
to' the East European"and Soviet proletariats, 

20 October 1990 
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Platform of the Trotskyist Faction 
The following documelll by the Trotskyist Faction was 

submitted on 20 May i990 to the Mexican POS, affiliated with. 
the dlssidelll M orenoite internationalist Faction. At a meeting 
on i July, the Trotskyist Factionfused with the Crupo Espar
taquista de Mexico (Spartacist Croup of Mexico), part of the 
international Communist League (Fourth illlernationalist). 

I. 
For unconditional military defense of the USSR and 

the social gains 'of the workers states. 
Based on the conception of Trotsky embodied in his work, 

"War and the Fourth International," we state: DOWN WITH 
NATO! No pacifist illusions in disarmament. Only interna
tional proletarian revolution can bring peace to humanity. 
Only the working class can disarm, by insurrectional means, 
its respective warmongering bourgeoisies. 

For the proletarian internationalism of Lenin. We oppose' 
any kind of support to coun,terrevolutionary or restoration
ist movements in the workers states, movements which 
hide behind "nationalist" demagogy, illusions in bourgeois 
democracy andJreedom of religion. For relentless struggle 
against the reactionary ideology of Great Russian chauvin
ism and anti-Semitism. 

For proletarian political revolution in the USSR and in 
all the deformed workers states. Power to revolutionary , 
workers councils: Down with the pa'rasitic bureaucratic 
caste! Only the working class and· the revolutionary party 
can consistently defend the gains of the October Revolution. 

For the right of secession from the USSR for all the, 
republics' which desire it in order to form. independent 
WORKERS STATES. ' 

Reclaim Lenin and Trotsky's conception of proletarian 
internationalism, which is based on the unity of the ex
ploited and oppressed against the exploiters and oppres
sors, rejecting ·the anti-Marxist conception that there are 
"reactionary and progressive peoples," which comes out 
in our line on the fratricidal war between Armenia and 
Azerbaijan. Such a conception can only serve as a cover 

for these wars. 
To reaffirm the Marxist conception that the Stalinist 

bureaucracy, as such, has a dual function, or plays a dual 
role, in the workers states, as was expressed in the classic 
works of Trotsky; particularly in "The Class Nature of the 
Soviet State," The Revolution Betrayed, in Defense of Marx
ism, the Transitional Program, etc. Against the Shachtman
ite (and Healyite) conception that the bureaucrac'y is "coun-

. terrevolutionary through and through," which is utilized as 
a justification for abandoning in practice the Trotskyist 
program of unconditional military defense of the workers 
states in the face of constant aggression and imperialist 
counterrevolution. Against conditional or "conjunctural de
fensism" of the workers states, which infuses the program 
and politics of the Iilternationalist Faction (IF) of the IWL. 

II. ,.' 
For a united socialis(Germany in a federation of 

socialist workers states of Europe. 
Down with the Fourth Reich! No to capitalist reunifica

tion! The German working class must take the lead in the 
. process ,of political revolution with the. program of world 
socialist revolution. For united-fron~ actions to ~mash the 
fascist danger! No to the sellout of the social gains of the 
DDR! Full rights for all immigrant workers! Defend the 
rights of women, homosexuals, Jews, leftists, against ultra
rightist terror and imperialist counterrevolution. 

We reject the slogan, "Warsaw Pact Troops Out," as a 
capitulation to the NATO of Bush, Thatcher and Mitterrand. 
Revolutionary fraternization with the soldiers and officers 
of the Red Army based on defense of the gains of the work
ers states and for the formation of revolutionary soldiers and 
sailors councils. 

We salute the Red 'Armyin Afghanistan and the heroic 
combatants of Jalalabad against the mercenary armies of 
fundamentalist reaction supported by the CIA. We de
nounce the shameful capitulatiof! of the Moscow Stalinist 
bureaucracy which made a pact with imperialism for the 

SovIet troops' under 
revIew before 
Berlin's Treptow 
war memorIal. 
TrotskyIst Faction 
denounced 
Morenolte slogan 
"Warsaw Troops 
Out," and called 
for revolutionary 
fraternIzatIon wIth 
the Red Army to 
defend deformed 
workers state. ' 
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withdrawal of Soviet troops frpm Afghan soil. We reject the 
shameful capitulation of the so-called Trotskyist movement 
which joined the imperialist campaign of "Russians out of 
Afghanistan! " 

We salute the sending of Cuban troops to Angola during 
the war against the agents of the South African regime. We 
denounce·.the capitulation of Castro and the Kremlin which 
negotiated with imperialism the departure of the Cuban 
internationalist fighters. 

We reject the slogan of a "Constituent Assembly" for 
Gennany, recently raised by the [Morenoitej PTS (see the 
special pamphlet, "Where Is the MAS Going?" [Buenos. 
Aires)), for being a slogan for capitalist restoration. 

III. 
For the construction of Trotskyist parties in the USSR 

and in all the workers states, 
sections of the Fourth International which lead the s.truggle 
against the Stalinist bureaucracy, confront imperialist coun
terrevolution, and unite under the program of the Fourth 
International the political and social revolutions throughout 
the world. A process of 'unity which will not take place 
through the "unconsclous dynamic" of struggles, as the PTS 
and the IWL maintain, but only as the Transitional Program 
lays olit: by resolving the crisis of proletarian leadership in 
a fight to the death against the old leaderships and centrism. 

IV. 
Stop Solidarnosc Counterrevolution in Poland_ 

Eliminate from our program any kind of "critical'.' 
support to this agency of capitalist restoration and anti
Communism. Along with this, no political confidence in 
the bankrupt Stalinist· bureaucracy! For proletarian po
litical revolution to bring down the Walesa-laruzelski 
government! For the program of proletarian internation
alism against the clerical nationalism of Walesa, the 
Pope and the Black Madonna! For revolutionary unity 
of the Polish, German and Soviet proletariat against 
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the schemes of the International Monetary Fund. 

V. 
Proletarian political revolution to oust the Stalinist bu

'reaucracy is more urgent than ever to defend the gains of 
the October Revolution. Against Gorbachev's perestroika 
and so-called "market socialism," Trotskyists fight for a 
truly centralized, planned economy, based on workers de
mocracy. Faced with the bankruptcy of COMECON under 
the bl,Jreaucracy's leadership, we fight for genuinely coop
erative economic relations among the workers states based 
on solidarity and proletarian internationalism. 

VI. 
.We oppose the document titled "Thesis of the PTS on the 

Political Revolution" presented by the PTS; we reject it as 
any kind of basic document or programmatic guide for the 
Internationalist Faction, as it ,is fundamentally revisionist. 
The document in question reasserts and lays claim to the 
princi'pal concepts of the IWL and Morenoism, such as a 
"~orld counterrevolutionary front," "February revolutions" 
in the'workers states and dissolving the revolutionary party 
in an objectivist and' eclectic conception of the class strug
gle, leading us to capitulate to different petty-bourgeois, 
reactionary and counterrevolutionary leaderships that arise 
in the process. 

In the case of the PTS this objectivist conception has led 
it to raise the slogan of a constituerit assembly in Gennany, 
which means objectively acting like a simple variant of 
Morenoism and the IWL. 

Comrades: The political crisis which has been opened in 
the Mexican group and the ranks of the Internationalist Fac
tion can only be overcome if we assimilate and reclaim. the 
traditions and programmatic guidelines of the Fourth Inih
national. We call on all the comrades of the IF to discuss 
and support the general line of this Platfonn. 

Humberto H., Arturo Urbina 
Mexico Cit.y, 19 May 1990 
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la.mara Deutscher 
Thefollowing obituary is reprintedjrom Workers Vanguard 

No. 510. 21 §eptember 1990. newspaper of the Spartacist 
League/U.S.- " . 

Marxist historian and commentator Tamara Deutscher died 
in London on August 7at the age of 77. She was a regular 
contributor to the London-based journal New Left Review and 
other publications, dealing particularly with developments 
in East Europe and the Soviet Union. Until his death in 
1967, she had devoted much of her considerable energy and 
talent to collaborating with her husband, Isaac Deutscher, 
author of the invaluable three-volume biography of Leon 
Trotsky. In the preface to his biography of Stalin, Deutscher 
called her "my first, the severest and the most indulgent 
critic." She continued to supervise the publication of 
Deutscher's works for the remainder of her life and was 
particularly pleased that his books had finally begun to 
appear in their native Poland as. well as other deformed 
workers states. 

Like her husband, Tamara Deutscher's commitment to the 
cause of socialism and her Marxist outlook were molded 
in childhood, by the revolutionary ferment which swept 
through Poland, particularly its 1ewish population, in the era 
of the Russian Revolution. She was born Tamara Lebenhaft 
in 1913, into a left-wing 1ewish family in the proletarian 
center of Lodz. In describing her background, she would 
note that the city was then known as Red Lodz, because of. 
the socialist consciousness and combativity of the work
force, predominantly in the large textile mills which sprang 
up around the turn.of the century. 

Isaac Deutscher was for a' period a leading proponent of 
the 'Polish Oppositib~ which was expelled from the Com
munist Party in the early 1930s. He'broke with Trotskyism 
over his 'opposition to' the founding of the Fourth Inter
national in 1938. Tainara Deutscher was never, to our 
knowledge. directly associated with the Fourth International 
nor with any organized current of ostensible Trotskyism. Her 
outlook was, however. deeply influenced by the teach'ings 
of Trotsky and other classical Marxists. . 

-Our comrades had the opportunity to have discussions 
with Tamara Deutscher on two occasions. TheJirst, in 1986, 
came when we were preparing a review of the book Memoirs 
of a Jewish Revolutionary, an autobiography by Hersh.Men
del, a Polish Communist militant in the interwar years who 
had been a close comrade of Isaac Deutscher. The second 
time we met was in 1une of this year, when comrades .who 
had recently returned from a trip to' Poland visited her and 
exchanged observations about developments in Poland and 
East Eur9pe. . 

. Though she had in the past. expressed militant disinterest 
in following tlie various ostensibly Ti-otskyi.st tendencies, 
she had begun reading publications of the International 
Communist League (Fourth Internationalist). She expressed 
particular interest in the "Letter to Polish Workers" which 
our comrades of the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger
many had been distributing both in Poland and Germany, 
opposing Solidarnosc and its drive toward capitalist resto-

. ration and advancing a Trotskyist alternative to bankrupt 
Stalinism. 

\ 
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Tamara Deutscher had nothing but contempt for the 
political cynicism and rampant anti-Sovietism which per
meates the contemporary ostensibly Trotskyist left. In 1979 
she publicly withdrew her sponsorship of the journal Ltibour 
Focus on Eastern Europe, backed by Ernest Mandel's United 
Secretariat, when it approvingly reprinted a call by a group 
of Soviet emigres for a total economic, technical and 
cultural boycott of the USSR. She wrote: 

"The Appeal calls for nothing less than a wholesale boycott . 
of the USSR and a complete break of all relations between 
West and East-in other words, for isolating the Soviet 
Union and pUlling it into quarantine. Such methods would 
in no way help the process of democratisation in the East. 
On the contrary, they would only strengthen all reactionary 
forces in both camps." 

She detested nationalism, and particularly the Polish 
nationalism which has always been synonymous with anti
Sovietism and anti-Semitism. "I guess I'.m an old Luxem
burgist at heart," she told us with a smile. When Solidarnosc 
arose in the fall of 1980, her response was distinctly at odds 
with the uncritical enthusing of the fake-Trotskyists and 
various' other tailists of social democracy. She warned 
against the deadly influence of nationalism and clericalism, 
around which Solidarnosc was to consolidate into an agency 
for counterrevolution by the fall of 1981'. . ">I 

In an article in New Left Review (January-February, 1981), 
she pointed to "the rather unusual spectacle" of striking 
Polish workers "kneeling in front or'the altar during the 

continued on page 48 
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Pierre Broue's Trotsky: 
Tailored· for Perestroika 

A Review by Daniel Dauget 
To Tamara Deutscher, who worked so hard 

and with such success to make Isaac's thought 
available in major European languages .. 

In the autumn of 1988, Pierre BrowS, professor at the 
Institute of Political Studies of Grenoble University, pub
Ijshed in Paris a biography of Leon Trotsky that has not yet 
appeared in languages other than French. For the preceding 
25 years, the only major existing biography of Leon Trotsky 
-co-leader with Lenin of the Russian Revolution, founder 
and commander of the Red Army, and the most intransigent 
fighter against the Stalinist degeneration of the Soviet work
ers state-was the world-renowned trilogy written by Isaac 
Deutscher. Deutscher was ably assisted in his research for 
this biography by his wife Tamara. He was the first historian 
to work in Trotsky's personal archives, including the then
closed section at Harvard. The trilogy, The Prophet Armed 
(1954), The Prophet Unarmed (1959) and The Prophet Out
ca~t (1963), is honest imd powerful, the crowning achieve-
ment of Deutscher's life. . 

Deutscher (who died in 1967) had joined the Polish Com
munist Party in the late 1920s at the age of ~ineteen. It was 
said in the Communist International of Lenin's time that 
"the German party is the biggest and the Polish is the best." 
Beginning in the mid-1920s Stalin declared a holy war on 
"Luxemburgism," which he considered the Polish version 
of Trotskyism; the party leadership was repeatedly purged. 
Deutscher himself was expelled in 1932 with a grouping that 
criticized the "third period" and the bureaucratic party 
regime and which was influenced by the ideas of the Trot
skyist opposition in the USSR. ,Stalin finally dissolved the 
Polish party outright in 1938 for being "infected" with 
Trotskyism, which in Stalin's terms was synonymous with 
being "an agency of the Polish political police." 

Even after breaking with organized Trotskyism when he 
opposed the founding of the Fourth International in 1938; 
Deutscher remained a bitter opponent of Stalinism from a 
socialist vantage point while, however, at times suggesting 
that Stalin's rise was inevitable. In addition to his Trotsky 
trilogy, Deutscher's writings on the Sovlet Union after the 
1956 "Khrushchev thaw," his anti-Zionist, secular Marxist 
writings on the Jewish question, and his pedagogical polem
ics with young New Leftists at the height of the Vietnam 
antiwar movement are among his important contributions 
which we in the Iniernational COrrlmunist League still value: 
Unfortunately Deutscher's works are by and large unknown 
in France. 

Deutscher presented Trotsky as the embodiment of c\as-

Pierre Broue, Trotsky, Paris, Fayard, 1988, 1,105 pages. 

sic Marxism-proletarian revolutionary internationalism 
-which he knew to be counterposed to the mainstreams of 
the contemporary workers movement, Stalinism and Social 
Democracy. In 'contrast, Broue seeks to presen't a Trotsky 
palatable to intellectuals who reject Leninism and the 
entire, communist wo~ld-revolutionary outlook-he tailors 
Trotsky to fit the worldview of the current Gorbachevite 
intelligentsia in the Soviet Union. 

Broue's academic work was for decades in the service of 
the ostensibly Trotskyist Lambertist tendency in France, of 
which he was a member for over 40 years. But some months 
after his book appeared Broile was expelled from Lambert's 
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (PCI-formerly OCI) for 
giving a speech on Trotsky to a meeting sponsored by an 
outfit-known to have been linked with Nouvelle ACtion 
Royaliste (Le Monde, 25-26 June 1989), which stands for 
the restoration of a "popular" monarchy but which advocated 
a vote for the social-democratic·head of the French popular 
front, Fran~ois Mitterrand, in the 1981 presidential elec
tions. The Lambertists' crass support to the same Mitterrand 
popular front goes back to the early '70s; the PCI's inter
nationally notorious reputation for gangsterism and its 
increasingly systematic Stalinophobia predate by decades 
the split with Broue. "Historic truth" is not served by 
BrowS's failure to mention his organizational affiliation as 
anything more than a historical question (he writes that he 
joined the French section of the Fourth International in 
1944); in fact the political program of the Lambert group 
weighs heavily on this biography of Trotsky. 

Pierre Broue speaking In New York, October 
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In the preface Broue stines that although Deutscher's 
trilogy contributed to breaking the conspiracy of silence, 
"today it represents, in my opinion, a real obstacle to know
ing Trotsky, all the more so as it is presented as the work 
of a 'Trotskyist' or a 'sympathizer' [translation throughout 
by Spartaeist]." While comparisons with Deutscher's work' 
are to be expected, Broue clearly has an ax to grind. Broue 
even approvingly quotes anti-communist George Licht-

. heim's slanderous assertion that Deutscher's trilogy was a 
"discreetly veiled apology for Stalin." (He also quotes 
without comment Leonard Schapiro, who made· a c'lreer 
as the Anglo-American bourgeoisie's' most favored anti
Bolshevik .historian-see "Leonard Schapiro: Lawyer for 
Counterrevolution," Spartacist No. 43-44, Summer 1989.) 

Dismissing Deutscher, Broue writes in his preface: "But 
Deutscher isnot a historian .... In addition·, he is not settling 
personal accounts with Trotsky, but in fact' political 
ac;c,ounts .... " It is certainly true that Deutscher's objectivist 
view of the rise and cOQsolidation of Stalinism colors his 
work, and his opposition to the formation of the Fourth 
International is evident in his treatment of that question in 
The Prophet Outcast. But Deutscher was honest about it, 
openly presenting the positions he ·believed 'in when he 

·differed with Trotsky. In Broue's thoroughly selfcserving 
settling of political accounts, he tends to set Deutscher up 

, as a straw man, "defending" Trotsky against Deutscher to 
the point of obscuring or deforming many of Trotsky's and 
Deutscher's views. 

From our own standpoint, one general point may be made 
on the work of the two authors. In the preface to The Proph
et Unarmed, Deutscher said: "Carlyle once wrote th'at as 
Cromwell's biographer he had to'drag out the Lord Pro
tector from under a mountain of dead dogs, a huge load of 
calumny and oblivion. My job, as Trotsky's biographer, has 
been somewhat similar .... " In the post-WW II context 
Deutscher was almost unique in his intellectual courage. 
Most of the Western intelligentsia was supping at the Cold 
War table, while a minority served as apologists for Stalin
ism. Deutscher was neither. Despite our iniportant differ
ences with Deutscher, we are inclined 'to be in solidarity 
with his attempt to go against the' stream, and are not at all 
so inclined with regard to Brow~ 's attempt to swim with the 
stream or' perestroika. . 

For the reader relatively ,new to Trotsky, Broue does 
provide a detailed and coherent account of his life, covered 
in five sections of roughly equal length: The Ascent (to 
1917), Power (1917-1'923), In Opposition in the USSR 
(I 924-1 928),.In Opposition in Exile (1929-1933), and The 
Fourth International (1933-1940). Broue synthesizes previ
ous research into a thousand pages of small print, and even 
those familiar with Trotsky will find innumerable minor 
details that illuminate Trotsky's political existence. Using 
the book as a reference work is aided by a 20-page chronol
ogy of TrQtsky's life and 50 pages of thumbnail biographies 
and index of persons mentioned, which includes virtually 
everyone who ever had any contact with Trotsky or the 
Fourth International, although a subject index is unfortu
nately lacking (a habitual and infuriating failure of most 
French academic publications, but one to which Broue has 
not entirely succumbed in editing the French edition of 
Trotsky's, writings). '. 

BroUl~ makes much of the fact that he was able to work 
in the famous "closed section" of the Harvard Trot~ky 
archives, which were opened, as Trotsky wished, in 1980. 
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He says that he was "the first researcher ... without a passe
droit [a favor granted against the rules]" to enter them with 
his team. But what Broue .does not say-or rather covers up . 
with ·his passe-droit-is that Isaac Deutscher, although he 
worked alone, also had access to the closed archives while 
working on the final. volume of his trilogy in 1959, by 
permission of Natalia Sedova, Trotsky'S widow. Broue's 
shabby little manipUlation is 'characteristic of the petty
mindedness prevalent among academics. 

In some domains BrowS's Trotsky goes into more detail 
than Deutscher did, and he corrects certain minor factual 
details in Deutscher's trilogy. But in the end his biography 
represents only a quantitative extension of our knowledge. 
There is no .equivalent, for example, 'to the indispensable 
work E.H. Carr performed in going through the Leningrad 
Pravda .to arrive at a definitive assessment of Zinoviev's 
1925 opposition. 

Broue takes advantage of the recent inter~st in Trotskyism 
and the history of the Soviet Union to address criticisms of 
Trotsky made by liberal historians such as R.Y. Daniels and 
Baruch Knei-Paz, as well as more.general anti-communist 
slanders about Trotsky's role as creator and commander in 
chief of the Red Army during the Civil War. Equally impor
tant, he repeatedly addresses traditional Soviet "historiogra
phy" and misrepresentation of Trotsky. "This book is, of 
course, addressed to the French public, but I won't hide the 
fact that it is also addressed to Soviet ,historians: may it 
assist them by serving as a reference, foil or element of 
comparison, but may it assist them in the work of reappro
priation whose success is essential for all of us! May it exist 
for historic truth!" 

Broue's Trotsky and Glasnost 
Glasnost has,propelled Broue onto the international arena 

in the role of semi-official "interpreter" of Trotsky and one 
of the intermediaries between the Soviet intelligentsia and 
self-styled 'Trotskyists" abroad. Broue's widely publicized 
travel to the Soviet. Union at the end of 1988 under the 

Isaac Deutscher. His three-volume biography of Trot
sky Is Indispensable to an understanding of Trotsky's 
life and work. . 

\ 
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Trotsky In Siberia. 
Inset: Trotsky's Report of 

the Siberian Delegation 
(1903 Russian edition). 

auspices of the France·USSR Friendship Society would have 
been unheard of only a few years before. However, trying 
to find out what Broue really thinks of Trotsky and Trot
sky's politics among the welter of innuendos, omissions and 
tendentious interpretations in his book is a bit like trying to 
discover the "real" line in a motion voted by the French 
Communist Party: "on the one hand" you have lots of refer· 
ences~ to the class struggle, but "on the other hand" the 
bottom line is support to the popular front. Through liJtle 
touches, through omissions and distortions, Broue's other· 
wise scholarly biography tries to paint a portrait of the 
intransigent revolutionary Leon Trotsky that will be more 
"acceptable" to petty·bourgeois and social-democratic opin
ion, and it does so on such burning questions as that' of the 
party, Kronstadt, Georgia, etc. It is also a vehicle for argu
ing that today's "Trotskyists" should be accepted by the pro
Bukharin perestroika intelligentsia in a latter-day version of 
a "Ieft"-right bloc against "Stalinism." 

A Trotsky palatable to the Soviet bureaucracy, social dem- , 
ocrats and pro-capitalist Eastern European "anti-Stalinists"? 
Broue is confident that his book will do the trick. He begins 
his biographical account: "I believe [the readers] will disc 
cover a man who is very different from the idea they had 
had of him, 'and even more 'different from the image they 
had been given of him. I am 'convinced that, with me, they 
will like this Trotsky." Broue presents a "Trotsky" whose, 
struggle for the Fourth International is stripped of its urgen· 
cy, whose opposition to. the popular' front is denatured, 
whose theory of permanent revolution is practically dis
appeared, whose uncompromising attack on the nationalist 
dogma of "socialism in one country" is buried, and who is, 
moreover, "likable"! Broue wants us to "like" Trotsky, but 
that was'not the point of Trotsky'S life. By most accounts 
Trotsky was not a particularly warm or personable individ· 
ual; he W;;s, however, one of the. most profound revolution· 
ary politicians of this epoch and uniquely embodied and 
fought for tlie continuity of the, program of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, 

We certainly hope that Broue's Trotsky will soon be 
translated intb other languages. But Broue intends his book 
as a political intervention into the struggles now taking 
s~ape in the USSR and Eastern Europe, which will deter
mi,ne not only the near-term future of this region but possi
bly the fate of mankind, In this regard it must be said that 
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Broue's Trotsky' calls to mind the opening lines of Leni~ 's 
State and Revolution: 

"What is now happening to Marx's theory has, in the course 
of history, happened repeatedly to the theories of revolution· 
ary thinkers and leagers of oppressed classes fighting for 

, emancipation. During the lifetime of great revolutionaries, 
the oppressing classes constantly hounded them, received 
their theories with the most savage malice, the most furious 
hatred and the most unscrupulous campaigns of lies and 
slander. After their death, attempts are made to convert them 
into harmless icons, to canonize them, so to say,and to 
hallow their names to a certain extent for the 'consolation' 
of the oppressed Classes and with the Object of duping the 
latter, while at, the same time robbing the revolutionary 
theory of its substance, blunting its revolutionary edge and 
vulgarizing it." 

Trotsky as "Freelancer" 

Broue's treatment of Trotsky'S political activity between 
the decisive! 1903 Bolshevik·Menshevik split and the Octo· 
ber Revolution is at the core of his interpretation, because 
it is here that he deals with the debates within the R'ussian 
Social Democracy over the nature, form and structure a 
revolutionary party must have if it is to take state power, 
as well as with the role of political and programmatic debate 
in forging such a party, After the 1903 split between the 
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, Trotsky became "a sort of free· 
lancer in the party," / 
, Broue praises Trotsky for this, seeing in it the cause for 

Trotsky's leading role in the 1905 Revolution as chairman 
, of the St. Petersburg Soviet and his bri'lliant propagandistic 

use of his trial following the 1905 defeai: 
"In fact, effectively freed from any factional obligations, at 
a good distance from the ups and downs of the conflicts 
between the two main factions, satisfied in this respect with 
his 'unitary' position whose victory seemed to him assured 
in the future, Trotsky had his hands completely free to 
devote his attention and activity to the events that were 
unfolding in Russia",," 

-Srout!, p, 97 
To read this, one would conclude that Lenin's factionai 
struggle against Menshevism was irrelevant-if not outright 
counterposed-to intervening in and leading the revolution
ary struggle, Indeed, Broue views Trotsky'S role as the 
leading "conciliator" between the Bolsheviks and Menshe
viks as exemplary, 

. Earlier, as Broue notes, "Trotsky, partisan of centralization 
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Lenin playing chess with Maxim Gorky, Capri 1908. In 
European exile, Lenin forged the Bolshevik Party 
capable of leading Russian Revolution. 

and of the authority of the Central Committee ever since 
he had been deported to Siberia, was seen in the emigre 
circles as Lenin's 'hatchet man'." At the 1903 Congress 
Trotsky began a programmatic struggle against Lenin on 
the question of the party. For example, Trotsky opposed 
the sovereignty of the' party congress: "The Congress is. a 
'register, a controller, but not a creator" (Report of the Siberi
an Delegation, 1903). Although the programmatic implica
tions were far from clear at the time, the 1903 split was a 
fundamental split on the party question. Trotsky's federalist 
position on this question, was also reflected in Report of the 
Siberian Delega'tion with his rejection of the Bolshevik 
definition of a party member that required "personal par
ticipation in one of the Party bodies." In practical ierms 
Trotsky was in favor of the Menshevik definition of a party, 
member as one who gave "personal assistance" to the party 
-he wished to allow all the broad "workers organizations," 
which existed' alongside the party committees in many major 
Russian cities, to act in the name of the party regardless 
of their adherence to the statutes or decisions of party 
congresses. 

At the same time that Bioue 'enthuses over Trotsky's in
dependence, he mentions in passing that Trotsky was wrong 
on the party question during this entire period. But what he 
says pales in comp'arison with Trotsky's own judgment: 

"The deep differences that divided me from Bolshevism for 
a whole number of years and in many. cases placed me in 
sharp and hostile opposition to Bolshevism, were expressed 
most graphically in relation to the Menshevik faction. I 
began with the radically wrong perspective that the course 
of the revolution and the pressure of the proletarian masses 
would ultimately force both factions to follow the same 
road. Therefore I considered a split to be an unnecessary 
disruption of the revolutionary forces. But because the active 
role in the split hiy with the Bolsheviks-since it was only 
by ruthless demarcation, not .only ideological but organiza
tional as well, that it was possible, in Lenin's opinion, to 
assure the revolutionary character of the proletarian party 
(and the entire subsequent history has fully confirmed the 
correctness of those policies)-my 'conciliation ism • led me 
at many sharp turns in the road into hostile clashes with 
Bolshevism." 

- Trotsky, "Our Differences" (November 1924) 

SPARTACIST \ 

The traditional "center" and' right wing of the Social 
Democracy were only too happy to use Trotsky's name and 
journalistic brilliance as a left cover for their own positions 
and as a weapon against Lenin. Thus Broue reports that 
"Trotsky was on good terms with Kautsky and the 'center' 
of the German Social Democracy until at least 1912 .... 
It was Kautsky during this period who, to Lenin's great 
anger, opened the pages of Die Neue Zeit and Vorwarts to 
Trotsky." Broue also details Trotsky's warm relations with 
the Austro-Marxists of Vienna, noting that he rapidly be
came "th'e uncontested head of the Social Democratic col
ony in Vienna" from 1909 to 1912. He passes rapidly over 
the fact that during the same period Rosa Luxemburg viewed 
Trotsky with "systematic suspicion" 'and as a '.'dubious 
individual," no doubt due to his ties to her right-wing oppo
nents in the German Social Democracy. 

Broue's attitude toward Trotsky during 'these years is 
exemplified by his treatment of the infamous August bloc. 
The' Vienna. Pravda edited by Trotsky attempted to "con
ciliate" the Bolshevik and Menshevik factions-Broue 
'approvingly quotes the professional anti-communist Leonard 
Schapiro's praise of the Vienna Pravda for not being as 
polemical as the Bolshevik press. A 19 IO agreement be
tween the factions provided for Bolshevik financial support 
to the Vienna Pravda, with Kamenev (who was close to 
Lenin and was Trotsky's brother-in-law) responsible for 
administering' the Bolshevik funds. The agreement stipulated 
that the Mensheviks would get rid of their right wirig, and 
tl:!e Bolsheviks of their left wing. While the Bolsheviks 

, respected the agreement, the Mensheviks did not, and in the 
subsequent polemi'cs, Trotsky sided with the Mensheviks and 
got. rid of Kamenev. Trotsky's articles, aimed at militants 
inside Russia who were unfamiliar with the details of the 
dispute, denounced the Bolsheviks as a "conspiracy of the 
emigre clique." Kautsky solicited and published several 
articles by Trotsky attacking the Bolsheviks; which pro
voked angry rejoinders not just from Lenin, but also from 
Plekhanov and Rosa Luxemburg. When the Bolshevik 
Prague Congress in 1912 proclaimed that it represented the, 
party as a whole, Trotsky organized a "unity" counter-
conference in Vienna in August. . 

"In Trotsky's mind [the conference] was to have been the 
general unification, the reunification of the party. In fact, 
the Bolsheviks' rejection of it reduced the participants to, a 
bloc against them, which they baptized the' August bloc.' 
The Polish Social Democrats and Plekhanov also chose not 
to appear .... In fact, Trotsky's return to the factional arena 
proved particularly unfortunate. Independent of his inten
tions, and even of his precautions, the positions he took after 
the Prague conference and hIS role in forming the August 
bloc made him appear, despite himself, as the soul of a 
general coalition against the Bolsheviks and an indirect 
supporter of the 'liquidators'." 

- -BroUl~, pp. '139-140 

Every qualifier in Broue's descripiion of Trotsky's role 
in the August bloc is wrong or misleading: As is clear from 
Trotsky's denunciation of the Bolsheviks as an "emigre 
clique," he was well aware that what Broue so delicately 
terms "general unification" was' a polemical cudgel with 
which to attack Lenin. Trotsky did not just "appear" to be 
the soul of the anti-Bolshevik coalition, he was in fact that 
soul in that he was the most left-wing, most respected force 
outside the Bolsheviks. Trotsky's actions were not miscon
strued "despite himself," but were an accurate reflection of 
the role he played vis-a.-vis the Ilolshevjks' iiI' 'the I entire 
period from 1903 to at least 1915. 

\ 
\ 
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Karl Kautsky 
opened pages 
of Ole Neue Zeit 
to Trotsky 
during latter's 
anti-Bolshevik 
period. 

The outbreak of WW I and the betrayal by the parties of 
the Se,cond International, most of whose leaders supported 
their "own" governments in the'bloody interimperialist war, 
shifted the grounds of dispute within the world socialist' 
movement, forcing realignments and regroupments. Lenin 
and Trotsky both fought against the imperialist war, and 
both attended the gathering of antiwar. socialists held in 
Zimmerwald, Switzerland in September 1915, Broue argues 
that.after Zimmerwald, despite "real disagreements" between 
Lenin and Trotsky, there was "a reasonable prospect for a 
gradual rapprochement between the two men who·in reality 
were divided only [sic!] by the 1903 split, which had long 
since been outdated." What Broue slides over is the fact that 
Lenin never repudiated the 1903 split-instead he general
ized from it to a fully-formed theoretical position on the 
necessity for revolutionary cadres to organi;ze a vanguard 
party, separate from reformist and centrist tendencies. 
Trotsky was ultimately won to Lenin's side on this question 
in 1917.' ' 

There is something anachronistic and evocative of the 
worst aspecis of French political traditions in Broue's re
peated presentation of Trotsky as' a simple "star," "free
lancer," too busy being "a leader of men" and giving bril
liani speeches before and after the Revolution to have been 
a "party man" or to have had the time to "familiarize him: 
self with [the] faction fights in the corridors:" Trotsky was 
a factionalist 'before 1917-on the wrong side, But his 
program of conciliation ism could never have built the sort 
of hard faction that could win leadership in the party, nor 
the kind' of party that could take state power. 

In his admiration for Trotsky the left-Menshevik, Broue 
also never considers the potential authority that Trotsky 
~ould have gail1ed and retained amo'ng stalwart Bolsheviks 
had he come over to Lenin's side as a hard party man in 
1903-an authority that would have served him well in tlie 
subsequent period when he fought to carry forward the 
authentic Bolshevik program against Stalin's usurpers, 

The fact is that Broue-who,se years as a Lambertist 
witnessed)he consummation of numerous rotten blocs on 
the national and international arenas-agrees with Trotsky's 
conciliation ism before 1917, and much prefers Trotsky the 
ahti,Leninist,tQTr6tsky the Bolshevik. Dealing with the pre-
1917 Trotsky Broue subtly puts Lenin under the gun, surely 
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an interPretation that will not pass unappreciated by the 
unfortunately pervasively anti-Leninisftontemporary Soviet 
intelligentsia, 

Kronstadt and Georgia 
Broue adds little to what is already known of Trotsky's 

activity during the period from 1917 through 1923, But he 
does stress the elements of dispute between Trotsky and 

,some of the "Old Bolsheviks" on issues ranging from mili
tary tactics during the Civil ,War to Trotsky's insistence on 
the need for central planning to rebuild the war-ravaged 
economy, These disputes are useful background fo'r under
standing the factional battles and line-ups of the late 1920s, 

More ·tendentious is his chapter on Kronstadt and the 
Sovietization of Georgia in 1921, Artificially lumping to
gether these two events in a separate chapter entitled "The 
Crisis of the Revolution," Broue subtly attempts to imply 
,that what really got Trotsky, worried about the degeneration 
of the Revolution were these two Menshevik touchstones, 
Making liberal use of the definitive book by Paul Avr'ich on 
the mutiny of the Kronstadt sailors, he still downplays the 
existence of a plot between the insurgents and the external 
counterrevolution, which is documented in Avrich's book 
despite the author's anti-Bolshevik stand, 

Broue also denatures the attitude of Lenin and Trotsky on 
the question of the Sovietization of previously Menshevik- . 
led Georgia in 1921, which came about as a result of the 
internal uprising led by the Georgian CO!T\munists actively 
supported by an intervention of the Red Army, The inde
pendenlstates in the Caucasus during the Civil War sought 
and found the 'direct military protection of the imperialists 
-first the Germans and then the British-posing a direct 
threat to the Revolution. 

Lenin was very preoccupied with the correct timing of the 
Soviet intervention, He insisted on bending over backward 
to make all possible concessions to the Georgian nationalist 
intellectuals and small traders to secure their support for 
a socialist Soviet Republic in Georgia; he was also rightly 
concerned that leading Bolsheviks on the spot (e,g" Ordjoni
kidze and Stalin) did not sufficiently share these concerns. 
But Broue implies that Lenin was "reticent" on the principle 
of military support to the Georgian insurrection by the Red 
Army, Moreover, Broue claims that the invasion of Georgia 
was the first time Soviet Russia intervened outside its "rec
ognized borders," (Recognized by whom? The Civil War was 
at this time just drawing to a close and the whole of the 
Caucasus had previously been part of the tsaris! empire.) 
Soviet military interventions had already taken Azerbaijan 
(April 1920) and Armenia (December 1920). ' 

Taking the Caucasus back was not controversial in the 
Bolshevik Party. Not only was the military threat real, but 
the region had provided prerevolutionary Russia with two
thirds of its oil, three-fourths of its manganese, one-fourth 
of its copper and much of its lead. On 8 April 1920 the 
Central Committee of lhe Russian party set up a special 
Caucasus Bureau to direct the military and political offen
sive in the area, Ordjonikidze was in charge of it. After 
taking Baku, Ordjonikidze had proposed an invasion of 
Georgia in May 1920, but t~e CC opposed this because 
Poland.had just invaded the Ukraine. Indeed, at that time 
Soviet troops had already taken much of Armenia-but they 
had to withdraw to fight in the 'Ukraine and the Armenian 
Dashnak nationalist forces gained the upper hand again, 

, Far from being part and parcel of the crisis, exemplified 

, I 
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Red Army marches Into Tblllsl, 1921. Red Army Intervention spiked Imperialist threat to Revolution and defended 
Georgian Bolsheviks against repression under Menshevik government. ' 

by Kronstadt, that led to both the New Economic Policy 
(NEP) and the banning of factions, the Georgia military 
intervention was a mop-up operation representing the end 
of the Civil War. The "bitter taste" that Broue claims this 
operation left in Trotsky's mouth exists only in Broue's. 
Broue claims that Trotsky defended the intervention in 
Georgia only out of party "solidarity." He'censors Trotsky 
and does not even quote from the pamphlet in which Trotsky 
makes a principled refutation of the venomou~ arguments 

, of the social democrats of that time: 
"In any case, we cannot be accused of turning the zig-zags 
of historical development into traps, for, while actually 
recognizing the right of national self-determination, we take 
care to explain to the masses its limited historic significance, 
and we never put it above the· interests of the proletarian 
revolution. " 

- Trotsky, Between Red and White (1922) 

Furthermore, Trotsky wrote in 1940, when he w,as no longer 
bound by the party "solidarity" of 20 years earlier, th'at 
Georgia had "constituted an open gateway for imperialist 

. assault in the Caucasus .... Forcible sovietizatioQ was justi
fied: the safeguarding of the socialist revolution comes 
before formal democratic principles" ("Balance Sheet of the 
Finnish Events"). In Broue's treatment of Georgia we learn 
more about his own social-democratic criteria for opposing 
the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in 1979 than we do 
·about the Bolshevik Party's policy on the national question 
or Trotsky's analysis of the degeneration of the revolution. 

In addition, the decision to occupy Georgia was not sim
ply a matter of weighing the defense of Soviet Russia 
against the right of national self-determination. It also 
involved weighing the defense of the revolutionary vanguard 
in Georgia against the right of national self-determination. 
Broue briefly notes in passing the anti-Communist repres
sion by the Menshevik government. In fact, the Bolshevik. 
government had attempted to find a modus vivendi with the 

Tiflis, Mensheviks. In May 1920 the Soviet government 
signed a treaty recognizing the independence of Georgia. In 
tum; the Mensheviks' regime pledged "to recognize the right 
offree existence and activity of the Communist Party ... and 
in particular its right to free meetings and publications" 
(quoted in Firuz Kazemzadeh, The Struggle for Transcaucasia 
(1917-1921)). When this treaty was signed, over 900 Geor
gian Bolsheviks were languishing in the Mensheviks' prisons. 

The Tiflis Mensheviks flagrantly violated their pledge to 
grant basic democratic rights to the Communists. In fact, the 
effect of the repression was worse- since many Bolsheviks 
attempted to utilize the promised legalization. Kazemzadeh, 
who is by no' means sympathetic to the Bolsheviks, writes: 

"In spite of Russian supervision and support, the legalized 
Communist Party of Georgia did not thrive. It can even be 
said that legalization hurt its activities, for many persons 
were lulled into a sense of security, admitted their party 
membership and were duly noted on black lists by, the Geor
gian police. At the first indication of subversive activity the 
Georgian Government resumed the persecution of Commu
nists, jailing some and exiling others. It has been claimed 
that over two thousand Bolsheviks were exiled between May 
and November, 1920." 

- Kazemzadeh, The Struggle for Transcaucasia 
(1917-1921) . 

Had the. Soviet government not intervened militarily, it 
would have meant acquiescing to the political destruction 
of the Georgian Communists. The strongest advocates of 
utilizing the Red Army to overthrow the Tiflis Menshevik 
regime were the Georgian Bolsheviks, who felt betrayed'by 
the May 1920 treaty and especially its aftermath. Stalin, 
Ordjonikidze and Kirov were under pressure from their 
Georgian comrades. The later conflict of the Tiflis Bolshevik' 
leadership with Stalin/Ordjonikidze should not obscure their 
ardent support for Sovietization in 1921. 

Military "export of the revolution" has been excoriated 
by current Soviet writers ever since Gorbachev proposed to 
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pull out of Afghanistan in a vain attempt to appease the 
imperialists. In fact "export of. the revolution" is simply a 
special case of pursuing revolution by all means. Trotsky 
explains: 

"A workers' state, in recognizing the right of self
detennination, thereby recognizes that revolutionary cpercion 
is not an all-powerful historical factor. Soviet Russia does 
not by any means iritend to make its military power take the 
place of the revolutionary efforts of the proletariats of. other 
countries. The conquest of proletarian power must be an 
outcome of proletarian political experience. This does not 
mean that the revolutionary efforts of the workers of Geor
gia or any other country, must not receive any military 
support from outside. It is only essential that this support 
should come at a moment when the need for it has been' 
created by the political developmen! of the workers, and 
recognized by the class-conscious revolutionary vanguard, 
who have won the sympathy of the majority of the workers. 
There are questions of revolutionary strategy, and not a 
fonnal democratic ritual." 

- Trotsky, Between Red and White (1922) 

During the Civil War: the revolution was directly linked to 
the fortunes of war. In his defense of the Soviet intervention 
in Georgia, Trotsky pointed out tliat "the 'democracies' of 
Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and even of Poland, owe 
their existence to the fact that, at the critical moment of their 
creation, foreign military forces were supporting the bour
geoisie and oppressing the proletariat." We would add that 
if the October Revolution did not spread to these countries, 
it was also due to the weakness of the Red Army, which 
could not be on all fronts at the same time and several times 
was obliged to withdraw from a .secured position in order 
to concentrate its forces elsewhere. 

All this is of little import to BroUtS, who in his eagerness 
to present a "likable" Trotsky also claims, for example, that 
Trotsky's opposition to Lenin over the Red Army's march 
on Warsaw in 1921 was because "[Trotsky] didn't believe 
in 'jack-booted missionaries' nor in exporting the revolution 
on the point of bayonets." There were differences in the 
Bolshevik Party on the Polish campaign, but they were 
differences of evaluation concerning the maturity and the 
consciousness of the Polish proletariat, which Lenin had 
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War Commissar Trotsky and FIrst Deputy Sklyansky 
during Civil War (left). Stalin, shown with Voroshllov 
(above), led "Tsarltsyn" group opposing Trotsky lead
ership during Civil War. 

been convinced would rise up and greet the Red Army. No 
one thought of objecting in principle to. the military 
campaign. Moreover, all eyes were fixed on Germany and 
the impact that the Soviet campaign in Poland could have 
on the crucial German proletariat. 

The Degeneration of the October Revolution 
For the International Communist League there are three 

decisive indications that, by the time of the 13th Party 
Conference and Lenin's death several days after its conclu
sion in January i924, the qualitative first step of Thermido
rian degeneration had· occurred: the individuals that adminis
tered .the workers state had changed; the means by which 
state power was wielded had changed; and the program that 
was being put into practice had changed, leading to Stalin's 
anti-Marxist "theory" of "socialism in one country." Trotsky 
himself later dated the decisive degeneration of the Soviet 
workers state to the 1923-24 period in his 1935 essay, "The' 
Workers' State, Thermidor and Bonapartism": "The Thermi
doreans can celebrate, approximately, the tenth anniversary 
of their victory." 

The key to the defeat of the Left Opposition is to be 
found in the defeat of the German Revolution in October 
1923, which reinforced the isolation of the backward and 
impoverished Soviet state and put wind in the sails of the 
conservative apparatus. But this neither explains norjustifies 
Trotsky'S failure to follow Lenin's urgings and carry out 
their agreement to open a major campaign against Stalin at 
the 12th Party Congress in March 1923, particularly since 

. Lenin was still alive and had directly asked. him to do so. 
Even a partial or temporary victory over the conservative 
apparatus might have provided the respite needed for the 
accretion of revolutionary forces internationally. We ad
dressed this question in "Return to the Road of Lenin and 
Trotsky!" (Spartacist [English edition] No. 41-42, Winter 
1987-88): 

"But TrotskY.pulled back from the sharp struggle which 
Lenin urged. He was unable to discern in advance where 
Stalin was going (Stalin probably didn't know either). And 
he was in some isolation: while now being the number two 
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leader in the Soviet state, he had only joined the Bolsheviks 
after the February Revolution (despite then having personal

,Iy led the October). He feared being thought personally self-' 
seeking. Trotsky was constrained to be too modest for too 

, long wlien the necessities of. maintaining a revolutionary 
policy required 'that he urgently push .the Leninist policy 
which he espoused, and therefore push himself." 

In his recent article, "Lenin and Trotsky" 1922-1923" 
(published in English in Marxist Monthly, I May 1990), 
Leningrad professor V. I. Startsev also argues that Trotsky 
was insufficiently firm in backing Lenin against Stalin. 
During the Civil War there was already a polarization in the 
Red Army command; one grouping around the Commissar 
of War Trotsky and his first deputy Sklyansky, and a group 
around Stalin, Voroshilov and Budenny. The latter group 
conducted an almost continuous attempt, usually unsuccess
ful, to' apply a different strategy during the war, their sabo- ' 
tage of the Polish campaign of 1920 being the best-known 
example. Stalin's grouping became known as the "Tsaritsyn 
group"; BrowS notes that it crystallized as early as 1918 
"around oppo,sition' to Trotsky." Broue documents how, in 
the aftermath of Trotsky's defeat on the tnide-union question 
at the 10th Party Congress in 1921, many of Trotsky's 
political collaborators on the Central Committee were re
placed by those who were already supporters of Stalin or 

, , Zinoviev (the Central Committee elections were !leld, on 
Lenin's recommendation, on the basis of proportional repre
sentation for each faction in the di,scussion). 

There was a long history of Lenin playing the arbiter 
between the Stalin and Trotsky groupings. It was only at the 
beginning of 1923, when he was fatally ill, that Lenin, in 
an ,addendum to a letter to the upcoming Congress (now 
known as Lenin's Testament), took the decision to call for' 
the elimination of Stalin and to make a bloc with Trotsky. 
The longstanding existence of defined groupings with sepa
rate command centers and conflicting strategies makes 
Lenin's final bloc with Trotsky all the more significant. It 

, also underlines a major failing of Trotsky's. He had to know 
that Stalin was his enemy. Later Trotsky's close comrade 
and friend Adolf Joffe, on the eve of his suicide in 1927, 
chastised Trotsky for not being as intransigent as Lenin in 
fighting for wh~t he knew was right. The rest of Trotsky's 
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political career showed that he had fully drawn the lessons 
of that failure; he underwent a personality change rarely 
seen in fully formed human beings. 

But in 1923, when Lenin finally decided that Trotsky was 
better than Stalin and made a bloc with him, Trotsky 
flinched and made a compromise with Kamenev that he 
wouldn't fight Stalin. We could argue that Trotsky's friend, 
the commander of the Moscow military garrison, should 
have come with his soldiers and assisted the delegates at the 
Congress in arriving at the correct decision advocated by 
Lenin-for instance to send Stalin to Outer Mongolia, to a 
menial job. Trotsky himself had occasion to point out the 
real dangers inherent in such a situation. But in discussing 
his refusal to bring his extensive support in the Red Army 
to bear in the internal party struggle ("How Did Stalin 
Defeat the Opposition?", November 1935), Trotsky, while 
insisting that it could have been done without a single drop 
of blood being shed, did not take on the compelling argu
ment in favor: it would have bought time. In the Soviet 
Union buying time would have permitted the implementation' 
of a policy of rebuilding the confidence and strength of the 
proletariat; Germany in 1923 was in the throes of revolution 
and the Chinese Revolution was to come to a head only two 
year~ later. Five years might have brought revolution in 
several major imperialist centers. The revolutionary prqle
la'riat will never be able to win definitively until it domi
nates a rationally planned world market, and that means 
world -revolution. 

Yet, strikingly, BroutS has no significant discussion of 
Trotsky's considerable role in the early Communist Inter
nati()nal (apart from G'ermany where he fought to oppose 
the conservative impulses of the German leadership on the 
eve of the 1923 revolutionary upsurge). This omission is all 
the more glaring for an author who claims to address the 
"French public," since Trotsky was the main Comintern 
polemicist vis-a-vis the French party. 

As Alec Nove has noted in his hostile, pro-Bukharin 
review of Brou(!'s book (Times Literary Supplement, IO 
March 1989), there is no significant discussion of "socialism 
in one country" either.' This is an incomprehensible omission 
in any biography of Trotsky, all the" more so I when' the 
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biographer is an avowed Trotskyist. It does, however, be
come explicable if one takes into account Broue's appeal 
to Soviet historiographers: in trying to find common grollnd 
with the current Gorbachevite view of Trotsky, Broue must 
necessarily play down this central focus of Trotsky's attack 
on Stalinism. While contemporary Soviet writers are quite 
willing to give Trotsky some small credit as a leader of the 
Revolution and opponent of Stalin, they are unanimous in 
their contempt for the revolutionary internationalism of 
Lenin and Trotsky, for whom overcoming the isolation of 
the USSR through proletarian revolutions in the major 
capitalist countries, first and foremost Germany, was the 
ABC of a revolutionary perspective. Only under Stalin did 
the parties of the CommunisUnternational become trans
formed, first essentially into simple border guards for 
"socialism in one country" in the Soviet Union, and then 
into outright social-patriots in their own countries. 

Once Again on the "Left-Right ,Bloc 
Against the Center" 

Addressing the central question that nQ biographer can 
avoid-Trotsky's hesitations and failure to fight Stalin early 
on-Broue begins by quoting'from Trotsky's autobiography: 

"I have no doubt that if I had come forward on the eve of 
the twelfth congress in the spirit of a 'bloc of Lenin and 
Trotsky' against the Stalin bureaucracy, I should have been 
victorious even if Lenin had taken no direct part in the 
struggle," 

-My Life (1929) 

But Broue actually devotes another, separate chapter to an 
evaluation of Trotsky 's tactics at this time (mistitled "In One 
Country?"), as he devotes most of a later chapter, "Critique 
of the Vanquished," to an evaluation of the Left Opposi-. 
tiori's tactics at the end of the 1920s. Curiously, both of 
these chapters are structured around a vituperative critique 
of.. .Isaac Deutscher. ' 

Broue rightly rejects Deutscher's interpretation of Trot
sky's defeat as a "truly classical tragedy" in which the 
downfall of the hero/victim was perhaps inevitable. But he 
then attacks Deutscher and other authors, "seekers of [Trot-
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sky's] errors," for "carefully avoiding calling into question 
the personal 'responsibilities of Lenin" (!) for Stalin's hold 
on the party: 

"We stress here Lenin's long blindness, the protection he 
accorded for so long to the 'marvelous Georgian' [Lenin 
said this after Stalin wrote the book on the national question 
in 1913, not in the '20s) and to those whom he was ulti
maiely unable to politically crush in his last struggle, only 
because this attitude [of Lenin's) between November 1920 

, and October 1922 undoubtedly weighed heavily in Trotsky'S 
hesitations and errors. II. 

-Broue, p, 389 

Broue basically alibis Trotsky's vacillations. 
In "Critique of the Vanquished" Brolle quotes Deutscher's 

accurate statement that, after the winter of 1926-27, "the 
whole conduct of the Opposition was to be governed by this 
principle: 'With Stalin against Bukharin?-Yes. With Bu
kharin against Stalin?-Ntwer!'" Broue denies that this was 
Trotsky'S position, and in the process he presents the three 
major factions in the Bolshevik Party in apolitical socio
logical terms. As for the capitalist-restorationist danger 
represented by the Right Opposition (the political basis 
for Deutscher's thumbnail sketch of the Left Opposition's 
strategy), Broue argues that Trotsky (and Deutscher) over
estimated this danger: 

"It becomes rapidly apparent to today's observer, re~eiu-cher 
or historian, that the, Right" by taking certain spectacular 
positions-Bukharin's famous 'enrich yourselves' or a few 
intellectual bravuras on the part of certain of his disciples 
such as Slepkov-monopolized the attention of the watchful 
Left, whereas the reality of power, and thus that of conces
sions (to the kulak for example), was indisputably to be 
found at the head of the bureaucratic apparatus which struc
tured and supported the Center." 

-Broue, p, 588 

'Broue's plea for a left-right bloc against Stalin, where 
"democracy" is primary and all other questions subordinate, 
illuminates the political biases which color Broue's portrayal' 
of Trotsky's struggle against Stalin. Here Broue relies on 
an 80-page article by J. Caillosse which has now been 
published in Broue's journal CahiersUon Trotsky (No. 37, 
March \989). Caillosse analyzes in minute detail the 
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development of TrotskY's analysis of the Russian Thermidor. 
Caillosse and Broue conclude that analogies with the French 
Revolution so fascinated the Russian Bolsheviks that the 
Left Opposition was blinded to the reality of Stalin and his 
faction, and gave "a. too exclusively political interpretation" 
to the Stalinist Center. What Caillosse and Brouc~ ignore is 
what Trotsky understood only too well: it was Bukharin's 
policies of conciliation toward the kulaks and "industrializa
tion· at a snail's pace" that posed the more immediate and 
dangerous threat to the nascent workers state. Stalin may 
have been a more s·inister figure, but if Bukharin 's policies 
had won out it is an open question whether there would even 
be·a Soviet Union today. Today's perestroika bureaucrats 
understandably started out by expressing their affinity for 
Bukharin's program.· 

When the possibility of a "left-right" bloc against Stalin 
was raised in the 1920s and early 1930s the Left Opposition 
adamantly opposed it, unless narrowly confined to the ques
tion of restoring inner-party democracy. Trotsky spoke of 
"negotiation with Bukharin in the same way that duelists 
parley through their seconds over the rules and regula
tions by which they will abide" (cited by Deutscher in The 
Prophet Unarmed). Trotsky's opposition to a political bloc 
with the Right Opposition was quite simply key to the con
tinuity of the revolutionarY- program of Lenin and the Bol

. shevik Party: ~'democracy" was not a program in itself but 
rather the circumstance in which the revolutionaries of the 
Left Opposition, combatting the Stalinist betrayals and usur
pation of the political power of the working class, could 
fight to reconquer the Communist Part)' for Lenin's program. 

For Caillosse, by the time Trotsky had corrected his 
analogy with the French Thermidor to locate the Russian 
Thermidor not in the future as a threat of capitalist counter-

I revolution, but as a political counterrevolution which had 
already taken place in 1923-24, it was ... "too late." However, 
if Trotsky later revised his analogy between the degeneration 
of the Russian Revolutioll and the French Thermidor-in 
order to make it more precise-he never called into question 
the..yplicy that he had previou.sly followed. For Trotsky, the 
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bureaucracy was a caste with a dual nature, parasitically 
resting on proletarian property forms but defending its own' 
anti-working-class interests and attempting to appease the. 
imperialists. For Broue and all the Stalinophobic fake
Trotskyists, the Stalinist bureaucracy is supposedly "counter
revolutionary from A to Z" and thus without contradictions, 
so any and all anti-Stalinist blocs are permissible and desir
able. Broue is obliged to recognize that this was not Trot
sky's policy, though he clearly believes it should have been. 

The Left Opposition 
Where Brouc~ adds to Deutscher's account is in the chap

ters which deal with the Left Opposition in the Soviet Union 
from Trotsky'S exile to Alma Ata in January 1928 to the 
Kirov assassination in December 1934. These chapters detail 
not only the membership and geographical distribution of 
the Left Opposition, but indicate many of the· discussions 
and debate~ iri the extensive correspondence which .was 
carried on after Trotsky's exile, noting in particular the 
publication by. the Old Bolshevik Boris Eltsin in 'Moscow 
of a substantial internal bulletin of the Left Opposition in 
1928-29. '. 

This section of the book bears witness to the power of the 
Left Opposition's program and runs counter to the presenta
tion of Trotsky as a visionary with an erroneous strategy that 
one finds elsewhere in this biography. As Broue shows, the 
Left Opposition 'was a living political organization that 
cannot be reduced to Trotsky alone. While people such as 
Rakovsky, Preobrazhensky Of Pyatlikov are among the best 
known, there was an entire layer of younger militants, 

. recruited 'around the Revolution and the Civil War; who also 
played important roles, as well as significant numbers of Old 
Bolsheviks. One of the latter was Veronica Kasparova, who 
joined ttie Bolsheviks in 1904. She had been a pOlitical 
commissar in the Red Army during the Civil War, and led 
the Communist International's work amOllg the women of 
the East. As a: senior member of the Left Opposition during 
the late 1920s, she was a co-signer with Rakovsky and other 
leading figures of major statements by the Left Opposition 
in 1929 and 1930 after she had been deported to Kurgan in 
1928. 

Brouc~ reports repression against Left Opposition centers .1 
not just in Moscow and Leningrad, but also Kiev, Baku, 
Tiflis, Odessa, Dnepropetrovsk and.a number of other cities. 
WhiIe"the Moscow demonstration of the Left Opposition on 
the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution is well 
known as its last public appearance, Brouc~ points out that 
the Left Opposition continued to issue leaflets, including in 
factories, opposing particular instances of repression and 
firings of Left Opposition sympathizers. In Moscow, 10,000 
copies of a leaflet celebrating the eleventh. anniversary of 
the Octob.er Revolution were distributed in Novem~er 1928. 
While capitulations increased with the deportations and, 
jailings, significant numbers of new members also joined 
the Left Oppositio~. . 

In 1928, when Stalin turned against the Bukharin-led 
Right Opposition, forcibly collectivizing the peasantry and 
initiating a forced-march campaign of industrialization, there 
was disorientati·on in the Left Opposition ranks, although in 
different ways botti Deutscher and Broue overstate the polar
ization at this time. There were important figures, including 
J.N. Smirnov and Preobrazhensky, who capitulated to Stalin, 
using the rationale that Stalin had, after all, "adop!ed" the 
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. thrust of the Left Opposition's economic program. The 
effect of these capitulations was compounded after Trotsky's 
deportation to Turkey in January 1929, when repression 
increased substantially. While Trotsky estimated then;: were 
8,000 militants arrested during 1928, deportations rose from 
700 at the time of Rakovsky's "Declaration" on behalf of the 
Left Opposition iii August 1929 to' some 7,000 by November 
1930. The result was the destruction of the Left Opposition 
in the main proletarian centers of the Soviet Union, 
though it remained organized in the Siberian exile camps 
where most of its leading members had been imprisoned. 

In his chapter on Trotsky's year of exile in Alma Ata" 
Deutscher quotes approvingly from a letter from Radek to 
Sosnovsky, "I cannot" believe that Lenin's entire work and 
the entire work of the. revolution should have left behind 
only 5,000 Communists in all of Russia." Deutscher accepts 
that this should have been a cause for demoralization in the 
ranks .of the Opposition. But if there were that mlmy Left 

. Oppositionists in 1928; the figure is not fadrom the number 
of real communists that Lenin thought existed il}. 1922:· 

"At the summit of the power structure we have, we dO'not 
know exactly how many, but at least a few thousand, and 
at most a few tens of thousands, of our own people. But at . 
the base of the hierarchy, hundreds of thousands of fornier 
functionaries that we have inherited. from the Tsar and 
bourgeois society are working, partly con'sciously, partly 
unconsciously, against us." 

-Lenin, "Speec~.to the Fourth.Congress of the 
Communist Intemational" (1922) , 

Five thousand organized and experienced communists can 
be an immense force for social change. Stalin understood 
this very well when in 1924 he used the induction of hun
dreds of thousands of new members' in the "Lenin Levy" to 
dilute the' cadre, and therefore the consciousness, of the 
Bolshevik Party. The real problem in 1928 was that the 
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5,000 communists wer~ all in prison or exile. 
By 1931-32 Stalin's crude, brutal and ill"conceived eco

nomic policies, which resulted in the deaths of millions 
through a combination of repression, famine and mind
boggling economic dislocation, impelled some of the "Trot
skYist capitulators" to draw a balance sheet. Smirnov clan
destinely gathered a group of "ex-capitulators" around him 
and on a trip to Berlin in May 1931 met with Trotsky's son, 
Leon Sedov, establishing a communication link to Trotsky 
in exile. 

The organization of a Left Opposition center in Moscow 
in 1932 took place in.the context of a general resurgence of 
opposition to Stalin. V.V. Lominadze and Jan Sten, former 
"young turks" in the Stalin faction, had also organized a 
clandestine anti-Stalin grouping. Sten was a'brilliant intellec
tual from whom Stalin had requested "private instruction in 
dialectics." After the experience, Sten' is reported to have 
told friends that Stalin would do things that would make the 
Dreyfus and Beilis anti· Semitic show trials paie in compari
son. In 1932 the Zinovievists were also organizing them
selves, and Zinoviev reportedly told a representative of the 
Left Opposition that the greatest political error he ever made 
was the break with Trotsky iri.1927. In September 1932, 

. ~edov received information that Smirnov's group had agreed 
to "bloc" with Zinoviev and SienlLominadze. Broue thus 
confirms that this bloc did in fact exist, although Trotsky 
and Sedov had to deny it at the time of the Moscow Trials 
in an effort to protect comrades stilI.in the Soviet Union. 

In a letter to Sedov, Trotsky explici!ly approved the bloc 
agreement, which for the moment simply provid.ed for the 
exchange of information, but he undeilined' that what was 
involved was a bloc and not a fusion. He'argued against the 
desire of his "allies" to include in the bloc a new anti-Stalin' 
grouping of former Bukharin Right Oppositionists'l,ed by 
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M. Ryutin and A.N, Slepkov. This group had issued, In 

August 1932, the notorious "Ryutin Manifesto." 
The Manifesto announced the formation of the "Union of 

Marxist-Leninists" under the slogans "Down 'with the Dicta
torship of Stalin and his Clique. Down with the Usurper of 
the Party's Rights. Long Live the <;:PSU(B)! Long Live 
Leninism!" Although it is doubtful that Trotsky ever saw 
the actual Manifesto, he did write to Sedov arguing that the 
Left Opposition should oppose its central thrust, the slogan 
"Down with Stalin." Trotsky thought that this slogan could 
open the door to capitalist-restorationist forces, and stressed 
that use of the slogan could give the impression that the 
Opposition in power would engage in Stalin-like repression 
against its opponents in the party. 

Broue's entire presentation on the development of the 
various oppositional groupings in 1931-32 downplays their 
differences in an attempt to paint a Trotsky-Bukharin bloc 
as a realistic and principled possibility. Claiming that the 

. "old Right" was moving toward the "old" demands for party 
democracy of the "old" Left Opposition, he falsely describes 
the Left Opposition's call for a slowing down on the eco
nomic front as "a sort of return to the NEP." BroU(~ says that 
Trotsky envisaged the possibility of a joint political state
ment of the Soviet 1932 Opposition bloc, but he does not 
cite a draft 1932 letter written by Trotsky, presumably to 
Smirnov. In thisrktter Trotsky argues for the drafting of a 
separate political statement to be issued by the Left Opposi
tion. In addition, Trotsky writes: 

"Concerning the Right Oppositionists: I. The Rights now 
. doubtless appear as an enormous, shapeless blob. All the 
discontented people, in the party and outside its boundaries, 
must be gravitating toward the Right, including potential 
supporters of the Left Opposition; who find it difficult by 
hearsay to understand the dialectical character of our tactics. 
The question of the differentiation of the Rights will become 
one of the most serious questions of our party politics .... 
3. Disagreements with the Rights will ipevitably be re
vealed at the second stage of the tum. Just for that reason, 
even in the first stage-with complete honesty toward the 
Rights-it is intolerable to mix up,Ahe ranks and blunt the 
distinctions. " 

- Trotsky, "A Left Opposition Statement Should 
Be Prepared" (Autumn 1932) 

Unfortunately, Trotsky was unable even to initiate a process 
of political differentiation within the various an!i-Stalin, 
groupings which emerged in the summer of 1932. The GPU 

. discovered the existence of the "Ryutin Manifesto" in Sep-
tember and began a wave of arrests and expulsions from the' 
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party. This wave of repression reached into the ranks of the 
Opposition bloc as well (Zinoviev and Kamenev were ex
pelled from the party for reading the Manifesto' and not 
reporting its existence, to the party; Sten was exiled to Sibe
ria; leading Left Oppositionists were arrested). 

In March of 1933, in the wake of Hitler's coming to 
power in Germany,. Trotsky wrote a secret letter to the 
Politburo of the CPSU offering a united front to revive the 
party: "The fate of the workers' state and of the internati'on
al revolution for many years to come is involved." This is 
the appeal which Broue disingenuously says is "a s~rious 
problem" for the historian and he finds that it is "very 
difficult" to "interpret correctly and in a precise way this 
moment of Trotsky's policy toward the Soviet Union." What 
Brouc~ can't accept is the idea that Trotsky still contemplated 
a bloc with the Stalin faction. Broue can't stand to 
"interpret" the fact that Trotsky continued, to stand for the 
unconditional military defense of the Soviet Union, including 
military blocs with Stalin' and the bureaucracy against the 
imperialists and internal restorationist forces., ,Broue's 
"difficulty" with this issue is consistent with his support, 
whtIe a Lambertist, for the capitalist-restorationist Polish 
Solidamosc, a position he reiterates in this biography. 

Broue cites the' possibility of a link between Tr.otsky's 
March 1933 letter and a reported meeting of Trotsky with 
a representative of Kirov, leader of the Stalin faction in 
Le,ningrad, though as Broue points out, the only known 
report of this meeting places it in the summer of 1934, long 
after Trotsky's letter was written and only months before 
Stalin had Kirov assassinated. (Kirov reportedly wanted to 
know under what conditions Trotsky would agree to be 
allowed to return to the Soviet Union and reinstated in the 
Communist Party.) 

Whether or not this meeting ever occurred, thi: possibility 
that it might was clearly Stalin's nightmare. Almost 300 
delegates voted against Stalin in. the Central Committee 
elections aHhe '17th Party Congress in January 1934; soon 
after Stalin embarked on a bloody purge of his own faction. 
beginning with the assassination of Kirov. In his speech to 
the 20th Congress Khrushchev reported that of 1,966 dele
gates with advisory or voting rights at the 17th Congress. 
J,l 08 were subsequently arrested. Eighty percent of the 
delegates to the 17th Congress had joined the party prior to 
1920; by the 18th Congress in March 1939 only 19 percent 
of the delegates could report that they had 'joined 'p'rior to 
1920. It appears that Stalin murdered the majority of the 
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delegates to his own 1934 "Congress of Victors." Current 
Soviet historical sources such as the iwo-volume Names ThaI 
Have Returned (Moscow, 1989) do not sort out the elements 
of what was essentially a process of purging the Stalin 
faction from purges 'of the oppositions. 

Many of the details of Trotsky's contacts with those in 
the Soviet Union remain murky. What Broue does demon
strate is the c.ontinued existence of a more or less organized 
opposition whi~h looked to the political alternative repre
sented by Trotsky's positions through the period. up to the 
Kirov assassination in December 1934-even if a large 
percentage of it was in the camps or had been deported. It 
took Stalin a good ten years to fully liquidate the Opposition 
and consolidate the rule of his clique after the decisive 
degeneration of 1923-24. But the Left Opposition remained 
alive as the authentic communist current internationally, 
going on to found the Fourth International in 1938. This 
stands in contrast to those other Russian oppositional cur
rents who believed that the fight against Stalinism could be 
reduced to the slogan "Down with Stalin." 

Forging the Fourth internatioliai 
In the last third of the book, dealin'g with the strugg.!e for 

the Fourth International, Broue goes into detailed descnption 
of Trotsicy.'s·personal life and of the personnel and organiza
tional development of the various groupings Trotsky inter
sected. But BrowS has by and large ignored the wealth of 
information in 'the Harvard Exile Papers on the workings of 
the International, Secretariat and its relations with Trotsky 
and the individual sections, downplaying the major political 
and programmatic issues that were at the center of Trotsky's 
p.olitical, battles in ,the last ten years of his life. Ironically, 
Deut~cher and Broue coincide in their treatment of this ques
tion, as Tamara Deutscher reported: 

"Isaac decided to concentrate exclusively on Trotsky's 
private correspondence and set aside the documents ciealing 
with the Fourth International. 'As one read them, one can 
hear the repetitive and monotonous rolling of the Sisyphean 
rock;' he remarked. This material, more or less familiar to 
him, would be invaluable to the future historian of the 
Fourth International-' if; there ever'is one'," 

- "Work in Progress," Isaac Deutscher, tlie' Man 
and His Work (1971) 

Deutscher himself writes of a mass of documents: "Of over 
300 files, containing about 20,000 documents of the Closed 
Section of The Archives, approximately nine-tenths consists 
of Trotsky's correspondence with his followers. A very large 
proportion of the, Open Section of The Archives also consists 
of his writings on the policy" tactics, and organization of 
various Trotskyist groups." A history of the Fourth Interna
tional based on this material remains to be written'. 

Faithful to the lessons of Lenin's construction of the 
Bolshevik Pa'rty, Trotsky's fight for the fourth International 
.necessitated lengthy and repeated polemics with his own 
supporters, for the Left Opposition was far from being a 
homogeneous grouping. Trotsky's writings from this period 
are an indispensable textbook for revolutionaries, dealing 
with difficulties that will continually reassert themselves, 
such as how to disentangle intern'al disputes. While Broue 
repeatedly'stresses that Trotsky had a "historical perspec
tive" concerning the struggle against Stalin, and had "his 
eyes focused on a wo'rldwide horizon and decades,", this 
"hist.o,ri,c,a} perspective" becomes an excuse to disappear the 
sense of urgency Trotsky felt in the struggle to forge an 
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20 October 1938 Issue of newspaper of American 
Socialist Workers Party announces foun'dlng of Fourth 
Internatl,onal. Trotsky sent recorded message to New 
York meeting to celebrate FI founding. 

International Left Opposition and, after Hitler's rise to 
power, the Fourth InternationaL 

Posing his own rhetorical question as to whether Trotsky 
should have, "as Marx and Engels more or less did for a 
period of time," withdrawn from directly political activity 
and concentrated on literary work, Braue abstains: "I think 
that it is not the 'role of a biographer to answer such a ques
tion, bui merely to note that his subject categorically reject
ed any such possibility." In the first place, Marx and Engels 
'did not "voluntarily" withdraw from active political struggle 

, in their time, as academic "Marxists" would have it, but 
were responding to a hiatus i'n the class struggle, Secondly, 
for Trotsky to have confined himself to literary activity in 
the 1930s-with the scourge of fascism threatening all of 
Europe, with revolution in Spain and a revolutionary situa
tion in France-would have been criminal irresponsibility. 

Trotsky saw the construction of the Fourth Internation
al-"rightly or wrongly," comments Broue-as "the key 
to a revolutionary perspective" during this period. For 
Deutscher to disparage the struggle for the Fourth Inter
national is understandable and, indeed, a measure .of his 
political.consistency: he ,opposed its foundation in 1938. 
Broue is ostentatiously agnostic on the question. Trotsky 
certainly had no doubt about the political significance of 
this final achievement of his life: ' 

"For the sake of clarity I would put it this way. Had I not 
been present in 1917 in Petersburg"the October Revolution 
would still have taken place-on the condition that Lenin 
was present and in command .... Thus I cannot speak of the 
'indispensability' of my work. even about the period from 
1917 to 1921. But now my work is 'indispensable' in the 

/ 
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i I 
Workers manning barricades In Barcelona, May 1937 (above). ng a 
resolute revolutionary party, workers were.defeated. Bodies of POUM and 
anarchist militants (right). 

full sense of the word, There is no arrogance in this claim 
at all, The collapse of the two Internationals has posed a 
problem which none of the leaders of these Internationals 
is at all equipped to solve. The vicissitudes of my personal 
fate have confronted me with this problem and armed me 
with important experience in dealing with it. There is now 
no one except me to carry out the mission of arming a new 
generation with the revolutionary'method over the heads of 
the leaders of the Second and Third International." 

- Tro/sky's Diary in Exile (1935) 

The Popular Front 
For Trotsky, the popular front was "the main question of 

proletarian class strategy for this epoch" but Broue does not 
quote this categorical statement, made in a 1936 letter to the 
Central Committee of the Dutch section of the Fourth Inter~ 
national. Appropriately the main treatment of the popular 
front in the book comes in reference to Spain. Yet in the 
mid-1930s, the popular front was a vital and central inter
national question, including in France. It drew a sharp divide 
between Trotskyists and various centrists who professed to 
be Trotskyists but manifested either vacillation or capitu- , 
lation toward the popular front. It has done so as well in 
contemporary France, particularly since the formation of the 
Union of the Left in 1972. With the exception of our party 
all ostensible Trotskyist tendencies have given backhanded 
support to class collaboration by calling for a vote to work-
ers parties in t~e popular front. ' 

It is only from the standpoint of his intransigent opposi
tion to the popular front that Trotsky's polemics 'and tactical 
proposals in this period, such as the French Turn, can be 
understood. Trotsky continually tried to find a lever to act 
on reality, to intersect subjectively revolutionary militants 
of the Stalinist and social-democratic parties who were re
volted by Hitler's rise to power and the abject abdication of 
the Stalinist leadershfp, in order to forge a new communist 
leadership capable of seizing power from the bourgeoisie, 

It was in Spain that, the popular front revealed its full 
treachery with the blood of the workers, After years of un" 
heeded urging by Trotsky on the,need for political clarity, 
much of the Spanish Left Opposition, led by Andres Nin and 
Juan Andrade, fused with a grouping around J. Maurin on 
a centrist program to form the Workers Party of Marxist 
Unification (POUM). The POUM immediately affiliated to 
the centrist London Bureau and shortly thereafter entered 
a popular-front government in Catalonia. While quoting 
Trotsky's well-known statement that the "three conditions" 
necessary to successfully resolve a revolutionary crisis are 
"a party,again a party, and once again a party," Broue for 
tlie most part cites Trotsky'S most "pedagogical" comments 
on the POUM. There is little space given to harsh polemics 
like the following: "As for Nin, during the whole revolution 
he proved to be a completely passive dilettante who does 
not in the slightest degree think of actually participating in 
the mass struggle, of winning of the masses, of leading them 
to the revolution, etc." 

Brout~, arguing that Trotsky had little possibility of revers
ing the course of events in Spain, minimizes the capitulation 
of the POUM and emphasizes instead Trotsky.'s attacks on 
the criminal role of the Stalinists in beheading the Spanish 
proletariat. Thus he sees in Trptsky's later writings on Spain 
"a sort of almost mechanical commentary on the way in 
which the Stalinist leadership led to defeat in the civil war 
and demonstrated how to lose a war," In the heated debate 
over the POUM, which was a debate on how to construct 
a revolutionary leadership in Spain, he sees: 

.... ,an occasion for Trotsky to wage new polemics in the 
very ranks of the Fourth International, against Sneevliet and 
Vereeken, who defended the policy of the POUM against 
its critics, against the American ultra-leftists who, following 
the example of certain European ultra-lefts. called for a 
'defeatist' attitude toward Republican Spain .... At tlie same 
time Trotsky had to argue discreetly against Max Shachtman 
who, under the pretext of fighting fascism, would have been 
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prep~ed to vote political confidence in a Negrin government 
. by granting it military credits." 

-Srout!, pp. 889-890 
As far as Broue is concerned, all the oppositions to Trotsky 
were equivalent: from the ultralefts to a vilriety of centrists. 
One would not know from this passage that Trotsky concen
trated his fire on those centrists who in one form or another 
wanted to capitulate to the popular front by being accommo
dating to the POUM. 

The Left and Broue 
. The successive publication of the volumes of Deutscher's 
trilogy, as well as his Stalin, provoked at the time hundreds 
of pages of reviews 'and debates. It is significant that 
Broue 's' work has not elicited much commentary, either 
laudatory or critical. In fact, nearly all the fake-Trotskyists 
are fundamentally in agreement with the underlying social
democratic anti-Soviet premises of the biography, even 
if nuanced differences exist. There have been two major 
reviews to date, one 'by Ernest Mandel (Critique Communiste 
No. 79-80, November-December 1988) and the other by the 
centrist English Workers Power group (Permanent Revolution 

. No.8, Spring 1989). ' 
Mandel's generally fulsome review of Brout! 's book ("a 

great, a very great book") could only be taken as an invita
tion to Broue to join forces with the United Secretariat 
(USec) which Mandel leads. While Mandel is constrained 
to point out how vindictive Broue is toward Deutscher, 
his only significant criticism is that Broue does not go 
far enough tO,ward supporting Trotsky's left-Menshevism 
in the 1905-1917 period! Mandel complains that Brout! 
should have continued his pro-Menshevik 'critique into the 
1920s and he outrageously claims that, after the Revolution, 
Lenin had "corrected the excessiye formulations in What Is 
To Be Done? concerning the Jacobinism of professional 
revolutionists. " 

For Mandel and the USec, the lesson to be drawn from 
the period of "war communism" and the. NEP which fol
lowed is the need for a "general theory of working-class 
self-management" and "political pluralism," i.e., a multiparty 
system in which Mandel explicitly means t? include bour
geois and petty-bourgeois (kulak) organizations! By contrast 
we of the ICL, following Lenin, advocate full freedom to 
organize for parties which defend the proletarian property 
forms-soviet democracy. Mandel openly tries to paint 
Trotsky as a crypto-Gorbachevite. 

The Workers Power approach is more interesting. Like 
most centrists, they have a sharp eye for the faults of anyone 
to their right. They rightly criticize the absence of virtually. 
any mention of centrism as well as Broue's support for 
Trotsky'S left-Menshevik period. At the same time, their 
own centrism prevents them from drawing any political 
conclusions from the correct points they make. For example, 
in an otherwise comprehensive review, they fail to raise the 
question of Broue 's treatment of the popular front in France 
and Spain. . , 

In their discussion of·the 1932 bloc of Russian opposition
ists, Workers Power asserts that Trotsky "neither rules out 
cooperation with elements of the right in the struggle for the' 
regeneration of the party nor with the ~talin faction itself 
against counter-revolution." If this vague statement means 
anytqing, mor~ than, the permissibility of episodic and nar
rowly defined cooperation with the Right Opposition, then 
it is flatly counterposed to Trotsky's ~tated views .. The 
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regeneration of the party was a matter of re-establishing the 
Bolshevik program at the head of the party. On this ques
tion, Trotsky wrote: 

"We are prepared to conclude an agreement with any section 
of the party in any place, on any particular matter: for even 
a partiahestoration of the party statutes. In relatIOn to the 
rights and centrists as political factions, this means that we 
are ready to conclude an agreement with them about the 
conditions for an irreconcilable struggle. That's all." 

- Trotsky, "On the Topics of the Day" (1928) 
In practice, Workers Power accepts ongoing "cooperation" 
with outright bourgeois restorationists against the Stalinist 
bureaucracy and it does rule out a united front with the 
Stalinists against counterrevolution, as over the suppression 
of Polish Solidarnosc (which Workers Power acknowledged 
to be capitalist-restorationist) in 1981. 

Trotsky's Legacy 
Broue"s concluding chapter reveals most starkly his atti

tude toward Trotsky'S position of steadfast defense 9f the 
Soviet Union coupled with the call for political revolution. 
For Broue, the Soviet Union since World War II has been 
characterized by "bureaucratic military operations of con
quest and occupation," and he mentions as examples the 
suppression 'of Solidarnosc' incipient counterrevolutionary 
coup in 1981 and the Red Army's intervention in Afghani
stan. While Broue acknowledges that today's East European 
oppositionists (many of whom are now, two years' after 
the publication, of Trotsky,. at the head of pro-capitalist
restorationist governments) are far from being Trotskyists, 
he claims that they are linked up with the Left Opposition 
of Joffe, Rakovsky, Sedov and Trotsky in a "bond of 
continuity" in which '''the Trotskyists' are but a slender 

·thread, perhaps not indispensable when all is said and done, 
but of which Trotsky and his ideas constitute an essential 
element." The kind of ','oppositionists" cheered on by the 
fake-Trotskyists like Broue and Mandel in the last decade 
-from Shcharansky to .Sakharov, from Walesa to most 
recently the Estonian Nazi "Forest Brothers," saluted by the 
USec in International Viewpoint (18 September 1989)-have 
not the slenderest link to the Left Opposition; they are on 
the other side of the barricades. Our tendency fights for real 
soviet democracy and this call can and will be taken up by 
those groups in East Europe and the Soviet Union (some of 
which issue from the previous Communist Party structures) 
that base themselves on the millions of workers who today 
are against Stalinism and want t6 defend the social gains in 
their c'ou'ntries against capitalist restoration, or who find 
themselves compelled to fight against the consequences of 
restoration. , 

Broue ascribes to Trotsky the following version of "politi-
cal revolution':: 

"The demands appearing in these movements of work~rs ~nd 
youth reconstitute those that defined the program of polItI
cal revolution' as Trotsky sketched It: democracy, freedom 
for parties. destruction of the bureaucratic apparatus, .'free' 
trade unions, electoral freedom and the fight of cntlclsm, 
ending infringements on human rights, punishin.g those 
responsible for crimes, winnmg the democratIc fights of 
speech, assembly, demonstration, as well as the appearance 
of a free-and hence stimulating-press." 

-Sroue, p. 943 ' 
At the core of this version of "political revolution" (which 

Mandel attacks as not going far enough!) is the conception: 
"pluralistic workers democracy." To the extent "pluralistic" 
is not redundant with "workers democracy," it can only 

• • ~ - I 
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mean the inclusion of non-working-c1ass forces, i.e., bour
geois' democracy. It is no accident that it is most often 
"abbreviated" as "pluralistic democracy" or just plain 
"democracy." [t means freedom for bourgeois, counter
revolutionary forces to organize and op·erate. Real workers 
democracy would in fact enable different parties to organize 
on a' class basis that. defends the social transformation of 
society which the Russian Revolution made possible-freedom 
for "soviet parties," as Trotsky put it. Just contrast Broue's 
version with Trotsky's: . 

"In any case, the bureaucracy can be removed only by a 
revolutionary force. And, as always, there will be fewer 
victims the more bold and decisive is the attack. To prepare 
this arid stand at the' head of the mass"s in a favorable 
historic situation-that is the task of the Soviet section'of 
the Fourth International. ... 
"The revolution which' the bureaucracy is preparing against 
itself will not be social, like the October revolution of 1917. 
It is not a question this· time of' changing the' economic 
foundations of society, of replacing certain forms of property 
with other forms .... 
"It is not a question of su,bstituting one ruling clique for 
another, but of changing the very methods of administering 
the economy and' guiding the culture of the country. Bureau
cratic autocracy must give place to Soviet democracy. A 
restoration of the right of criticism, and a genuine freedom 
of elections, are necessary conditions for the further devel
opment of the country. This assumes a revival of- freedom 
of Soviet parties, beginning with the party of Bolsheviks, 
and a resurrection of the trade unions. The bringing of 
democracy into industry means a radical revision of plans 
in the interests of the toilers. Free discussion of economic 
problems will decrease the overhead expense of bureaucratic 
mistakes and zigzags. Expensive playthings-palaces of the 
Soviets, new theaters, show-off subways-will be crowded 
out in favor of workers' d~ellings .. Bourgeois norms of 
distribution' will be confined within the limits of strict 
necessity, and, in step with the growth of social wealth, will 
give way to socialist equality. Ranks will be immediately 
abolished. The tinsel of decorations will go into the melting 
pot. The youth will receive the opportunity to breathe freely, 
criticize, make mistakes, and grow up. Science and art will 
be freed of their chains. And, finally, (oreign policy will 
return to the traditions of revolutionary internationalism." 

- Trotsky, The Revolution Betrayed (1936)" ------

SPARTACIST 

France, May 1989: 
InternatIonal 
CommunIst 
League (Fourth 
Internationalist), 
formerly 
Internatlona[ . 

. Spartac[st 
tendency, 
continues 
Trotsky's fIght 
for revolutionary 
[eaders~lp. 

In BrowS's version, the "Trotskyist program" and legacy 
is reduced to moral rectitude and abstract truth, not 
political activity. [n a 1966 essay, "Trotskyism in Our 
Time," Deutscher likens Trotsky to the mythologicaJ'figure 
of Prometheus, who brought fire.to mankind and'was tor-

. tured by the gods for this. Deutscher's Trotsky carries the 
flame of revolutionary Marxism through the dark 'era of 
Stalinism and fascism. The negative side of this prophetic 
vision of Trotsky is Deutscher's pessimism concerning 
the prospects of the organized Trotskyist movement. in the 
1930s and ·subsequently. But. on the other hand Deutscher 
tends to accentuate the differences between classical Marx
ism-with Trotsky as its great contemporary representative 
-and Stalinism,' social democracy and later 1960s New 
Leftism. 
. Ultimately,. despite invaluable elements, Broue's bOQk 

will, in the main, pass into history as an erudite oeuvre' de 
circonstance [an incidental work written for a special event 
or:occasion].·Broue has not, and will not, be able to soft-sell 

. Trotsky to the Gorbachevite intelligentsia. Whatever miscon
ceptions an Afanasyev or aTsipko has about Trotsky,.they 
believe that Trotsky, even more than Stalin, exemplifies 
"dogmatism." From their own point of view, they are right. 
Stalin made them confess that the sun rises from the west; 
Trotsky never ceased insisting that it rose in the east. Bu
kharin vacillated. Stalin insisted. it was pOSSible' to build 
"socialism in one country" while conciliating the imperial
ists, whereas Trotsky remained passionately committed 
to the Soviet proletarian dictatorship and world socialist 
revolution .• 

Trotsky's legacy today is precisely in those "embarrass
ing" areas Broue passes over as rapidly as possible: his fight 
to forge a genuine, Leninist, democratic-centralist Fourth 
[nternational; his fight for the international party of socialist 
revolution, against class collaboration and the popular front, 
for the military defense of the Soviet Union, for politica[ 
revolution in the East and social revolution in the West. 
This is the legacy that the International Communist League 
(Fourth Internationalist) is proud to uphold.. - .' 
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Japan Letter ... 
(continued from page 2) 

conditions, however, were different. In Japan "gun control" 
was exercised at the point of production, whereas in England 
Parliament passed a law in 1523 restricting ownership to the 
upper class. In. France the Crown declared the production 
of gunpowder 'to be a state monopoly, but regulation was 
d.ifficult as production was spread out among hundreds of 
small mills. Of course, as soon as war was declared in 1543 
all restrictions were forgotten. 

There are many reasons given' as to why this rare histori
cal occurrence came about. Xenophobic isolation certainly 
was a factor in the Japanese feudal hierarchy's attitude 
toward guns.:' as there was no internal or external threat to 
Tokugawa rule from around 1600 to 1853, there was no 
material incentive pushing guns forward as there had been 
in the 16th century . Had there been a renewed outbreak of 
civil war or a new attempt to invade Korea or China, un
doubtedly gun production would have dramatically resumed. -

The effects of the "sword and gun hunt" can still be. felt 
today in the sense that the ordinary citizen cannot conceive 
of operating, much less owning, a gun while in Japan. (A 

. new, and very popular, addition to group tour packages for 
Japanese visiting California is a trip to a gun range.) In 1981 
the official number of registered guns in private hands 
totaled 881,204. This figure is misleading in that it includes 
antiques, hunting rifles, shotguns and pneumatic construction 
guns. When the man on the street thinks of guns, he usually 
thinks of the yakuza (Japanese mafia), the "Self Defense 
Forces" or Narita Airport. 
. 2. Spartacist asserted that <'the shogunate itself .had dis
armed the old samurai caste; it was itself overthrown by a 
rifle-equipped conscript army." But the samurai were not 
disarmed, the peasants were. The shogunate was overthrown 
by the Choshu and Satsuma peasant conscript armies, trained 
in Western drill, using rifles from the American Civil War, 
while the shogun-loyal forces· had to fight with what had 
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been saved from the early 1600s. The point that John Kee-' 
gan (The Mask of Command, 1987) and Robert L.O'Connell 
(Military History Quarterly, Winter 1989) make regarding 
the nobleman's fear-the crossbow or gun in the hands of 
"commoners"-was played out in Japan in the I 860s. Mili
tarily trained peasants with guns defeated samurai (the 
equivalent of feudal European knights 'and soldiers). 

3. The article also asserted that "new and overpowering 
Westerniniperialist pressures led to the Meiji Restoration 
in 1868, opening the road to capitalist development." I think 
this statement is too narrow and ignores the internal contra
dictions which existed, and deepened, in the 18'40s and 
1850s within feudal Japan. 

While the peasants were disarmed in 1587, from 1603 to 
1867, 1,153 peasant uprisings were recorded, with increasing 
frequency as the period progressed. Life during the feudal 
period was just as horrendous for the A'sian peasant as it 
was for his European brother. Natural calamities and the 
resulting famines were the underlying cause of many of the 
rebellions. Many Japanese writers of the time compared the 
peasant to a sesame seed, the harder you press, the more you 
squeeze out. With the seed it was oil, with the peasant it was 
blood because that was the only thing they had left to give. 
Abortion and infanticide (mabiki-Iiterally the thinning of 
vegetable rows by uprooting) were so common that periodi
cally laws had to be passed against these population control 
methods. E.H. Norman, in an article entitled "Japan's Emer
gence as a Modem State," writes that the "revolts became 
so endemic and may be said to have weakened the strength 
of the feudal regime so dangerously that they made possible 
to a large extent the victory of the political movement direct
ed against the Bakufu" (Origins of the Modern Japanese 
State, 1975). Jon Halliday in his book A Political History of 
Japanese Capitalism (1975) asserts that it was the cumulative 
effect of the peasant revolts which led to the downfall of the 
Tokugawa Bakufu in 1868. 

During this time, money as a medium of exchange based 
on mercantilism be~an to replace revenue in rice based on 
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the land, and this led to an enormous growth in the econom
ic power of the merchants despite their official designatiori 
at the bottom of the "four-class system" (warrior, peasant, 
artisan and merchant). A's the power of thfi merchant class 
increased, it ate into the rigid hierarchical foundations of 
feudalism. However, the merchants were not strong enough 
to lead a revolution, in their own name; they could only 
finance the anti-Tokugawa forces. 

This weakness of the bourgeoisie allowed the reassertion 
of the emperor as a political force. In 1858, the emperor, 
in defiance of the shogun, refused to sign the Harris Treaty 
with the U.S. In the early 1860s the League of Court and 
Military was formed (an alliance of disaffected'members of 
the imperial court-the kuge-and dissident daimyo-feudal 
lords). This coalition is said to be the first consci.ous politi
cal movement f1gainst the shogunate. The opposition was 
mainly angry at the concessions made by the shogun to 
Western powers, and \heir slogan was "Revere the emperor, 
expel the barbarians." . ' 

All of this is not to dismiss Western imperialism's appe
tites or influence. A number of historians note with surprise 
the ability (in terms of timeliness "and number of reports) 
of the shogun, court and, samurai to follow the events if! 
China, particularly the Boxer Rebellion and the Taiping 
Revolt. The ruling class of Japan understood the desire of 
the West to expand.their markets. Also, the southwest clans, 
particularly the Satsuma and Choshu, were heavily influ
enced by the West. Their territory, the southwest section of 
Honshu and Kagoshima on Kyushu, had 'the most exposure 
from the West. The-samurai in these sections studied ~nder 
the Dutch and British, mostly science and military strategy. 
It was these clans who were later instrumental in overthrow
ing the Tokugawa regime, 

The internal contradiction's, which I have mentioned 
briefly, played at least an equal role to the external pressures 
of Western imperialism on Japan's transformation from' \ 
an isolated feudal society to a young but weak capitalist . 

,economy. 
Comradely, 
Jeanne Mitchell 

Spartacist thanks comrade Mitchell for her cogen't letter.. 

Tamara Deutscher ... 
(continued from page 30) 

celebration of the Missa'Solemnis, with a profusion of Polish 
flags fluttering overhead. Similarly the crucifix and the 

. portrait of the Pope adorn the ~alls of the headquarters 
of the new autonomous unions in Gdansk-a 'sight as 
paradoxical and as potentially disquieting as that of Iranian 
demonstrators giving the clenched fist salute under, a huge 
picture of the Ayatollah Khomeini. What is even more 
disturbing is the portrait of Marshal Pilsudski remembered 
for his invasion of the Soviet Union in May 1920, and not 

\ exactly as a friend of trade unions, socialism or democracy." 
We had numerous political differences with Tamara 

Deutscher, not least of course on the centrality' of reforging 
an authentically Trotskyist Fourth International as the world 
party of socialist revolution. But she had been trained as a 
Marxist of the old school, who rel!lained consistent in her 
political views throughout the years and appreciated that 
consistency in others. She will be missed:. 

SPARTACIST 

Louis Sinclair ... 
(continued from page 3) 

yet he was completely unpretentious. What a breath of fresh 
air compared to others who claim the title! While Louis 
militantly avoided getting involved in programmatic debates 
among those who claim the mantle of Trotskyism today, he 
also militantly refused to blunt the edges when dealing with 
Trotsky's historic polemics. Louis's latest project; an im~ 
mense and extensively cross-referenced index of Trotskyist' 
internal bulletins to 1940, is invaluable. We in the ICL 
certainly hope that this will be published, or at least made 
available to scholars of the Trotskyist movement. 

Louis retained a very keen interest in seeing Trotsky'S 
works becoming available in the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe. I remember his delight when, on my return from 
.East Germany in January, I told him we made a Russian 
edition of Revolution Betrayed available to Soviet soldiers 
there. He was even I!lore pleased to discover that this 
edition was not one he knew about, so it was duly added 
to the Trotsky collection here at the University. We were 
also 'pleased to provide him with 'some Trotsky 'articles 
published recently in Hungary, which again were of interest 
to him. 

Comrade Sinclair was indeed a reserve of Marxism, as 
reflected in his dedication to his work and in his worldview. 
He was a link to the past, a source of inspiration, and he left 
us a precious legacy for the future. I feel it is an honour to 
have known him, although for me personally and for our 
-Glasgow branch this was over a very brief period of time. 
We will certainly miss him. 

Eibhlin McDonald 

On behalf of Louis Sinclair's friends in the Glasgow 
branch, and those many others in the Spartacist tendency 
internationally .• 
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5aCTYIOUJ,He WaXTepblCH6HPH B npOWnOM ro,ny Bbl6panH 3a6aCTOBO'lHble KOMHTeTbl, KOTOpble npOB03rnaCHnH . 
,neoeenacTHe B yronbHblX perHoHax. npOTecTbl pa60'lHX npO,nOnlKaIOTCR noon n03YHraMH: ccTpe6yeM COlJ,HanbHOH 
cnpaBe,nnHBOCTH!», ccTpe6yeM nOBblCHTb lKH3HeHHblH ypOBeHb waXTepOBI». 

3~ COIiHanHCTHlleCKJIO nnaHOBYIO 3KOHOMHKY, 
• "ocHoBa.,HYIO Ha pa60lleH IIeMOKpaTHH! . 

COBeTCKHe TpY~RIIIHeCR: 
lIonOM nnaH «500~HeM» 

,EnbqHHa·rop6a'leBa! 
We print below a Russian translation of "Soviet Workers: 

Smash YeltsinlGorbachev 500-Day Plan," Workers Vanguard 
No. 510, 21 September 1990, newspaper of the Spartacist 
League of the U.S. 

-------------------~------------------~~./ 
IlEPEBOJ( 113 YOPKEPC BAHrAP,Q NO 510, 

21 CEHT5I5P5I1990 r. 

. OAHoBpeMeHHo C caMblM 60JlbWHM ypoxaeM nWe}{J1~bl 
B COBeTCl(ofi HCTOPHH H3 MOCI(OBCI(HX Mara3HHOB 

HC'Ie3 xJle6. KYPHJlbl.l\HI(H 6YHTYlOT H3-3a OTCYTCTBHlI 

cHrapeT. TpaAH~HoHHoe npa3AHoBaHHe EOJlbWe

BHCTCl(ofi peBOJlIO~HH 7 -ro H01l6pll XOTliT OTMeHHTb. 

,QJKOPAJK Eyw Bo06paJKae't, 'ITO COBeTCI(Hfi COj03 

CTaHeT MJlaAllHIM napTHepoM B HMnepHaJlHCTH'IeCI(OM 

«}{OBOM MHPOBOM c006I.1.\eCTse». OAHal(o, 3TO 03Ha'iaeT 

'cMepTb COBeTcKoro COlO3a I(al( pa60'lero rocYAap

CTBa, nycTb H ynpaBJlSleMOrO l(oppYMnHpoBaHHofi H 

Ha~HOHaJlHCTH'IeCl(ofi 6lOpol(paTHefi. B caMOM AeJle, 

AOMHH~pYIOI.I.\He nOJlHTH'IeCI(He CHJlbl B COBeTCI(OM 

COlO3e OTI(PblTO cTpeMliTcli I( peCTaBpa~HH l(anHTaJl

H3Ma - 'ITO 03Ha'iaeT nepCnel(THBY rpaJKAaHCl(ofi 

BofiHbl B caMOM HeAaJlel(oM 6YAYl.I.\eM. CO~HaJlbHble 

, 3aBoeBaHHlI Ol(T1I6pbCI(ofi peBOJlIO~HH - BeJlH'Iafiwefi 

n06eAbi B HCTOPHH MHpoBoro pa60'lero I(Jlacca - B 

CMepTeJlbHOfi onac;mcTH! 

B 1(0H~e aBrycTa 6blJlO 06bllBJleHO, 'ITO npe3HAeHT 

POCCHficl(ofi pecny6JlHI(H E. EJlb~HH H npe3HAeHT 

CCCP M. C. fop6a'leB npHWJlH I( COrJlaWeHHIO no 
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6opl1C EnbU.I1H 11 Ml1xSI1ll rOp6S'4eB nnSHl1pYIOT peeTS
BpSU.111O KSnI1TSnI13MS, B" TO BpeMR KSK nepeCTpOHKS 
nOpo>K,!1lleT 3KOHOMI1'4eCKI1H XSOC, pscTyw,ee HepSBeH
CTBO. BHI13Y, B03Myw,eHHSR TOnnS OCSlKASeT nYCTOH 
Cl1rSpeTHblH nSpeK B MOCKBe. 

nporpaMMe BBeAeH.lUI 3aKOHqeHHolII PblHOqHOIII 3KOHO

MHKH B CCCP 3a 500 AHelII. )!(Hllbe nepelIIAeT B llHqlioe 

BllaAeHHe, 3eMllSi 6YAeT npoAaHa KpecTbSlHcKHM Mell

KHM c06cTBeHHHKaM, H KaK MHHHMYM 70 np0l.\eHToB 

rocYAapcTBeHHblx npeAnpHSITHIII --:- AeHa1.\HoHallH30-

BaHO. PeallbHaSi "BllacTb npHHSI"THSI 3KOHOMHqeCKHX 

peweHHIII 6YAeT nepeAaHa ,-\eHTpallbHblM npaBHTellb

"CTBOM pecny6llHKaHcKHM opraHa"M, 3TO npaKTHqeCKH 

03HaqaeT KOHe,-\ COBeTcKoro COI03a. Ellb,-\HH - 6blB

WHIII cnoABHlKHHK rOp6aqeBa, npeBpal.l.\eHHbl1ll B nceBAo

nonYllHcTcKoro AeMarora, - XoqeT HCKlllOqHTb CllO

BO «co,-\HallHCTHqeCKHx» H3 Ha3BaHHSI CCCP H nepeH

MeHOBaTb cTpaHY B «COI03 CYBepeHHbix COlleTcKHx 

Pecny6llHK». " " 

r llaBHbl1ll aBTop nporpaMMbl «500 AHelll» - rop6a

qeBcKHIII COBeTHI1K no 3KOHOMI1Ke CTaHI1CllaB illaTa

llHH, KOTopb11ll Ha Bonpoc 0 TOM, npHBeAeT llH ero 

nllaH K nOBblweHHIO ypOBHSI lKH3HH H 3cpcpeKTHBHOCTH 

3KOHOMHKI1, OTBeTHll: «C HaMH 60r!». CaM rOp6aqeB 

KOlle6allCSI, npeAllaraSi 06beAI1HI1Tb waTallHHcKHIII 

nllaH C 60llee «YMepeHHolll» nporpaMMolII COBeTCKoro 

npeMbepa H. PbIlKKoBa. PbllKKOB 6blll r llaBHblM BAOXHO

BHTelleM OTBeprHYToro nllaHa yTpoeHHSI ,-\eHbI" Ha 

SPARTACIST 

xlle6 npowllbIM lleTOM H YABoeHHSI nOTpe6HTellbCKHX 

,-\eH K HaqallY 1991 r, OAHaKo, 3Toro He 6bIllO AocTa

TOqHO AllSi KpalllHHx «cB060AHO-PbIHOqHHKOB», Tpe60-

BaBWHX nOllHTHqecKolll cMepTH PbIlKKOBa. 

C ,-\ellblO "OKa3aHHSI AaBlleHHSI Ha rOp6aqeBa "npo

ellb,-\HHcKHIII napllaMeHT PoccHlIIcKolII pecny6llHKH 

YTBepAHll nporpaMMY «500 AHelII AO KanHTallH3Ma». 

Celli 'lac cOBeTcKHIII npe3HAeHT 60llee HllH MeHee nOA

AeplKHBaeT ee, Tpe6ySI, MelKAY npOqHM, C03BaHHSI Ha

pOAHoro pecpepeHAYMa 0 AeHa,-\HoHallH3a,-\HH 3eMllH. 

B 60Pb6e 3a BbllKHBaHHe PbIlKKOB BbIcTynHll no TelleBH

AeHHlO, 06BHHSISI waTallHHcKHIII nllaH KaK BeAYI.I.\HIII K 

«xaocy» H MaccoBolll 6e3pa60TH,-\e. TaKaSi 06cTaHoB

Ka 6blCTPO nOllSlpH3yeT.17-ro ceHTSl6pSl 50" TbICSlq 

npoKanHTajIHcToB AeMoHcTpHpoBallH B MocKBe, Tpe-

6ySI OTCTaBKH He TOllbKO PbIlKKOBa, HO H rOp6aqeBa. 

B CBOIO OqepeAb, pa60qHe conpoTHBllSiIOTCSI B03Aelll

CTBHIO nepecTpolllKH. OcpH,-\HallbHbIe npocpcolO3bI opra

HH30BallH 3a6acToBKH npoTHB «cB060AHO-PbIHOqHO

ro» ropoAcKoro ~paBHTellbCTBa MOCKBbI. 

CMepTenbHblH KpIiI31i1C 
COBeTCKOrO CTanIilHIiI;JMa 

BcecTopoHHHIII KPl13HC, oXBaTHBwHIII COBeTCKHA 

COlO3 npoHcxoAHT OT 61OpOKpaTI1qeCKOrO BblpolKAeHHSI 

cTpaHbI npH CTallHHe B 20-x rr. nOA Ha,-\HoHallHCTHqe

CKHM ll03YHroM «cOI.\HallH3Ma B OTAellbHolII cTpaHe» 

61OpOKpaTHSI OTKa3allaCb OT lleHHHcKolII nporpaMMbI 

MHpOBolll"peBOllIOI.\HH. B 30-x rr. fl. ,[(. TpOI.\KHA npeA

CKa3all, 'ITO eCllH cOBeTcKHIII pa60qHlII Kllacc He npo

rOHHT CTallHHHCTCKYIO 61OpOKpaTHIO, noclleAHSlSI, BMe

CTO CTpOHTellbCTBa CO,-\HallH3Ma, 6YAeT C03AaBaTb 

YCllOBHSI AllSi KanHTallHCTHqecKolII peCTaBpa,-\HH. 

«flH6epallbHbIIII» CTallHHHCT rOp6aqeB H ~ro anOllO

reTbI YTBeplKAallH, 'ITO nepecTpolllKa 03HaqaeT 06Ho

BlleHHe H MOAePHH3a,-\HIO cO,-\HallH3Ma. C caMoro Haqa

lla MbI npeAynpelKAallH, 'ITO 3TH opHeHTHpOBaHHbIe Ha 

PbIHOK «pecpopMbI» 6bIllH 3aAYMaHbI AllSi YBellHqeHHSI 

npHBHllerHIII MellK06YPlKya3HbIx 61OpOKpaTOB H HHTell

lleKTyalloB 3a CqeT pa60qero Kllacca H 3alloJiceHHSI 

"OCHOBbI AllSi peCTaBpa,-\HH KanHTallH3Ma. Tenepb BO

npoc CTOHT YlKe He 0 3allOlKeHHH OCHOBbI, a 0 npSlMOM 

B03pOlKAeHHH BllaCTH KanHTalla. 

10 ceHTSl6pSl B paAHOHHTepBblO C ,[(lKelllMcoM KllHBOM, 

KOMMeHTaTopOM HOBocTelII «naCHcpHKa paAHO», ,[(lK03ecp" 

CHMOP, npeACTaBHTellb «CnapTaCHCT flHr» (flHrH 

CnapTaKOB,-\eB CWA - aMC<PHKaHcKolII ceK,-\HH liHTep

Ha,-\HoHallbHoi'l KOMMYHHCTHqeCKoi'l flHrH), YKa3all, 

'ITO «nporpaMMa TaK Ha3bIBaeMbIX paAHKallbHbIX "CBO-

60AHO-PbIHOqHHKOB" THna Ellb,-\HHa (KTO, KCTaTH, no

XBallHll PelllraHa 3a SlK06bI 03AopOBlleHHe aMepHKaH

CKOi'l 3KOHOMHKH) npHBeAeT K MaCCOBOMY 06HHI.I.\aHHIO 

COBeTCKHX TPYASlI.I.\HXCSI B yroAY Tex, KTO paCCqHTbI

BaeT CTaTb HOBbIM KllaCCOM KanHTallHCTOB H I1X npH-" 

xlle6aTellei'l - COBeTCKHX SlnnH.» 

SlCHO, 'ITO OCHOBHaSi Macca COBeTCKHX TPYASlI.I.\HXCSI 

BpalKAe6Ha KanHTallHc"THqecKolII PbIHOqHOlll3KOHOMHKe 

no cy~ecTBy. liAeo.rior «cB060AHoro pbIHKa» raBpHHll 

nO nOB, C,erOAHSlwHHi'I M3p MOCKBbI, 3aSlBllSleT, q,TO «Mac

CbI CTpeMSlTCSI K cnpaBeAllHBOCTH H 3KOHOMHqeCKOMY 

paBeHCTBY». OH 06ecnOKoeH YCHlleHHeM «lleBorp 

HapOAHHqeCTBa>;, BbI3BaHbIM <<nOllHTHKOi'l, BeAYl.I.\elll K 

: A~Ha,-\HOHallH3aI.\HH H HepaBeHCTBY». CaMbIi'I npe3peH-

\ 
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HblA K.JIaCC B CCCP - MeJIKO-KamITaJII1CTI1'1eCKl-le 

rrpeArrpl1HI1MaTeJII1, TaK \ Ha3bIBaeMble «KoorrepaTopbl». 

Aaxe YOJlJl CTpUT g)/(0PH3J1 rrpl13HaeT: «perrYTaJ..\1111 

KoorrepaTopOB pe3KO yrraJIa, 11 cerOAHIi OHI1 paCKpl1-

TI1KOBaHbl KaK crreKY JIIIHTbl, KOTopble HaJKI1BalOTCIi 3a 

CqeT Hal.\I1H». 

EeccrropHO, OAHaKO, 'ITO EJIbl.\I1H oqeHb rrorrYJIlipeH 

cpeAH COBeTCKHX TPYAIIll\HXCIi. OrrpOCbl 06ll\eCTBeHHO

ro MHeHl111 rrOKa3b1Ba1OT, 'ITO OH YBaJKaeH ropa3Ao 

60JIbWe rOp6aqeBa. KaK rrOHIITb 3TO rrpOTI1BOpe'lHe? 

AeJIo B TOM, 'ITO EJIbl.\I1H MacICupyeT CBOIO rrOAAepJKKY 

3KOHOMHKH «cBo6oAHoro pbIHKa» AeMOrOrl1'1eCKI1MI1 

aTaKaMI1 Ha rrpHBHJIerHI1 61OpOKpaTI111 11 Tpe6yeT yBe

JII1'1eHHII rrpOH3BOACTBa rroTpe6HTeJIbCKI1X TOBapOB 

3a C'IeT CHHXeHl111 BoeHHblX paCXOAOB 11 BJIOJKeHI1A il 
TIIXeJIYIO rrpOMblWJIeHHOCTb. OAHaKO, Terrepb, KorAa 

EJIbl.\I1H rrpl1COeAHHlIeTCIi K rrporpaMMe OTKpOBeHHoA 

peCTaBpal.\HH KarrHTaJI113Ma, MaCKa rraAaeT. 

MBOKaTbl rrporpaMMbl «500 AHeA» YTBepJKAaIOT, 'ITO 

rrpoAaxa XHJIbll, 3eMJIH H 3aBOAoB YHH'ITOJKI1T 113JII1-

weK py6JIeA, HaBOAHI1BWI1X COBeTCKYIO 3KOHOMHKY 3a 

MHorHe.roAbl. TaKHM.o6pa30M, POCT l.\eH Ha rroTpe611-

TeJIbCKl1e TOBaPbl 6YAeT MeHee 3Ha'lHTeJItiHbIM, '1eM 

B rrpOTI1BHOM CJIY'Iae. 3TO - !I0JKb! KorAa rrpeArrpl1l1-

TI1I1 OKaXYTCIi B PYKax qaCTHI1KOB, l.\eHbl rrOAHI1MYTCIi 

HaCTOJIbKO BblCOKO, KaK TOJIbKO PblHOK rr03BOJII1T. 

COBeTCKl1e pa60'lHe rrOTeplilOT BCIIKYIO B03MOJKHOCTb 

KOHTPOJIHpOBaTb CTOI1MOCTb JKH3HI1. AaJIee, MI1JIJII10Hbl 

pa60qHX 6YAYT Bbl6poweHbl Ha YJII1l.\Y,' KorAa y6bl

TO'lHble 11 HerrpOAilxHble rrpeArrpl1l1THIi 3aKpOIOT CBOI1 

ABepl1, a OCTaJIbHble pe3KO, CHI13l1T rroTpe6HOCTb B 

'pa6oqeA cH.JIe. 3TO TO'lHO TO, 'ITO YJKe rrpOI1CXOAI1T 

B nOJIbwe. 

AeHal.\110HaJIl13al.\HII JKI1JIbll6blJIa 3aAYMaHa AJIIi rrpl1-

HeceHHII HerrocpeAcTBeHHoA rrpl16blJII1 TeM· '1JIeHaM 

3JIHTbl, KOTopble I1MelOT xopowl1e KBapTI1PbJ. ,OAHaKO, 

no . 6YAeT HacTOIlll\HM 6eACTBI1eM AJIIi COBeTCKI1X 

TPYAIIll\HXCII, oco6eHHO,. eCJIJI Y'II1TblBaTb OCTPYIO He

XBaTKY JKI1JIbli B CCCP. COBeTCKl1e oQJI1l.\epbI 11 I1X 
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HeCMOTpR Ha peKOpJlHbIIiI YpolKaIil, xne6 IIIC'Ie3 C 
npllInaBKOB rOCYJlapCTBeHHbIX Mara3I1IHOB, nOCKOnbKY 
KpeCTbRHe npllIJleplKlIIBaIOT 3epHO, '1T06bI nOJlHRTb 
3aKynO'lHbIe ueHbI. 

'CeMbl1, KOTOpbIe AOJIJKHbl 6bITb BCKOpe BbIBeAeHbl 113 

BOCTO'lHOA repMaHI1I1, HeAaBHO rrpO!leJII1 AeMOHCTpa

l.\111O rrpOTI1B rrJIaHa rrOCeJIeHl1l1l1X B naJIQTO'lHOM zopog
ICe Ha CeBepHOM KaBKa3e! nOCJIe. AeHal.\110HaJII13al.\HI1 

KBapTHpHali rrJIaTa Ha HeMHOrl1e He3aHliTble KBapTI1-

pbI B3JIeTI1TAO He6ec. MOJIOAbIM ceMbllM' H3 pa6o'leA 

cpeAbI HI1KOrAa HeB03MOJKHO 6YAeT rr03BOJII1Tb ce6e 

I1MeTb co6CTBeHHbIe KBapTl1pbI I1JII1'AOMa, 11 Te CTaHYT 

I1MYll\eCTBOM I1CKJIIO'II1TeJIbHO HOBoro KJIaCCa Kanl1Ta

JII1CTOB 11 yrrpaBJIeH'IeCKOA' 3JII1TbJ. 

n porpaMMa «500 AHeA» o6eIl.\aeT CBOI1M rpaJKAaHaM 

CBoero pOAa «HapoAHbIA KarrI1TaJII13M», YTBepJKAall, 

'ITO <<I1MYll\eCTBO B PYKax KaJKAoro '1eJIOBeKa - ra

paHT1111 YCToA'II1BOrO 06ll\eCTBa» «([JauHeHlUeJl TaliMc, 
JIoHAoH, 6 ceHTlI6plI 1990 r.). Ho I1MYll\ecTBo OTHlOgb 
He 6ygeT B PYKax, KaJKAoro '1eJIOBeKa. HeBo3MoJKHO 

I1MeTb Karrl1TaJII1CTOB 6e3 Karrl1TaJIa. AaJKe Y MeJIKI1X 

npeArrpl1HI1MaTeJIeA B COBeTCKOM COI03e, I1MelOll\l1x 

QJPYKTOBbIe JIapbKH 11 peMoHTHble JIaBKI1, HeT AeHer 

Ha' TO, '1To6bI cKynaTb CTaJIeJII1TeAHble 3aBOAbl 11 

yrOJIbHble waXTbJ. Y Koro eCTb? HOBbIe BJIaAeJIbl.\bl -

PYCCKl1e I1JII1 HeT - 6YAYT 113 PlIAOB 6iopoKpaTI1'1e

cKoA 3JII1TbI, I1MelOll\eA AocTyn K rocYAapcTBeHHblM 

3aeMaM 11 3arraAHbIM 6aHKaM. 

• MHorl1e 113 caMbIX BbIroAHblX rrpeArrpl1l1TI1A 6YAYT 

rrpOAaHbI - l.\eJII1KOM I1JII1' '1aCTI1'1HO - 3arraAHblM 

MYJIbTI1Hal.\110HaJIbHbIM Koprropal.\I1I1M. rOp6a'leBCKI1/% 

COBeTHI1K no 3KOHOMI1Ke HI1KoJia/% neTpaKOB, OAI1H 113 

r JIaBHbIX aBTopOB rrJIaHa «500 AHe/%»,_ .. JKeJIaeT 

«co3AaTb YCJIOBl1l1, rrpl1 KOTOPbIX HaWI1 3arraAHbIe 

rrapTHepbI CMorYT o6xOAI1Tb CI1CTeMY cHa6JKeHI1l1 11 

pacnpeAeJIeHI1I1, cKyrrali cbIpbe 11 o6oPYAoBaHI1e Ha 

BHYTpeHHeM pbIHKe, 11 rrepeBoAI1Tb I1X AOJIIO AOXOAOB 

Ha 3anaA» (np06J1eMbl 3ICOHOMUICU, MapT 1990 r.). ECJII1 

rOp6a'leB 11 EJIbl.\I1H Ao6blOTCli CBoero, TO 60raTCTBO, 

npl13BeAeHHoe COBeTCKI1MI1 pa60'lI1MI1 3a AeCIITI1JIe

TI1I1, 6YAeT pacrrpOAaHO BOpOTI1JIaM C YOJIJI-CTPI1T, 

QJpaHK<PYPTCKHM 6aHKHpaM I1l1rrOHCKHM rrpoMbIWJIeHHI1-

KaM 3a 6eCl.\eHOK. 
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PaCTY~HA 3KOHOMH'leCKHA xaoc H KpyweHHe aBTO-' 

pHTen ,-\eHTpaJlbHOrO npaBHTeJlbCTBa H JlHt{HO rop-

6at{eBa nopoAHJlH nOJlUTU'teCI(UU BaJCYYM. 3TOT Ba

KyyM 3anOJlHHJlH npaBble Bcex MaCTeA: OT pOCCHAcKHX 

peAraHHCTOB H MOHapXHCTOB ,110 q,awHCTOB H APyrHx 

peaK,-\HOHHbIX Ha,-\HOHaiIHCTOB. YCHJlHBaeTCli aHTHce

MHTH3M, H COBeTCKHe eBpeH lKHByT B CTpaxe norpo

MOB. XOAliT CJlyXH 0 BoeHHOM nepeBopOTe C ,-\eJlblO 

BOCCTaHOBJleHHlI nopliAKa. BceM nOHliTHO, 'ITO cy~e

CTBOBaTb KaK 'paHbwe COBeTCKHA COlO3 He MOlKeT. 

CerOAHli TpO,-\KH3M - npOAOJllKaTeJlb 60JlbllleBHCT

CKoA peBO?IIO,-\HH - eAHHcTBeHHoe nOJlHTHt{eCKoe 

Tet{eHHe, HMelO~ee nporpaMMy coxpaHeHHlI COBeTcKo

to COlO3a KaK MHorOHa,-\'HOHaJlbHOe rOCYAapCTBO KOJl

JleKTHBHoA 3KOHOMHKH;, COBeTcKHe TpYAlI~HeCli AOJl-

lKHbI CMeCTH rop6at{eBbIX, eJlb,-\HHbIX H nonOBbIX H 

, OCHOBaTb npaBHTeJlbCTBO AeMoKpaTHt{ecKH BbI6paH

HbIX pa60t{HX COBeTOB nOA06HbIX TeM, 'ITO B311J1H 

BJlaCTb B oKT1I6pe 1917 r. 
MHorHe COBeTCKHe TpYAlI~Hecli cerOAHli oTolKAe

CTBJllIlOT ,-\eHTpaJlH30BaHHoe nJlaHHpOBaHHe. H ynpa

BJleHHe KaK TaKOBble co CTaJlHHH3MOM H 6lOpoKpaTH

t{eCKHM ynpaBJleHt{ecTBoM. 3TO oWH60tiHO. QeHTpaJlH-

30BaHHoe ynpaBJleHHe 3KOHOMHKOA npaBHTeJlbCTBOM 

COBeToB - eguHcTBeHHblu nyTb K TOMY, t{T06bI pa60-

't{HA KJlaCC CMor geMOl(paTU'tHO ynpaBJllITb pacnpeAe-· 

JleHHeM 06"-1eCTBeHHbIx cpeAcTB H 06ecnet{HBa.Tb 

cnpaBeAJlHBoe H ypaBHHTeJlbHoe 06pa"-leHHe npm-b

BOAcTBeHHbIX q,OHAOB. B TO lKe BpeMlI, ,-\eflTpaJlbHOe 

nJlaHHpOBaHHe MOlKeT 6bITb 3q,q,eKTHBHbIM B CTHMY-, . 
JlHpOBaHHH caMOOTBeplKeHHoro H TBopt{eCKoro TPY-

Aa, TOJlbKO KorAa pa60t{He ynpaBJUUOT 06~ecTBoM 

AJllI Toro, t{T06bI nocTpoHTb cO,-\HaJlHCTHt{ecKoe 6y-

. AY"-Iee AJllI ce611 H CBOHX AeTeA. 

lotTO CKPblTO 38 Xne6HbiM AecpliIlJ,liITOM 

KorAa pelKHM rOp6at{eBa H PbIlKKoBa npeAJlolKHJI 

yTpOHTb ,-\eHY Ha xJle6 npOWJlbIM JleTOM, AeJleraT Bep-

XODHoro COBen OT TaAlKHKHcTaHa cepAHTo CKa3aJl: 

«XJle6 - 3TO' cO,-\HaJlH3M!» BHe3anHoe HCt{e3HOBeHHe 

SPARTACIST 

OnaCHOCTb KOHTppeBomou,l1l1: AeMoHcTpau,I1R B neHI1H
rpSAe loro ceHTR6pR. nnaKaT: "XB8TI1T 3KCnepl1MeHTI1po
B8Tb - nopa nepexOAI1Tb K KanI1T&n113MY!» "CBo60AHo
PbIHo'tHbIe» M3PbI - AHaTOnl1M Coli'taK (neHI1HrpaA) 11 
raBpl1l1n nonoB (MocKBa). 

- BeJlHt{aAwee AOKa3aTeJlbcTBo KpyweHHlI 3KOHOMH

KH. H no npH TOM, 'ITO npeAcKa3bIBaJIH peKoPAHbIA 

ypolKaA. qTO lKe CJlYt{HJlOCb? 

B OTJlHt{He OT CiliA, B COBeTcKoM COlO3e HeT MHoro

t{HCJleHHOA apMHH c'e30HHbIX ceJlbcKox0311AcTBeHHbIx 

pa60t{Hx. n03TOMY, t{T06bI c06paTb ypolKaA, HYlKHO 

M06HJlH30BaTb ropolKaH, BpeMeHHo oTopBaB HX OT 

pa60TbI H CJlYlK6bI. OAHaKo, C pa3BeHt{aHHeM ,-\eHTpa

JlH30BaHHoro ynpaBJieHHlI 3KOHOMHKOA npH nepe

cTpoAKe, PYKoBoAHTeJlH npeAnpHliTHA He npeAo

CTaBJllIlOT CBOHX pa60t{Hx AJllI 3TOA ,-\eJlH. npeAceAa

TeJlb ,-\eJlHHHorO KOJl)(03a B Ka3axcTaHe )Ka3HT Ky

AaAKYJloB BocKJlHimYJl: 

«Bo. BpeMeHa 3aCT()1I Mbi C06HpaJIH xJIe6 6e3 np06JIeM. 
rOpOlKaHe HaM nOMOraJIH, npaDHTeJIbCTDO H paAOHHble 
napTpa60THHKH HaM nOMOraJIH, a ceA'Iac - HeT. jj 
He 3HalO, nO'IeMY. 3TO H eCTb nepecTpoAKa.» 

([)u.I!age.l!bcjJUJI ultK)'aiipep, 
7 ceHT1I6pll 1990 r. 

Ho no TOJlbKO t{aCTb npHt{HH XJIe6HOrO Aeq,H,-\HTa H He 

caMali BalKHali. B KOH,-\e KOH,-\OB, c60p 3epHa B 3TOM rOAY 

o,-\eHHBaeTCli Ha TOM lKe ypoBHe, 'ITO H B npoillJlOM. O~o, 

Ha rOCYAapCTBeHHble 3arOTOBHTeJlbHble nYHKTbI xJJe:6a 

CAaeTCli MeHbwe. CaM rOp6at{eB nOlKaJlOBaJlClI: «MHO

rHe KOJlX03bI H COBX03bI HeonpaDAaHHo cOKpa~alOT 

npoAa'lKy xJle6a rocYAapcTBY; HapywallnHM Aoro

DOPHYIO AHc,-\HnJlHHY». BMecTo nora 3epHo HAeT Ha 

KOpM CKOTY, npoAalKa KOToporo 60Jlee BblroAHa. 

KHJlOrpaMM rOBlIAHHbI Ha MOCKOBCKOM Konx03HoM 

pbIHKe CTOHT 20 py6J1eA, Ha 50 npo,-\eHToB Dblwe, t{eM 

nOJlTOpa rOAa TOMY Ha3aA. 3to npH6JIH3HTeJlbHO paB

HO AHeBHoA 3apnJlaTe cpeAHero npOMbIWJIeHHOrO 

'pa60t{ero! 

COBeTcKHe 3eMJIeAeJlb,-\bI npHAeplKHBalOT 3epHo C 

.,-\eJIblO nOAHliTHli 3aKynot{Hblx ,-\eH. npowJIoA BecHoA 

aMepHKaHcKHA HHq,opMa,-\HoHHbIti 6IOJlJIeTeHb, cne,-\Ha-, 

JlH3HPYIO~HAcli Ha 3KOHOMHKe BOCTOt{HOA EBponbI, 

HanHCaJl: 

xJle6a H3 MOCKOBCKHX rocYAapcTDeHHbIx Mara3HHOD . ______ • 

"Y,I1eplKHBaHHe 60JIbWHX KOJIH'IeCTD 3epHa CODeT
CKHMH 3eMJIe,l1eJIbl\aMH npHDO,l1HT K TOMY, 'ITO pelKHM 
DblHYlK,I1eH C YI'-\ep60M ,I1JIli cDoeA BHewHeA !9prOD,IlH 
HMnopTHpoDaTb 3ana,l1HblA xJIe6 DMeCTO Toro, 'IT06b1 

.HCnOJIb30BaTb TO,_ 'ITO YlKe ,I1ocTynHo BHYTPH CTpaHbI •. 
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QTo6h1 3aCTaOHTb KpeCTbliH npOAaoaTb JePHO, HYJKHO 
pe3KO nOAHlITb 3aKynO'lHhle 'l.\eHhI, OAHaKo, nocKonbL 

KY pe)f(HM He XO'leT noobiwaTb Mara3HHHhle l.\eHhI Ha 
xne6, npoAooonbCToeHHhle Cy6CHAHH AOnJKHhI cYll.\e
CTBeHHO npeoblCHTb ypooeHb, 3annaHHp0BaHHhllI Ha 
1990 r,» 

, fI.naH3KOH punopr, 21 anpenll 1990 r. 

OAHaKO, nporpaMMa «500 AHeA» rop6aqesa-EJlb,-\HHa 

Tpe6yeT CHHJKeHHlI npOAOBOJlbCTBeHHblx Cy6CHAHA 

H pe3Koro pOCTa ,-\eH Ha xJle6 H APyrHe' npOAYKTbl. 

CerOAHlIWHHA XJle6HbIA Ae<pH,-\HT 3aCTaBJIlieT 

BcnOMHHTb 3epHoBYlO 3a6aCTOBKY KpeCTbliH B 1928 r., 

0603HaqHBwylO KOHeqHbIA KPH3HC H3na. HAeOJlOrH 

nepecTpoAKH, no KpaAHeA Mepe Te, KTO He npH3b1Ba" 

eT K OTKpOBeHHoA peCTaBpa,-\HH KanHTaJIH3Ma, npeA

CTaBJIlilOT H3n KaK' 3KOlioMHqeCKHA ,06paJe,-\. A BeAb 

el.l.\e B 1923 r. TpO,-\KHA YKa3bIBaJi Ha npoTHBOpeqHBYIO 

H HecTa6HJlbHYlO npHpoAY H3na.' ECJlH COBeTCKali 

npOMbIWJleHHOCTb He 6YAeT' paJBHBaTbCli AOCTaTOq'HO 

6b1CTPO AJili Toro, qT06bI 06eCneqHTb KpeCTbliH B 

H36b1TKe AeweBbIMH TOBapaMH, npeACKa3b1BaJI Tpo,-\

KHA, nOCJleAHHe HaqHYT YMeHbwaTb, nOCTaBKH 3epHa 

Ha rOCYAapCTBeHHble 3arOTOBHTeJlbHble nYHKTbI C 

'TeM, qT06bI B3BHHTHTb ,-\eHbI Ha 3epHO. 3TO KaK· pa3 

TO, 'ITO CJlY'IHJlOCb B 1928 r. Ha rpaHH 3KOHOMHqe

CKoro Kpaxa CTaJlHH oTpearHpOBaJi npoBeAeHHeM 

KOJlJleKTHBH3a,-\HH JtCecToKHM H 61OpOKpaTHqeCKHM 

06pa30M. 

B 20-x rr. rJlaBHoA BHYTpeHHeA CO,-\HaJIbHOA CHJloA 

pecTaBpa,-\HH KanHTaJlH3Ma 6bIJIH KYJlaKH. CeroAHli 

3TO pOJIb OTBOAHTCli '1aCTH 61OpoKpaTHH H HHTeJIJIH-
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reH,-\HH, MHorHe H3 KOTOPbIX - npHBHJIerHpOsaHHble 

AeTH CTaJIHHCKHX annapaT'IHKoB. TaKHM 06pa30M, 

XJIe6Hali 3a6acTosKa - TOJIbKO. OAHH H3 acneKTOB 

06l.l.\ero Ca60TaJKa KOJIJIeKTHBHoA 3KOHOMHKH CBoeKO

PbICTHbIMH ynpaBJleH,-\aMH H '1HHOBHHKaMH. 

TonbKO npOneT8pCK8R nOmtTH"teCK8R 
peBOmOLl,HR MO>KeT Cn8CTH' 
COB8TCKHIiI, COlO3 

COBeTcKoMY COlO3Y ceroAHli yrpoxaeT KpoBasali 

6paToy6HAcTBeHHali BoAHa nocpeAH 3KOHOMHqeCKOA 

pa3pyxH. npaKTHqeCKH Bce pecny6JIHKH 06bllBHJIH 

HeJaBHcHMOCTb HJIH 3KOHOMHqeCKHA cYBepeHHTeT. 

npaBHTeJIbCTBO YKpaHHbI, BT.QpoA no BeJIH'IHHe pec

ny6JIHKH, XO'leT BbinycTHTb c06cTBeHHYlO BaJIIOTY H 

C<pOpMHpoBaTb oTAeJIbHYIO apMHIO. qHHOBHHKH He<p

Tepa3pa6aTbiBalOl.l.\HX paAoHoB CH6HPH Tpe6ylOT JlbBH

HylO ,AOJIIO npH6b1J1eA OT 3KcnopTa He<pTH. J1oHAoH

CKali HHgeneHgeHT (31 aBrYCTa 1990 r.) HanHCaJIa 06 

«onacHocTH, 'ITO COBeTcKHA. COlO3 pa3JIeTHTCli Ha 

Ha60p copeBHYIOl.l.\I:IXCli pecny6J1HK, paJAeJIeHHblX 

TaMoxeHHblMH 6apbepaMH,HrpyweQHbIMH BaJIIOTaMH, 

3THH'IeCKOA BpaJKAe6HOCTblO, BeAYl.l.\Hx ToproBbie 

BoAHbI APyr npoTHB APyra». 

TOJIbKO cOBeTcKHA pa60'lHA KJIaCC HMeeT CO,-\HaJIb

HylO SJIaCTb H 3aHHTepecosaHHocTb B coxpaHeHHH 

H nepecTpoAKe COBeTcKoro COlO3a Ha CO,-\HaJIHCTH'Ie

CKOM 6a3Hce cri.paBeAJIHBOCTH H paBeHcTBa Bcex 

Ha,-\HoHaJIbHOCTeit ):\JIli AocTHxeHHlI 3TOA ,-\eJIH He06-

XOAHMO opraHH30BaTb pa60'lHA KJIaCC B nOAJIHHHO 

6tOnneTeHb CnapTaKOBu,eB NQ 1 

Russian-Language Spartacist Bulleiin No.1 
po,aepJKaHHe: 

HOBOB 06bBMHOB BBBABHltB, aHami3ltPYIOl.l.\BB 
TBKYl.l.\ltB C06blTltA B COBBTCKOM COI03B. 

"tTO TaKoa TPOLl,Klt3M 
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oceCOlO3HYIO HHTepHal\HOHaJ1HCTHqeCKYIO KOMMYHH
CTHqeCKYIO napTHIO no 06pa3l\Y 60JIbWeOHcTcKoll: 
napTHH JIeHHHa H TpOl\KOro. 

CerOAHlI, oAHaKO, cooeTcKHlI: pa60qHlI: KJIaCC nonHc 
THqeCKH 3KcnnyaTHpyeTcli 60PIOll\HMHCli rpynnaMH 
61OpoKpaTHH H MenK06ypJKYa3Holl: HHTeJInHreHl\HH. 113-
3a HeHaOHCTH K npeJKHHM CTaJIHHHCTCKHM annapaTqH
KaM ....:.. yrHeTalOll\HM, napa3HTHqeC~HM, KoppYMnl1pO
oaHHblM - MHorHe pa60ql1e aKTI10l1CTbI nOAAepJKHOalOT 
aAooKaToo «AeMoKpaTHH» 3anaAHoro THna 11 «pery-' 
nHpyeMoll: PblHOqHOll: 3KOHOMI1KI1». Apyrl1e, 060HHlllO
ll\He nepecTpoll:KY 00 ocex HbIHeWHI1X HeCqaCTbllX, 
rpynnHpYIOTCli C KOHcepoaTHOHblMH annapaTqHKaMl1, 
06beAHHHOWHMHCli C peaKl\HOHHblMI1 PYCCKHMH Hal\110-

'HaJ1HCTaM'H. Ha C'be3Ae POCCHlI:CKOll: KOMMYHHCTI1-
qeCKoll: napTHH Heq,TlIHHK H3 TIOMeHH OOCKJIHKHyn: 
«HeCMOTpli Ha TO, KaKoll: JI03YHr, Hcnonb3yeTclI, 
nonHTHKa, oeAYll\all K' CHHxeHHIO ypOOHli JKH3HH H 
KpooonponHTHlO, npOTHBOpeqHT HHTepecaM HapOAa». 
OH npH30an 'i<BepHYTb CTpaHY K 1985 r.» - rOAY 
npHxoAa K onaCTH rop6aqeoa. 
, OAHaKo, He003MOJKHO oepHYTb CooeTcKHlI: COlO3 0 

1985 r., Aa 3TO H He JKenaTenbHO. B COOH nocneAHHe 
rOAbI 6pexHeocKHlI: pelKHM nonblTaJ1ClI c03AaTb UJl

Jl103Uio nOOblweHHll YPOOHli lKH3HH, yoeJIHqHOali 3apa-
60THYIO nJIaTY 6blCTpee npl1pOCTa npoAYKl\HH, OAHOc 
opeMeHHO 3aMopalKHoali l\eHbl 0 rOCYAapCToeHHblx 
Mara3HHax. 'IaCTb H36bITOqHbl~, py6JIell: YTeKna 0 nOA
nonbHYlO, «TeHeoylO» 3KOHOMHKY. OOJIbWali lKe qaCTb 
ocena 0 c6eperaTenbHblX Kaccax HJIH OKa3aJIaCb 
3aWHTOll: 0 MaTpaCbl. nq 04eHKe 1985 r., cpeAHSISI 
COBeTCKaSi ceMbli He CMor JIa HCTpaTHTb ,110 80-TH 
npOl\eHTOO cooero rOAoooro AoxoAa. TaKHM 06pa3-
OM, cerOAHlIWHJll'1 CKpblTaSi coepXHHq,JISll\HlI KopeHHT
Cli 0 CKJIepOTHqeCKOM CTaJIHHH3Me 6pelKHeoCKoro 
pexHMa . 

SPARTACIST 

OCHOOHal! npHqHHa nOJIHTHqeCKOrO H 3KOHOMHqe
CKoro pa3pyweHHSI CooeTcKoro COlO3a - MOll\Hoe H 
6e3JKanOCTHoe AaoneHHe MHpoooro HMnepHaJIH3Ma. 
'lT06bl cooTBeTcToooilTb YCHneHHIO aMepHKaHcKoll: 
ooeHHoll: MOll\H npH KapTepe, a 3aTeM npH Pell:raHe, 
6e3 CHHlKeHl1l1 ypOBHlI JKH3HH, aAMHliHCTpal\HSI opeJK
Heoa YMeHbwana OJIOlKeHHSI 0 HOOble 3aooAbl H 060py
AooaHHe. B pe3ynbTaTe npoH3BoAHTenbHocTb TpYAa 
Ha YCTapeowHx H TeXHOnOrl1QeCKH OTCTaJ1bIX 3aoo
Aax nocTolliIHO CHHJKanaCb. B 60nbwoll: CTeneHH rop

,6aQeOCKali nepecTPoll:Ka 1I0HnaCb peaicl\HOHHblM 
OToeTOM Ha o6r,eKTU8HblU KpH3HC cooeTcKoll: 3KOHO
'i.mKH nocne AeClITHJIeTHlI: pa30pHTenbHoro ynpaoJIe
HHII 00 HMII nocTpoeHHlI «col\HaJIH3Ma 0 OTAenbHoll: 
CTpaHe». Ho nonYMepbl TonbKO YXYAlllHnH nOJIOXeHHe. 

Cel1Qac napa3HTHQeCKall, 61OpOKpaTHli KpeMnli cAa
eTCli '3anaAHoMY HMnepHanH3MY Ha ocex ypOOHliX. 
rop6aQeo H Enbl\HH XOTliT npoAaTb HHAycTpHanbHoe 
H npHpoAHoe 60raTcToo CooeTCKoro COlO3a YOJIJI
CTpHT H <DpaHKq,ypTY, oAHoopeMeHHo nOMorali aMepH
KaHcKoMY HMnepHanH3MY, pa30e3aTb OOll:HY npOTHB 
apa6CKHX HapoAoo Ha OnHJKHeM BOCTOKe. CooeTcKHlI: 
pa60QHl1 Knacc AonJKeH yKpennllTb H 003pOJKAaTb KOJI
neKTHoHYIO 3KOHOMHKY CooeTcKoro COlO3a 0 nepcneK
THoe cOl\HaJIHCTHQeCKHX peoonlOl\HlI: no oceMY MHPY. 

CaMO KanHTaJIHCTHQeCKOe, pa30HTHe nopoAHno 
MeJKAYHapoAHoe pa3AeneHHe TpYAa. TaKHM 06pa30M, 
60Pb6a 3a 'npeAOCTaoneHHe cooeTCKHM MaccaM ocex 
'lKH3HeHHblx 6JIar - KilK MaTepHaJ1bHblX, TaK H Kynb
TypHblX - npeAnoJIaraeT YQaCTHe 0 MHpOOOll: 3KOHO
MHKe. 11 3TO 03HaQaeT, QTO He06xOAHMO 3aMeHHTb 
HMnepHanHCTHQeCKHI1 MHpOOOI1 PblHOK -.:. Aeq,opMH
POBaHHblll: MOHononHlIMH i1 Hal\HOHaJIbHbIM npoTeKl\HO
HH3MOM - HHTepHal\HOHanbHoll: COl\HaJIHCTHQeCKoll: 
3KOHOMHK0I1, nYTeM npOJIeTapCKHX peoonlO4HlI: 00 
BceM HMnepHanHCTHQeCKOM MHpe,. 

....;...-- LtI.1TaVne neHI.1Ha! ---
CTaJlHH npeOpaTHn JIeHHHa 0 HKOHY, qTOfibi oepHee noxopOHWfb' 

ero peoonlO!-\HOHHblll HHTepHal\HOHaJlH3M, O,o,HaKO, 3TH OCHOOHble 
neHHHCKHe pa60TbI ,o,onJKHbI fiblTb npoqHTaHbl ,o,nll nOHHMaHHll 
HaCYll\HbIX 3a,o,a q KOMMYHHCTOO cem,IJ,Hll! 

~lTo ~eJlaTb? 

Ha60neowHe oonpocbl HaW'em ,o,oHxeHHll 
1902 L, TOM 6 ' 

HMnepHaJlH3M, KaK BbICWaJl-CTa~HJI KanHTaJlH3Ma 
(nonynllpRblll OqepK) 
1916 r., TOM 27 

rocy~apcToo H peBOJlIO~HJI 
YqeHHe MapKcH3Ma 0 rocy,o,apcTBe H 3a,I\aqli nponeTapHaTa B 
peoonlOl\HH 
1917 r., TOM 33 

npOJleTapCKaJl peBOJlIO~HJI H peHeraT KaYTcKHH 
1918 r., TOM 37 

,l1,eTCKaJl OOJle3Hb, «JleBH3Hbl» B KOMMYHH3Me 
1920 L, TOM 41 

ilOJlHOe co6pdHue cOOiuHeHuu 
B.11. JIeHHH, nliToe H3AaHHe. a.H. neHI1H, 1918 r. 
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For a Trotskyist Party in USSR ... 
(continued from page 64) . 

published by the International Communist League in the first 
Spartacist Bulletin is designed to aid the Soviet working 
people in recovering their true history, a necessary step on 
the road. to reforging a new genuine communist party. 

The Soviet Intelligentsia 

It took several generations of unbroken political ,struggle 
within the intelligentsia of the tsarist em·pire to produce the 
basis for Lenin's Bolshevik Party. The revolutionary compo
nent of the Marxist intelligentsia, drawing on the experience 
of the Western European workers movement, brought the 
mass working class of Russia to consciousness of its his-

'tbric role, winning over the politically advanced layer of 
worker m'ilitants and organizing them into a vanguard party. 
This party uniquely withstood th; chauvinist frenzy of 
World War I, and its leadership of the October Revolu
tion-the first successful proletarian seizure of power
showed the working masses of the entire world the road 
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forward to put an end to immiserization and carnage. 
Stalin annihilated the core of Lenin's party, and he weni 

on to destroy almost the entire Soviet intelligentsia of the 
1920s and 1930s. Today their places are taken by the sons 
and daughters of those who came to the fore by supporting 
Stalin-those whose privileges were in tum safeguarded by 
St<)lin and his apparat. This social layer is Gorbachev's base 
and the leading edge of support for the policy of market
oriented perestroika:The mass of this intelligentsia contemp
tuously dismiss the internationalist and democratic ideals 
which animated their forebears, and similarly disdain the 
idea that the proletariat can lead society. Many of this layer 
have now passed over to championing a capitalist market 
as key to their own economic advancement, consciously 
defining their interests as counterposed to those of the 
Soviet working masses. . 

Today, 73 years after the. first successful proletarian 
seizure of power, the working. masses in the Soviet Union 
are no longer driven by the vision of communism. This is 

. the true and terrible legacy of the Stalinist regime, which 
clogged the pores of Soviet society with corruption, waste 
and inefficiency, enforced a stifling social, cultural and 

Bolshevik Internationalist Tradition 
Bolshevik perspective of the October 
Revolution as beginning of Europe-wide 
revolution Is counterposed to the 
national Isolationist outlook of Stalinism. 
Right: Banner of "Red Putllov" presented 
to Pavlovsky Regiment on eve of October 
Revolution reads: "Long Live Ali-Russian 
Revolution as Prologue to Social 
Revolution In Europe." 

Europe erupted In a revolutionary wave 
of solidarity with October. Left: Karl 
Llebknecht rallies workers to the cause of 
world revolution; January 19:19. Lack of 
a tempered Bolshevik party In Germany 
prevented working class from coming 
to power. 

·1 
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.:..,> .. ""''"'--__ ,c ___ , _ . _" __ , ........ , .. _____ , 
Der Spiegel 

Many Soviet workers discount misery under 
capitalism as just another lie pushed by the 
Stalinist bureaucracy. Left: Destitute family In 
Washington, D.C. "Market reforms" lead to 
Impoverishment for the masses as In Poland 
where many now depend on soup kitchens for 
their dally bread (above). 

political conformity through organized, sometimes very 
bloody repression,' and turned the liberating ideals of com
munism into empty slogans and outright lies to cover their 
own privileges and crimes, 

would inevitably lead to the liquidation of the planned 
beginnings and, subsequently, to the restoration of private 
property, In contradistinction to capitalism, socialism is built 
not automatically but consciously," (emphasis in original) 

'In response to Trotsky's warnings (in countries where, 
For a New Internationalist Communist Party! they couldn't respond by murdering the Trotskyists), the 

Half a century ago, Trotsky urgently warned of the dan- ,Stalinists pointed to the unquestionable achievements of the 
gers of capitalist restoration in the 'USSR, He incisively Five Year Plans, the provision of social welfare for the 
described the myriad ways'in which "all the old crap" of masses (e,g" education and medic'al care), the extension of 
capitalist society reinfuses the workers state under bureau-a non-capitalist "Soviet bloc" in the years following· World 
cratic misleadership, He concretely described how bureau- War II, and their own continued caste rule in the USSR, as 
cratic commandism deforms the -economy and makes the evidence that Stalinism was a stable system, But who could 
qu'estion of quality in consumer goods an insoluble one; he claim that today? Throughout Eastern Europe and increas-
analyzed the ways' in which the Stalinists' policies-and ingly within the USSR itself, the Stalinist system is visibly 
even more rapidly those of the Bukharinites, the direct collapsing under the weight of its inherent contradictions 
ideological progenitors of today's perestroika "reformers" 'and limitations, Now visibly, Trotskyism provides the only 
-would generate increased class'inequalities and build up political answers forthose who still want to be communists, 
the forces. for capitalist restoration, He warned that the . After decades of extracting self-sacrifice from the prole-
ultimate sun-ivai of the workers. state was in jeopardy with- lariat in ,tht;' name of building "socialism in a single coun-
out a·new polfticatrevolution to oust the bureaucratic caste try," Gorbachev and, the restorationists of various stripes 
and re-establish the political rule of the working class under have switched over to praising the imperialist system as "the 
revolutionary leaderShip, . developed world," The new generation of Soviet bureaucrats 

Emphasizing throughout the rest of his life that the con- seems-inexplicably to some observers-to have made a 
scious factor of a revolutionary party was the crucial ele-, decision to open the road.io "market socialism," fostering 

. ment lacking for intert:tational revolution and for defense of increased social inequality, and to.have become converted 
the Soviet workers state, Trotsky wrote in "The Workers' to the purported superiority of capitalism· or "capitalist 
State, ThelJl1idor and Bonapartism" (February 1935): methods" as a means of economic revitalization, They seem 

"Once liberated from the fetters of feudalism, bourgeois to have deCided to let capitalism be restored in thenaiions 
relations develop automatically"" It is altogether othen,!ise of the former Warsaw Pact. They even appear reconciled to 
with the development of socialist relations, The proletarian the ripping apart along national lines of the' multinational 
revolution not' only frees the productive forces from the 
fetters of private ownership but also transfers them to the USSR itself. But what we are seeing is not a case of deliber-
direct disposal of the state that it itself creates, While the ate "new thinking" by Gorbachev & Co,-it is' rather a 
bourgeois state, after the revolutiqn, confines itself to a response to the crashing down of the shattered pieces of a 
police role, leaving the market to its own laws, the workers' brittle and unstable Stalinist 'edifice which over the course 
state .assumes the direct role of economist and organizer. of decades was generating its present spectacular downfalL 
The replacement of one political regime by another exerts 
'~mly an indirect and superfiCial influence upon market Stalinism-a monstrous edifice of lies to justify the 

_. economy, On the contrary, the replacement of a workers' privileged bureaucracy's usurpation of the political power 
'government I?y a bourgeois or petty-bourgeois govemment--. of a working class which was nominally the ruler of soci-
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ety-required a monstrous apparatus of repressive controL 
The cancerous growth of the institutions of state repression 
in Stalin's hands held down the Soviet working people-and 
it drove underground eve!), kind of reactionary social force 
as well. But repression, no matter how vastly murderous, 
cannot solve the underlying problems. Stalin merely handed 
the problems forward to his successors. For today's genera
tion of Stalinist "leaders" it is not a "failure of will" but an . 
exhaustion of options. Any leadership less willing than 
Stalin to go down in history as a mass murderer of one's 
"own" people would have found itself unable to contain the 
explosions of pent-up dissatisfaction with what has wrongly 
become known as "communism." This process has reached 
critical mass under Gorbachev, 

Gorbachev's perestroika is not the USSR's first "experi" 
ment" with decentralization of the economy, nor, is glasnost 
the first thaw. But Khrushchev, for example, went about as 
far as he could go in seeking to .turn away from the edifice 
of lies comprising official history-'-for he and his generation 
of Stalinist top hacks were themselves directly complicit in 
Stalin's crimes. (From among thai layer, Khrushchev was 
personally one of the least involved.) Gorbachev repre'sents 
a new generation which is riot personally soaked' in the 
blood of Stalin's victims, nor does he possess the huge and 
socially pervasive apparatus of mass repression w~ich Stalin '. 
had at his fingertips. In the 45 years since the end of World' 
War II, Soviet society has changed-the working masses 
are no longer willing to endure the privations which were 
visibly unavoidable in the years of devastation during and 
following the war, while a new middle class has come into 
existence. This latter layer-,-unashamedly the "vanguilrd" 
of pro-capitalist ideology in the USSR-feel far closer in 
spirit to th~ most privileged layer of yuppie academics in 
"the West" than to the scared grey bureaucrats who were 
their fathers, to say nothing of their felt alienation from the 
working people. They have been big boosters of glasnost, 
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not only as part of the "revitalization" of the economy which 
promises them chances at personal accumulation, but even 
just out of embarrassment: as they chat urbanely to snotty 
Western professors over glasses of good French wine at 
iriternational colloquiums, they do not want to be mocked 
about the "blank spaces" and ludicrous lies of erstwhile 
official Soviet history. 

Their apparent foes within the framework of the bureauc
racy, the old-line bureaucrats, seek ineffectually to counter . 
the Gorbachevite myth that the capitalist market me'chanism 
provides a ."rational" means. of economic organization. No 
less than the "new thinkers" do the hardliners accept the 
continued existence 'of capitalism and the imperialist world 
market, while they· lack the moriil' authority.to convince the 
disgruntled working people of anything. when they correctly 
describe the reality of the capitalist world-'-poveity; racism, 
violence and crime, massive unemployment, homelessness 
amidst luxury, neocolonial exploitation of the. "Third 
World," militarism and tlie danger of war~Soviet workers 
hear in this 'only an apologia for their own continuing hard
ships. The enormous wealth,that would put any Soviet bu
reaucrat to shame, displayed by the' few who comprise the 
vicious and arrogant imperialist ruling classes, seems remote 
as compared to the cold reaJitY"ofempty Soviet shelves. 

But Soviet workers musi take warning:, for the over
whelming mass of the toilers of even the richest capitalist 
nation, the motor force of the system is not "the profit 
motive" but naked fear-whitt drives the' West German, 
Japanese or American worker to work 'and work hard,is not 
any eXpectation of moving up into tlie ranks of the big 
exploiters, but the intimate knowledge that should his sweat 
and skills cease to be of value to those who b.we. ~v.erything, 
he and his family could be sleeping on sidewalks and eating 
out of garbage cans, Look around y,ou now: the mass unem- . 
ployment and starvation faced by the Polish working class 
as the Solidarnosc government attempts to sell the country 
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to the Western bankers and capitalists is the reality of the 
world marketplace. Witness the skyrocketing unemployment 
and'misery in united, capitalist Germany. The imperialists 
.would reduce the standard of living of the East European 
masses to Third World levels. And the suffering that capital
ist mastery would have to inflict on the vast, multinational 
Soviet Union would be far worse. 

The foundation of the planned, collectivized Soviet econo
my laid the basis for a historic advance over the system of 
imperialist wage slavery and market chaos. Such initial 
achievements as the unprecedented industrial growth under 
the first Five Year Plans, the buildup of Soviet Central Asia, 
the right to guaranteed employment, health care, education, 
all gave concrete expression to the vastly superior potential 
of the planned economy over capitalism. They were built 
by the Soviet working people through great sacrifices. A 
planned economy, implement"d on the scale of the world 
productive forces and under the control of democratic work
er soviets, would have spared mankind the wars, Holocaust, 
misery and hunger of the last SO years. Instead the succes
sive generations of Stalinist misrulers have run the Soviet 
economy into an isolated nationalist dead end. Now descent 
into capitalist chaos threatens. 
, Stalinism may have destroyed the good name of commu

nism in the Soviet Union, but the October Revolution's 
egalitarian ideals still live in the consciousness of millions 
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Vllna, Poland, 1905. 
In demonstration of 
proletarian Interna
tionalism, Polish and 
Russian Social 
Democrats and the 
Jewish Bund honor 
victims of tsarlst 
pogroms. Workers of 
all Soviet nationalities 
must organize against 
Black Hundreds/ 
Pamyat anti-Semitism 
a'nd Great Russian 
chauvinism I 

pole of attraction in Soviet political life, the present strug
gles of the working class do not surpass the defensive plane 
and point in sometimes contradictory directions. But when 
strikers raise for example the demand to sell a share of their 
product themselves ',on the world market, this reflects an 
effort to obtain desperately needed and otherwise unobtain
able goods, and an understandable attitude that "the big boys 
are surely going to get theirs, how do we' get ours?" It does 
not represent a' hard ideological choice for' capitalist compe-

, titio'n and the destruction of the state monopoly of foreign 
trade, as it does in the mouths of the petty-bourgeois aspir
ing "restructurers." Given the leaven of a genuinely Marxist 
intellectual current, the present upsurge of militancy and 
elemental class consciousness among sections of the prole
tariat could be the basis for a new mass revolutionary com
munist party. Such a genuinely communis,t party would lead 
the struggle for the democratic reorganization of the Soviet 
Union; for democratic-centralist planning through soviets 
of the workers and their allies, such as that section of the 
bureaucracy, especially in the officer corps, which explicitly 
renounces in word and life their privileges; the collective 
peasantry and other oppressed; and that wing of the intelli
gentsia which finds its way out of the maze of corrupt 
appetites. 

Down with Great Russian Chauvinisml 
of Soviet workers, soldiers and collective farmers. They are In the absence of a revolutionary party, a good deal of 
deeply indignant at the rise of a new layer of wealthy co- working-class discontent over the immiserization caused by 
operativists and entrepreneurs who outdo the nomenklatura the market-oriented perestroika of Gorbachev is being chan-
in aping the lifestyle of a capitali~t ruling class. The para- neled into Great Russian chauvinism and anti-Semitism 
sites, exploiters and their ideologues need to be driven out . (which August Bebel rightly labeled the "socialism of 
of the soviets. Soviet workers have shown themselves ready fools"). Outright native fascists like'Pamyat.and its ilk, who 
to strike in support of their demands for a be tier life, against have been protected and promoted by sections of the bu-' 
bureaucratic corruption and inefficiency. But restorationist reaucracy, have now burst upon the scene to carry out their 
demagogues like Yeltsin have (rieq to use this to stampede attacks with impunity in Soviet cities. These are not "isolat-
the workers into supporting a capitalist market system'. ed extremists" but the bellwethers of social ·crisis. Th'est 

Lacking a viable, authentic communist ,current asa Jeltl. ". scum have been able to surface on a flood tide, of Great 

, j 
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,Russian nationalism that has been promoted by both the so
called "democratic" restorationists like Yeltsin and the old
line Stalinists who 'are promillent in the United Front of 
Toilers .. 

A reforged, internationalist communist ,party can be built 
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Europe looked to the Red Army. But Stalin had divided 
Europe with the "democratic" imperialists, and his apparat 

'. \ in the USSR only by relentless political combat against 
Great Russian chauvinism. ,This means in the first place 
defending Jews against the rising tide of anti-Semitic terror 
and sweeping the new Black Hundreds of Pamyat off th,e 
streets through direct working-class action. Those who hide 

, behind even the most "sophisticated, refined" Russian na-

,feared the rise of a socialist Europe, which would have, 
meant the end of the privileged Kremlin oligarchy. The 
machinery of the Western European Communist parties was 
pUUo work helping to restabilize a shattered West Europe 
for the national imperialist ruling classes. The results of 
this service were no more fruitful for the defense of the 
Soviet Union than the Hitler-Stalin pact. By 1948 renewed 
and imphicable imperiaiist hostility, the "Cold War," pro
pelled' Stalin to create' Eastern European states in the 
USSR's image'. tionalism are a deadly roadblock to a proletarian and demo

cratic solution to the national aniagonisms which now threat-, 
en io rip apart the multinational Soviet workers state. Only 
a leadership possessing. the authority of intransigent combat 
against the chauvinism of the dominant Russian nationality 
can be effective in exposing the restorationist program 
lurking beneath the current agitation for separation of the' 
minority nationalities. 

A critical element in unlocking the cycle of mistrust, 
insisted upon by Lenin, is the right of any nationality with 
an anti-counterrevolutionary leadership to disaffiliate to the 
extent they seefitfrom the rest of the Sqviet Union. This right 

, was incorporated 'into the founding constitution of the 
USSR. But in the guise of national separation, the Baltic 
nationalist independence movements se~k not merely separa
tion with full protection of all peoples wit.hin these borders, 
but a vicious capitalist restoration, rapidly producing a new 
and ethnically pure ruling class, and the degradation or 
exclusion of all other Soviet peoples. These nationalists, no 
less than the Great Russian chauvinists, are the implacable 
enemies of the Soviet working class. 

,Return to the Road of Lenin and Trotsky! 
Over twenty million Soviet citizens died to defeat Hitler's 

attempt to bring fascist 'capitalism to the territory of the 
USSR. The workers and oppressed the world over owe a 
great debt to the heroic defenders of Leningrad and Stalin- ' 
grad, 'and the countless others who fought to smash Nazism. 
But the Stalinist bureaucracy infused the struggle against 
Hitler with backward and divisive Russian nationalism, 
disappearing the internationalist banner of the Red Army's 
founding. Nonetheless the victims 'of Hitler in postwar 

Now Gorbachev's abject capitulation before imperialist 
military and diplomatic pressure, beginn,ingwith the Soviet 
pullout of Afghanistan, has pulled the rug out from under 
the post-World War II order. The Afghanistan intervention, 
although undertaken by Brezhnev for narrow defensive 
military reasons on the border of the USSR, opened the 
possibilit'y to extend the gains of October to the peoples of 
hideously backward Afghanistan. For this reason, the Trot
skyists of the International Communist League hailed the 
Red Army intervention; we condemned the withdrawal as 
a deadly danger to the Afghan masses, first and forem'ost 
the unveiled women, and io the USSR itself. Far from 
appeasing imperialism. the withdrawal from Afghanistan 
signaled to the NATO capitals that the Soviet government 
had lost its will to fight. Far better, to have fought imperial~ 
ism through an honorable fight in Afghanistan than to have 
to now fight it within the borders of the Soviet Union!: 

For what are the fruits of appeasement? Today the pro
capitalist Baltic separatists openly appeal to the imperialists 
for assistance against the rest of the USSR. Soviet forces 
are being pulled out across East E;urope and Gorbachev has 

, agreed to a reunified imperialist Germany-a Fourth Reich, 
which poses a mortal danger ncit only to the Soviet Union, 
but to all the European working people. The German imperi
alists expect to make Eastern Europe and most of the Soviet 
Union what Latin America is to the U.S.- imperialists-a 
source of raw material and cheap labor, and a market for 
cheap goods. Interimperialist rivalry grows more bitter each 
day, as each ruling class jockeys with the others for the 
spoils of East Europe while anticipating that disintegration 
of the Sovie1 Union itself will soon follow. 

Left: Fascist Pamyat organization fuhrer'Dmltrl Vasllyev sur
rounded by black-shlrted stormtroopers. Right: Pamyat goons 
attacked "April" writers, association meeting In Moscow on 
January 18, spewed anti-Semitic filth, threatened pogroms. 
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Stalinist-led demonstration of workers In Paris, May 
1968, when France stood on the brink of revolution, 
The treacherous French Communist Party leadership 
abetted the bourgeoisie in restraining the workers' and 
students' upheaval. 
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World. War II. The single example of the French bourgeoi- . 
sie's handling of the 1968 general strike gives a measure of 

'the importance of the Stalinist parties to maintaining capital
ist rule. De Gaulle had no need to bring the French army 
back from Germany-the Communist Party did the counter-' 
revolutionary work to head off the workers' general strike, 
while the police crushed .the left-Stalinist revolutionary
minded students. 

The October Revolution was carried out and the Commu
nist International founded on the perspective of world revo
lution. Lenin and the Bolsheviks understood that an interna
tional revolutionary struggle was required not only to defeat 
the imperialist encirclement of the first workers state, but 
as the only means to open the road to socialist development. 
Capitalist development itself had brought into being an 
international division of labor. Thus, the struggle to secure 
for the Soviet masses the good things of life-both material 
and cultural-presupposes participation in the world market. 
This means the replacement of. the imperialist-dominated 
world market by an international socialist economy through 
proletarian r~volutions throughout the capitalist world. 

The perspective of "world revolution" does not mean that 
every country is ripe for the proletarian seizure of power at 
every moment. It does mean that revolutionary crises do 
occur when the old or,der manifestly cannot continue to rule 
in the old way, when the ruling class is bankrupt, paralyzed 

, and split, and the oppressed and intermediate layers can be 
I won to the side of a working class which puts itself forward 

with the confidence and the program to take. leadership of 
society. At such exceptional moments of history, like for 
example the prerevolutionary situation of France in 1968, 
what is essential is a pre-ex'isting vanguard party rooted in 
the proletariat. A 'leadership which hesitates or stops short 
of the struggle for power merely serves to frighten the 
bourgeoisie into. moving to bloodily behead the workers 
movement, leading to such phenomena as Hitler's Third 

With the Soviet leadership's withdrawal from Afghanistan Reich or more recently the Pinochet repression in Chile. 
and acceptance of German reunification, American imperial- Such a defeat decisively forestalls for a generation the 
ism is emboldened and is already moving to assert itself prospects for revolution in that country, while striking a 
from Liberia to the Persian Gulf. The ink was scarcely dry blow at the morale of working people and oppressed around 
on the pompous proclamations of a new "peace dividend" the globe. 
before the U.S. plunged into military action attempting to Stalin and his heirs in the Kremlin, having usurped the 
grab the major portion of the world's oil supply for itself. authority of the October Revolution, re'fuse to conduct 
So Gorbachev's "new thinking" leads straight to the escala- revolutionary struggle when opportunities present them-
tion of that old imperialist pehavior as America moves to selves. In South Africa today, millions of black workers 
take over Britain's old mandate for plunder "east of Suez." consider themselves communists, but the "Communist" Party 

All wings of the fracturing Soviet bureaucracy remain true refuses to place the struggle for socialism on the agenda, 
to their Stalinist heritage-having derailed or destroyed and instead chains the masses to another group of exploiters 
every revolutionary proletarian opportunity since 1924 they ,through the popular-front policy of unity with the "progres-
seek to prove by the results of their own betrayal that revolu- sive" bourgeoisie. Once again, the SACP is positioned to 
tionary working-class struggle is a historic impossibility. play an indispensable role in seeking to deflect the 'intense 

The commonplace "wisdom" of contemporary Soviet mass struggles of the South African oppressed masses into 
intel!ectu'als maintains that the iniernational proletariat's reformist swindles. Thanks to the identification of Commu-
capacity for revolutionary struggle is at best a romantic nism with uncompromising anti-racism gained through 
myth. These people are the natural descendants of the Stalin-' decades of courageous struggle under underground condi-
ists who rivaled and.surpassed social democracy in orgaoiz-' tions by Communist militants, the SACP can be a far more 
ing defeat after defeat for the world proletariat. Trot~ky effective obstacle to revolution than open social democrats 
rightly labeled Stalin the "Great Organizer of Defeats," and could ever be. 
he chronicled the history of Stalin's crimes, from subordi- . Without the military and industrial might of the Soviet· 
nating the Communists to the bourgeois-nationalist Kuomin- Union, the peasant-based, anti-capitalist revolutions. in 
tang in the Chinese Revolution of 1927, to the passive China, Cuba and Vietnam would long ago have been crushed 
surrender to Hitler's rise to power in 1933, to the NKVD by the imperialists. It is the duty of the world proletariat to 
terror unleashed on the forces for proletarian revolution in militarily defend against imperialism the Soviet Union and 
the Spanish Civil War. This treachery did not stop with----the-other states where .capitalism has been abolished. But 
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elimination of imperialism from the globe through extension 
of the·October Revolution is the only lasting defense. \ 

In a letter to Soviet workers written in April 1940, Trot
sky noted that the cowardice that Stalin's clique displayed 
before the world bourgeoisie was matched only by the 
brutality that the Kremlin usurpers meted out to the Soviet 
toilers. Today the brutal rille of the Thennidorians is coming 
undone. But the same arrogant ideologues of yesterday who 
preached the infallibility of Stalin's "socialism in one coun
try" are now just as mendaciously seeking to lull th~ Soviet 
people with the lie of "planned capitalism" and supposec1ly 
civilized social democracy. They hasten to pass over in 
silence that there was a communist opposition to Stalin's 
political counterrevolution. An opposition which did not wait 
until it was safe and profitable to denounce Stalin. An 
opposition which did not fear to tum to the workers. They 
do not mention this opposition because it was Trotsky's 
Bolshevik-Leninist Opposition, and it was made up of cadres 
who had been le~ders of October. Today millions.hunger to 
fill the blank pages of history left bYe the Stalinists, and the 
multinational Soviet proletariat has started to come forward 
in defense of itself against the ravages of the current eco.
nomic chaos. It is crucial that the workers movement arm 
itself first. and foremost with the program of its class 
forebears: the Left Opposition. Soviet militants who want 
to fight to recover the revolutionary heritage of Lenin must 
begin' now to construct a Trotskyist party across the Soviet 
Union based finnly on the program of proletarian, revolu-
tionary internationalism. . 

* * * 
Much of the material which appears in Spartacist Bulletin 

No. I was written by the International Communist League 
(ICL) to intersect the unfolding political situation in the 
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FI.del Castro rubs shoulders with Augusto Plnoctlet, 
then "constitutionalist officer" In Salvador Allende's 
popular-front government, later Chile's bloody dictator. 

. Stalinist lie of "peaceful coexistence" with Imperialism 
disarms world's working masses. 

Gennan Democratic Republic (DDR) earlier this year. With 
the mass de'monstrations which led to the fall of the 
Honeckerregime, the Trotskyists of the ICL sought to 
intervene in the developing working-class political rev
olution. "What the Spartacists Want," a short programmatic 
statement which clearly defines the goals of the ICL, ap
pearedin the. first and many subsequent issues of the 
journal Arbeiterpressekor;espondenz (Arprekorr), which was 

. begun in order to address the intense political fennent 
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Oppressed black masses of South Africa see flag 
. of communism as symbol of fight for freedom and 
social equality. But South African Communist Party's 
reformism Is deadly: obstacle to revolution. 
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rapidly slid over into social counterrevolution. The SED/ 
PDS, which never sought to mobilize the working class to 
defend the colIectivized property of the DDR, today simply 
seeks to be another toadying social-democratic parliamentary 
"opposition" in an expanded German imperialist state. The 
SpAD uni~uely sought to mo~ilize the German working 
people agaInst the destruction of the East German workers 
state, including running candidates in the Volkskammer 
elections who unambiguously <?pposed capitalist reunifica
tIOn. Today we are taking the lead in supporting the defen
sive. struggles of the East German workers, in defending 
foreign-born workers and women, in denouncing and'defying 
the present witchhunting measures aimed principalIy against 
the SED/pDS, in calling for sharp class struggle against a 
Fourth Reich. 

>Among the lies used to alibi Stalin's treacherous behead
ing of the Soviet officer corps on the eve of World War II 
is the slander against the brilliant Marshal Mikhail Tukha
chevsky of anti-Semitism and "right socialism." For the 
interest of our Russian-speaking readers, we have translated 
for the Bulletin an article originalIY printed in Workers 

'Vangua~d No. 321 (14 Jan~ary 1983), newspaper of the 

within the East German population and which for a pe- Spartaclst League/U.S., which refutes these slanders. 
--IlOd appeared dally. At that time (December 1989), the . The current disintegration of the ruling bureaucracies in 

German ICL section was the Trotzkistische Liga Deutsch- East Europe powerfully confirms Trotsky'S analysis of the 
lands. It fused with the Spartakist Gruppen' of the DDR bnttle andcontradictory nature of the regimes they headed, 
to form the Spartakist Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands (SpAD) as exemphfled especially by Trotsky's major work on the 
on 21 January 1990. degeneration of the Russian Revolution; What Is the USSR 
~ro~ the beginning the ICL took the lead in calling for and Where Is It Going? (written in 1936 and known in other 

sohdanty with the 380,000 Soviet troops stationed in the languages as The Revolution Betrayed). We reprint in the 
DDR, seeing them as a key element in the situation there Spartaeist Bulletin one chapter from this work, "The Soviet 
and as a bridge to the ,:"orking masses of the USSR. Spprta- Therritidor," in which Trotsky details the reasons for the 
elst Bulletin No. I repnnts two items which were written for degeneration of the Russian Revolution. But this chapter is 
the Soviet soldiers, "Internationalist Greetings to our Soviet only a small part of this work. It is high time that this and 
Soldier Comrades," distributed widely in leaflet form to the Trotsky's other major' works be published in full in the 
troops in December and January, and "Letter to Our Com- Soviet Union! ' 
rade Soviet Soldiers," published in both Russian and Ger- The ICL has sought to intersect the political ferment 
man in Arprekorr in March 1990 and also distributed widely unleash~d ,by Gorbachev's glasnost from the. beginning: 
as a leaflet. . . desplt~ hmlted resources anp rudimentary Russian-language 

The masses of the nOR had been kepi. ~s ignorant of capacity. Two recent Issues of our English-language interna-
Trotskyism as the Soviet population. "Trotskyism: What It tiona I theoretical journal Spartaeist have been devoted to the 
Isn't and What It Is!"-first published in Spartaeist (German current developments in the Soviet Union and they both 
edition) and now published in the new Spartaeist Bulletin Included small bilingual English-Russian sections, which we 
-was written by the ICL to answer the problem: how is tried to distribute as widely as possible to Soviet citizens. 
anyone whose acquaintance with Trotskyism is the myths Spartaeist Bulletin No. I reprints the Russian sections from 
and slanders perpetrated by the Stalinist bureaucracy now both these issues of Spartaeist. "The USSR and the Problems 
supposed to recognize Trotskyism, the real thing? The article of the Transitional Epoch" is an excerpt from The Death 
explains the historical basis for the various revisionist cur- Agony o/Capitalism and the Tasks o/theFourth International, 
rents claiming the mantle of Trotskyism in Europe today. a programmatic statement written by Trotsky and adopted 
Immediately following the fall of Honecker the East German by the founding conference of the Fourth International in 
masses, sick and tired of hackneyed Stalinist lies, eagerly 1938 .. The introduction to this piece was written by the ICL 
bought tens of thousands of copies of this and other ICL espeCially for Spartaeist, as was "When Was the Soviet 
publications .. And on January 3, a quarter of a million people Thermidor?" which details the decisive events leading to the 
participated In a protest against the desecration of the Trep- degeneration of the October Revolution in 1923-24. 
tow Park memorial to the Soviet soldiers who died liberating We have also !ranslated for the Spartaeist Bulletin a letter 
Germ~ny from the fascist plague. This protest had been to the Soviet Embassy written in early August as American 
Inlttated by the Trotskyists of the ICL and supported by the Impenahsm began moving its military might massively into. 
Stalinist SED/PDS. Saudi Arabia in an open provocation and oil grab (published 

But in the aftermath of this massive pro-working-class' in English in WV No. 509, 7 September 1990). Soviet coop-
demonstration in Trepto.w, the imperialists stepped up their ~ration with U.S., British and other world imperialist powers 
campa.lgn of destabilization of the DDR and the Stalinists In t~IS adv.enture poses imminent danger particularly to the 
caved In. The anti-bureaucratic revolution, which had lacked Soviet Unton Itself and to all the world's working masses. 
organized w.orking-c1ass participation from the beginning, . '~: ' -August 1990 
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7 November 1990 

For the first time in six decades, the revolutionary interna
tionalist program of Lenin and Trotsky was raised in the 
Soviet Union on -7 November 1990, anniversary of the 
October Revolution. In Leningrad comrades of the Interna- -
tional Communist League, working with a group of young 
militants who consider themselves Trotskyists, and who 
are-examining various ostensible Trcit~kyist currents, distrib-

Hall the Celebration of the October Revolutlonl. 
Defend the GaIns of the October Revolutlonl 

Down WIth the Restoration of Capitalism I 
For Power to SovIets of the WorkIng People! 

.• Create an anti-Stalinist Leninist-Tiotskyistparty from 
workers and those sections of the army who have the 
fewest privileges and the most responsibilities! 

• For genuine equality on the basis of abun'dance! 
• All power, to the Soviets of the working people! Oust 

the parasites, exploiters and their ideologues from the 
Soviets! 

• "Socialism in one country' is a defeatist myth! For 
proletarian revolutionary internationalism! '. 

-' 'For military defense of the USSR against the imperialist 
vise tightening around .it! Against the.dismemberment 

. of the USSRI 
• For democratic-centralist planning through Soviets of 

the workers and their allies-peasants, the working 
intelligentsia and those of the military who voluntarily 
renounce their privileges! Stalin's heirs are selling out 
our Motherland. 

• For workers mobilizations against chauvinism, Pamyat 
and anti-Semitism! 

• For democratic reorganization of the Soviet Union and 
the right of every nation with an anti-counterrevolution
ary leadership to whatever self-determination it con
siders necessary. 

• For government of t~e Lenin-Sverdlov type on the basis 
of workers democracy! . 

• For the formation of ari all-Union Trotskyist party! 

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST LEAGUE 
(IV Internationalist) 

uted the leaflet which we reprint and translate below, and 
rallied at Palace Square (see photol--Over 1,000 copies of 
the Russian-language Spartacist Bulletin No. I were also 
sold; in Moscow, ICL comrades marched in the parade and 
sold over 350 copies of Spartacist Bulletin No. I. Thousands 
mO.re copies of the Spartacist Bulletin, as well as other ICL 
Russian-language literature, are now circulating in the USSR. 

,[la 3ApaB~TByeT rOAOBUJ,I1Ha 
OKTR6pbCKOiil peBOmOLl,I1I1! 

3aUJ,I1TI1M 3aBOeBaHI1R OKTR6pbCKOiil peBOnlOLI,l1l11 
,[lono,iiI peCTaBpaLl,i-IlO Kanl1Tanl13Ma! 
3a BnaCTb COBeToB .TPYARUJ,I1XCR! 

• C03AaTb aHTl1cTanl1Hl1cTcKyKi neH';'HI1CTCKO-TpOIIKI1CT
CKYIO napTl110 113 pa60YI1x 11 Tex cnoeB apMl1l1, KOTOPblB 
I1MelOT MeHbwe npliIBl1nerl1li1l160nbwe 06A3aHHocTelili 

• 3a nOAnl1HHOe paBeHCTBO Ha 6a3e 1130611n11A! 
• BCA BnacTb COB'eTaM TPYAAWI1XCA! Vl3rHaTb napa311ToB, 

3KcnnyaTaTopOB 11 I1X I1AeOnOrOB 113 COBeTOBI 
• "COlll1an113M B OTAenbHoliI CTpaHe» - nOpa>KeHyeCKI1Ii1 

MI1¢! 3a nponeTapCKl11i1 peBOn101I110HHb11il11HTepHa1l110-
HanI13M! 

• 3a BoeHHYIO 3aU\I1TY CCCP OT CTArI1BalOU\I1XCA BOKpyr 
Hero TI1CKOB I1Mnepl1anl13Ma! npOTI1B paCyneHeHI1A 
CCCP! 

• 3a'AeMOKpaTl1yeCKI1-lIeHTpanI130BaHHoe nnaHl1poBaHl1e 
yepe3 COBeTbl pa60Yl1x 11 I1X COlO3HI1KOB - KOnX03HI1-
KOB, TpYAOBOIiI I1HTennl1reHlIl111 11 BoeHHblx,- KOTopble 
Ao6pOBonbHO OTKa3anl1Cb OT CBOI1X npl1Bl1nerl1li11 CTa
nl1HCKl1e HaCneAHI1KI1' npoAalOT Hawy POAI1Hy. 

• 3a M06l1nl13a1..11110 pa60Yl1x npornB WOBI1HI13Ma, "naMArn» 
11 aHTI1CeMI1TI13Ma!. . 

• 3a AeMOKpaTl1yecKYIO peOpraHl13aL!111O COBeTCKoro 
CoI03a 11 npaso Ka>KAoliI Haul1l1 C aHrn-KOHTppBBOnIOl..l110H
HblM PYKOBOACTBOM H,a TaKoe caMoonpeAeneHl1e, KaKoe 
OHa CYI1TaeT HY)l\HbIM. . 

• 3a npaBI1TenbCTBO Tl1na neHI1Ha-CBepAnoBa Ha OCHoBe 
pa60yelil AeMOKpaTl1l11 

• 3a 06pa30BaHI1e BceCOlO3HoIiI TPOIlKI1CTCKOIiI napTl1l11 

VlHTEPHAl.\VlOHAnbHAA KOMMYHVlCTVl4ECKAA nVlrA 
(IV VlHTepHa1l110HanbHaA) 

L---',--' -\' ----------1 SPARTACJST 
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Leon Trotsky, co-leader of the Russian Revolution, addresses May Day rally in Red Square, Moscow, in the early 
1920s. Banner salutes workers struggling against the "old world" of capitalist exploitation. Return to the road 
of Lenin and Trotskyl 

We publish below a translation of the introduction to the 
first Russian-language Spartacist Bulletin, published in 
October 1990. 

Who in truth was Leon Trotsky? Why did Stalin fear, 
above all else, to allow even a single word of Trotsky:s to 
be published in the Soviet Union .after 1.928? For decades 
the truth about Trotsky, known by the world to be one of 
Lenin's ciosest comrades in the Russian Revolution, has lain 
buried in the Soviet Union under a 'mountain of lies and 
corpses. Virtually the entire generation which achieved 
October, triumphed in the Civil War and heroically toiled 
to lay the foundations of Soviet industry was exiled and 
murd'ered~"Trotskyism" was often the only charge. Trot
sky's words, "The October' Revolution was accomplished 
for the sake of the toilers, not for the sake of new parasites," 
haunted Stalin's bureaucracy. They feared that ihe Soviet 
working class would again become infused with the interna
tionalist program of the October Revolution, linking the 
cause of the Soviet masses with the class struggle abroad. 

Today, glasnost has come to Gorbachev's Soviet Union. 
No longer can Trotsky be ludicrously portrayed as an agent 
of the Japanese emperor and the Third Reich-now the 
Soviet people are permitted to know that Trotsky was the 
founder of the Red Army. Yet all major political currents 
continue to vilify Trotsky and the political program he 
fought for. The social democrats and outright capitalist 
restorationists of the Democratic Platform of the CPSU write 
pages of new demonology, portraying Trotsky as Stalin's 

, \ 

power-hungry twin'. This view finds favor in Gorbachev's 
camp. Meanwhile, old-line bureaucrats like Polozkov of the 
Nina .Andreyeva school prefer Stalin's ShOl'/ Course; ob
scenely, they claim-the 'mantle of Lenin while praising the 
"wisdom" of his antipode-Stalin. 

,In thefr hatred of Trotsky these different wings of the 
fracturing Soviet bureaucracy reveal their acceptance of 
Stalinism's biggest lie: the identification of October with the 
nationalist, anti-working-class program of "socialism in a 
single country" and its corollary, the search for an impos
sible permanent "peaceful coexistence" with imperialism. 
In slandering Trotsky, Stalin's various heirs renounce anew 
the revolutionary internationalism of the founding cadre of 
Soviet communism, who saw the October Revolution which 
gave birth to the Soviet state as' the first step of the world 
proletariall revolUlion, and founded the Communist Inter-
national in this spirit. . 

Trotsky and his supporters, organized in the Left Opposi
tion, were living proof that Stalinism does not flow from 
Lenini'sm-they were persecuted, exiled and finally mur
dered 'by Stalin because they continued to fight for Lenin's, 
program. But Trotskyism lived on as an organized political 
current outside the Soviet Union. Over'sixty years ago, from 
exile, Trotsky outlined the fundamental economic and social 
contradictions of Soviet society following the political COWl
ter~'evolution in which Stalin and his henchmen usurped 
power against the Bolshevik internationalists. The material 

continued on page 55 
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